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From the President
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.but first a word to our
sponsors

F YOU WATCH theX-Files California. Our resident transplant

for any length of time, you realize their writers have a ready
supply of story ideas courtesy of supermarket tabloids. Law & Order
takes a higher road and uses the
foibles of more mainstream folks as
reported in the New York Times and
the Washington Post for their material. I, too, am lucky for I get to use
the Wall Street Journal, MacWeek
and now the San Jose Mercury for
my starter material.
I received a call from the San
Jose Mercury News on March 12th.
It is a newspaper based in San Jose,

from there informed me that the
paper prides itself on its inside coverage of Silicon Valley [further inquiries among the thoughtful elicited a consensus that their use of the
word "pride" is relative]. They
called the Wednesday before "Black
Friday," March 14th, when Apple
was to announce its second restructuring plan to 'save' the company.
Why me? Well, it seems they
wanted to get an East Coast perspective on the pending disastrous news
and thought that the second largest
Macintosh users group in the coun-
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"I received a call from
the San Jose Mercury
News on March 12th. It
is a newspaper based in
San Jose, California.
Our resident transplant
from there informed me
that the paper prides
itself on its inside coverage of Silicon Valley
[further inquiries among
the thoughtful elicited a
consensus that their use
of the word 'pride' is
relative]. "

try would be just the place to find it.
Would I mind if they called after the
Apple press conference on Friday
and chatted with one of their reporters? Not at all, said I. The country
boy in me asked if they could give
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me a clue as to what I might be
asked. Oh sure, we expect Apple to
announce the end of the Performa
line of computers and the dismissal
of 4,000ish employees; how will your
members be respond to this news?
Oh, replied this dummy, I can answer your first question now. The
difference between a computer
named Macintosh and one named
Performa is about the same as the
difference between an automobile
named Oldsmobile and one named
Buick. Well, not quite I was told;
the latter two are cars and we are
talking personal computers. May we
call around 6PM your time? Sure.
Now before you hear the end of
this thrilling tale, a brief aside for a
public service announcement- you
know, like one of those never-ending appeals on your public television
channel.
Washington Apple Pi really asks
but two things of you each year: renew your membership and vote in
the annual election for officers and
directors. We fantasize that you will
do more than that, but that is all we
really request of a member.
Of the thousands of ballots we
mail to members, only around 3%
are returned.
Can you do me a big favor? Let
me know that you are alive by mailing the ballot located in the center
of this magazine to the address on
the envelope. I would like you to
vote for some of the folks who are
willing to spend a year keeping this
place moving forward. I don't care
who or for how many. But getting
you to vote may be stretching my
luck.
So all I ask is that you remove
the ballot and envelope and write
something- anything-on it. For
example: write "Hello Beth"; she is
your office manager and gets almost
no personal ma il. You can write
"Hello Kathryn"; she is the editor of
the magazine and gets no fan mail
at all.
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edgeable when interviewed. Finally
the phone rang.
Err, before I finish this thing,
do as I requested earlier, or
did
you
Now where were we? Oh yes, it
would
it
help you if I frame the reis Friday and what should be treated
as an unfortunate, but minor event quest in somewhat different English
in the life of Apple is being covered like they do on public television? Oh,
like a Presidential misstep. Apple you did it? Good, thank you.
informs the world that the name
I got asked a dozen pebble stumused for the consumer marketing of bling questions. I heard the same
Macintosh computers, Performa, Performa question again, but this
time I elaborated on the differences
between the way a Macintosh and a
Performa are marketed. I was asked
"We are sorry to hear
how we would be affected by the dismissal of some 2000ish people and
that folks are to be
whether we felt "abandoned" by
laid off: that is no
Apple.
fun .. ..We are encourTired of listening to elevendy
little
tales of 'horror', I offered my
aged that there is a
interviewer
the following: We are
growing body of
sorry to hear that folks are to be laid
third party hardoff: that is no fun. But that is not
our story. We represent members of
ware vendors (over
users groups, and consumers in genseven at last count)
eral, who are users of Macintosh
making computers
computers. As functional end user,
want a healthy Apple Computer
we
that run the MacOS.
company developing innovative
This will make
products. We want third party comowning a MacOS
panies to create interesting applications
which take advantage of the
compatible computer
unique
features found in the MacOS
less expensive, thus
which will allow for a visual expresbroadening the
sion of the creative energies within
each of us. We are encouraged that
appeal of this comthere is a growing body of third
puter to the general
party hardware vendors (over seven
public."
a t last count) making computers
that run the MacOS. This will make
owning a MacOS compatible computer less expensive, thus broadenwill be phased out, along with some ing the appeal of this computer to
promising technologies (my words, the general public. We hope that the
not theirs) like OpenDocs and decisions being made by manageQuickdrawGX. Some additional ment will strengthen the company
personnel cuts (a mix of full-time to those ends.
and part-time people) will be made.
I loca ted a copy of the Saturday
Several folks came in to the office to edition of the paper. I ended up on
h elp me watch the news wires and the cutting room floor.
assorted Internet sites to see what
Now, don't forget to mail in that
was being said on the West Coast so ballot!
that I could sound somewhat knowlThanks.
- Lorin Evans

Now go to the centerfold of this
Journal. Do it! I will wait... . ... .
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New Business

Board of Directors Notes
February 1997
Directors present: Lorin Evans, Don
Essick, Dave Weikert, Jon
Thomason, Blake Lange, Charles
Froehlich, Lawrence Charters, Dale
Smith, Dave Ottalini, Lou Dunham,
'Tum Witte, J. David Mudd
Directors absent. Ron Evry, Jim Ritz
Members present: Nancy Seferian,
David Harris, Ellen Baniszewski,
Theresa Freilicher

Old Business

What to do for the Pi's 20th Anniversary? As the oldest personal
computer users group on the planet,
and the only large group that still
supports the Apple II, IIGS, Ill,
Macintosh, Power Macintosh,
MacOS clones, Newton, etc., ideas
on how to celebrate Washington
Apple Pi's first 20 years are being
solicited, together with volunteers to
turn these ideas into reality.

Board of Directors Notes
March 1997
(Preliminary; the BOD h a d not approved the minutes as of this writing)
The meeting was called to order
at 8:00 p.m., a break from our onemeeting string of starting meetings
on time. On the other hand, the halfhour pause was devoted to a good
cause: making a dent in cleaning out
the second Tutorial Room. Now, instead of being overstuffed with 20
years of digital debris, it is merely
stuffed.
Directors present: Blake Lange,

Charles Froehlich, Dale Smith,
Dave Ottalini, Dave Weikert, David
Harris, Don Essick, J . David Mudd,
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Jim Ritz, Jon C. Thomason,
Lawrence Charters, Lorin Evans,
Lou Dunham, 'Tum Witte
Directors absent: Ron Evry
Members
present:
Ellen
Baniszewski, Henry Ware, Nancy
Seferian, Steve Fink
Old Business

Lou Dunham requested that the
minutes reflect an exceptiona lly
broad and tasty selection of cookies
were on hand.
The 1997 Pi Election appears to
be proceeding on schedule. While
only three names were submitted
prior to the February General Meeting (the deadline for nominations)

The Board of Directors selected
Theresa Freilicher, a new Pi member, to chair the 1997 Election Committee. Other members include
Alden Bestul, Robert Klothe, David
Maglott and Jon Bernstein. The
Board selected Henry Ware to chair
the Election Challenge Committee.
The June 1997 Computer Show
and Sale is fast approaching, and the
Board agreed that MacOS vendors
(Apple, SuperMac, Motorola, Power
Computing, etc. ) should be approached to see if they want a presence at the show. Ads will appear in
the Journal and on the Web server
announcing the show in advance,
and a discount coupon for the show
will be posted on the Web server.
Nancy Seferian was appointed
the new TCSO (Telecommunications
Sysop), replacing the retiring Jon
Thomason.
David Harris was elected by the
Board to fill the vacant Director slot. •

for 15 positions, by the end of the
day a full slate of candidates were
nominated.
The Board held more discussions on a possible celebration of the
Pi's 20th Anniversary.
New Business

Bill Baldridge, in his will, requested that his award-winning
shareware offering, VendorDA, be
maintained. Bill's family, in discussions with President Lorin Evans,
discussed the idea of Washington
Apple Pi taking on the task of maintenance. Lawrence Charters suggested this was a manageable
project, provided the Pi set up a
standing committee, similar to the
TCS Committee, to do the necessary
work. The Board agreed to some
necessary background work prior to
making this a formal Pi project. •
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February General
Meeting Report
by Don Essick, VP Macintosh

HE FEBRUARY General
]

Meeting ofWashington Apple Pi,
Ltd. was held on February 22,
1997 at the Ernst Center, Northern
Virginia Community College at 9:00
AM. As usual, we opened with the
ever popular Questions and Answers
session, ably hosted by our Secretary
and all around guru Lawrence Charters. A hot topic was the newly re-
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leased System 7.6. Many of us were
"early adopters" and have had varying degrees of success. This article
in fact is being written i~
WordPerfect 3.5.3 on a Performa
6116CD running MacOS 7.6. It took
a while to get everything stabilized,
especially OpenTransport. I had a
difficult time getting connected to
the Explorer Service, but only because I mixed and matched the
stuff on the included Internet
Connection Kit with MacOS 7 .6.
When I threw away the Apple
Internet Dialer and went back
and followed the instructions from
the
TCS
on
installing
OpenTransport, everything
worked just fine!
We also note with deep sorrow
the passing oflong time Pi member, friend and colleague Bill
Baldrige. Bill (or "Baldy" as he
was often called) had been active
in the Pi for many years and will
be greatly missed. Our sincere
condolences to his family and
friends.
This meeting was also the last
chance for members to submit
nominations for the upcoming
elections. A total of 5 officers and
10 board member positions need
to be filled. Hopefully, Lawrence
received enough nominations before the end of the meeting to fill
the slate. If the past few elections
are any measure, all you need to
do to get elected is to run. We've
barely had enough nominees to fill

the slate. Yes, I am running for reelection. What with the downturn
in Apple's fortunes, it's getting
harder and harder to find vendors
but we always manage to come u~
with something interesting. Apple
seems to have gotten the word that
we are interested and willing to listen to what they have to say. Major
Mac players like Adobe and of course
Claris are aggressively developing
for the MacOS, but the recent waffling on the direction of the MacOS
left many developers confused and
wary.
Fortunately, our two presenters
for February took the opposite approach. Randy Zeitman of Mariner
Software and Tess Elkins of Charles
Schwab came to demonstrate that
the Mac is alive and well. Randy
took the stage first to demonstrate
the current release of MarinerWrite
(1.4.5). Randy is definitely an enthusiast for his product. He took a
n.ew box from the case he brought,
npped off the shrinkwrap and proceeded to install the product from
the two installation disks. (I'd like
to see Microsoft come to a meeting
and do the same with Word!) In
about 2 minutes he restarted and
brought up the application. The
entire program takes up about 2
megabytes on your hard disk.
MarinerWrite is unusually feature-rich for a product which runs
in only 2 megabytes. It has such nice
features as 10 levels of undo, split
window editing, styles and almost
all of the goodies you normally find
in a ny modern word processor.
Randy admitted that there are a few
features like mail merge and tables
that are coming in a future release.
One feature I especially liked was
the ability to set up a stationery
document as the "default document."
For example, if you set up some stationery with a logo and heading,
date, etc., you could then set this as
the default document. Then, every
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time you select new from the file
menu, you get a blank piece of stationery. I know, you can do this by
selecting a template in WordPerfect
or opening a stationery document in
ClarisWorks, but this appeals to me
for some reason.
Randy then proceeded to demonstrate right across the menu bar
all of the features and tchachkes 1
in MarinerWrite. Apparently he was
very successful. He brought two
cases of product with him to sell at
the meeting and sold them all! Oh,
I forgot to mention, MarinerWrite is
also AppleScript aware. If there's
something special you want to do,
you can write an AppleScript to
handle it.
Tess Elkins of Charles Schwab
was up next d emonstrating ESchwab and Street Smart, software
which allows you to track and trade
your investments online with the
Charles Schwab, Inc. Brokerage
firm. Tess explained that E-Schwab
and Street Smart are actually
mostly the same product. The difference is that with E-Schwab, you
are a self-directed, do-it-yourself investor. The Street Smart software
is supplied to brokerage clients
when they open an account. (If you
mention that you saw the demo at
the Washington Apple Pi meeting,
you get it for free!) This software is
brand new. The Mac version has
only been out since January, although it has been available to the
dark side of the force for quite some
time.
You can access Schwab's server
through a dial-up connection or the
internet. Internet connections require a browser which supports SSL
(Secure Sockets Layer) encryption,
such as Netscape Navigator or
Microsoft Internet Explorer. The
software and service from Schwab
pretty much covers the gamut of investing. You can get quotes on a payas-you-go basis for immediate
quotes or 15-minute delayed for free.
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The software allows you to
input your portfolio of stocks,
bonds and mutual funds and
track their performance over
time, buy or sell, do research
on stocks, bonds or funds,
download statements and
transaction histories and access most of the popular investment services both free and for
a fee. It also keeps track of the
important information necessary to give Uncle Sam his
pound of flesh on April 15 by
tracking and exporting the information necessary to file
Schedule D.
In addition to tracking
your Schwab investments, you
can also track other investments such as your 401K plan
at work by entering them into
the program. Youjust won't be
able to do as much with them
as with a Schwab account.
The meeting concluded
with the drawings for goodies
supplied by our guests and
other vendors: Dennis Kruse
was the winner of a free copy
of MarinerWrite. Microsoft Internet
Explorer 3.0 CD-ROMs went to
Georgia Sadler, William Pate, Ed
Kelty, Atilla Horvath, Rich Braq and
Margaret Davison.
John
McDonnell received Magic Cap
Complete and Bill Wydra took home
a copy of Symantec Anti-Virus for
Macintosh.
In -Control was won by Gary
Nooger and Country Style Living
Windows CD-ROM went to Lewis
Norman. Country Style Gardening
CD-ROM for Windows went home
with Regina Taft. The DUST Game
CD-ROM was won by Richard Payne
and the MacFair T-Shirt went to
Susan Kaysoo. Last but not least,
the book On the Road went to John
DiBella. Congratulations to all of
this month's winners.
Next month we will have presentations by Aladdin Systems,
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makers ofStuffit Deluxe and Spring
Cleaning and by Metricom, makers
of Ricochet, a product which offers
wireless access to the World Wide
Web. We hope to see you there. I
will be out of the country and Tom
Witte has graciously offered to run
things while I'm away. Of course I
need to thank all of those who help
make these meetings possible: my
right-hand man and son, David, our
office manager, Beth Medlin, Bill
Wydro and the other volunteers who
lug the equipment from the Pi Office, and to the staff of the Ernst
Center and everyone else who supplies their energies and talents,
thanks. •
1 Yiddish word used for knickknacks
or other collections of objects.
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less than a thousand dollars, so the
cost-effective way of upgrading your
old machine may be to buy a new
one, and use the old one as a backup.

March 1997
General Meeting Report
by Lawrence I. Charters

EETING JUST a couple
days after a snowy start to
spring, bleary-eyed Pi members arose early to find a warm,
sunny, and extremely windy day for
the March General Meeting. From
the sleepy looks evident during most
of the meeting, it seemed early
morning sunlight a nd cherry blossoms were not as high on everyone's
list of things to experience as a few
more minutes of hibernation.
Tom Witte, filling in for absent
Mac Vice President Don Essick (Don
claimed he had to work, of a ll
things), served as master of ceremonies for the meeting. Tom had all th e
equipment set up in near record
time, aided in no small part by the
fact that both the vendors, Aladdin
Systems and Metricom, came prepared with fully pre-configured
PowerBooks. Metricom had one of
the new PowerBook 3400c laptops,
which drew several admiring looks.
One inter esting discovery: the
Power Book 3400c does not h ave the
unusual, flat Video Out port used in
previous PowerBooks. Instead , it
uses a small, SVGA-style D-shell
Video Out connector. Attempts to
make other discoveries, including
some requiring screwdrivers, were
gently thwarted by Metricom's
Nicole Hajj.

M

Questions, Questions
Over the past several months,
the opening Question and Answer
session h as featu red a r ecurring
theme: how and what to upgrade.
10

Generally speaking, the answer has
been: if you have any kind of Power
Mac, you really should invest in
MacOS 7.6.And if you have a Power
Mac, you really need to have at least
24 megabytes (or more) of memory
to exploit the capabilities of the computer. Given th e very low cost of
RAM, Power Macs h ave essentially
no limits: upgrade to the latest , and
blaze into th e future.
But a new theme is emerging: if
you don't have a Centris, Quadra or
Power Mac, you should also think
about upgrading (replacing) your
computer. While the Pi still supports
all Apple computers, the tidal wave
of new software and hardware is all
but washing away commercial support for anything that doesn't have
at least a 68040 processor (used in
Centris and Quadra machines) or
PowerPC processor (used in Power
Macs). Even something as simple as
a "cheap printer" now requires
plenty of RAM and MacOS 7 .5 or
bett er, since the "cheap" printers
(DeskWriters, StyleWriters) usually
are inkjet machines with RAMbased printer drivers that require
System 7.5 or better. Usually reliable rumors indicate MacOS 8.0 will
require at least a 68040 processor.
On the bright side: a Power
Macintosh (or equivalent machines
from SuperMac, Power Computing,
APS, Motorola, etc.) is one of the
most powerful computers ever built,
yet most models costs less than the
origina l Macintosh in 1984. Brandnew models are now available for
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Cleaning Up With
Spring Cleaning
Peter Thomas of Aladdin Systems (dev.support@aladdinsys.com)
demonstrated several of his
company's utilities, starting with
Spring Cleaning. Originally released by another company as
LaundroMac, Spring Cleaning is a
comprehensive set of utilities for:
uninstalling applications; resolving
aliases; trimming unnecessary code
from FAT (combination r egular and
Power Mac) programs; removing
empty folders; removing unused
fonts; removing Help files; matching
orphan files with programs that can
manipulate them; and cleaning up
Preferences.
Peter phrased Spring Cleaning's
utility in terms of the increasing
complexity of the Macintosh operating environment, but this probably
isn't accurate. While MacOS has
become more complex over the
years, it still has a very simple, elegant look, and is still very easy to
use. What has become more complex: the kinds of things people try
to do with their Macs. Users ofother
computers may only do a couple
things with their machines; in contrast, Mac users may have purchased their computers for simple
uses (writing letters, automating
their checkbooks) but soon branch
out into a huge range of activities,
from MIDI music and sophisticated
drawing to desktop publishing (one
of the most complex tasks any computer can do) and Internet communications (another complex task,
made all the more complex by the
rich variety of things that Macs can
do on the Internet). Mac users experiment, and coping with the residue of experimentation is where
Spring Cleaning comes in h andy.
The MacUninstaller option, for
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example, examines all your connected volumes, lists a ll applications, and allows you to select those
you wish to "uninstall." Once selected, Spring Cleaning not only removes the application, but also all
preferences and support files associated with the application. One wag
suggested Aladdin add a special "Remove Microsoft" button, to delet e
everything written by that company
(Microsoft is famous for scattering
files everywhere during installation), but Peter diploma tically pretended not to hear.
Peter admitted one portion of
the program, the Font Remover,
wasn't too useful . It really wasn't intelligent enough to properly analyze
font types (PostScript, TrueType,
bitmap) and determine which were
naughty and which were nice, but
he said this would be corrected in
version 2.0, which would be free to
all registered users. Peter also said
a free patch to bring Spring Cleaning up to version 1.0.1 was available
on Aladdin's Web site (http://
www.aladdinsys.com), but as of this
writing that wasn't the case. The
update, however, is available in File
Transfer Area 31 of the Pi's bulletin
board, the TCS.
Aladdin's most famous program,
the Mac-standard compression utility Stuffit Deluxe 4.0, was only
briefly demonstrated, but Peter
managed to surprise many in the
audience with what it can do. Most
are only familiar with the freewar e
Stuffit Expander, or possibly with
the shareware Stuffit Lite, and had
n ever seen the full Stuffit Deluxe in
action. Compressing a file by adding ".sit" to the file name was a surprise, as was decompressing a file
by just r emoving this suffix. Opening a Stuffit archive in the Finder
and viewing the contents, as if it
were a folder, was anoth er surprise.
One thin g h e failed to mention: the
full Stuffit Deluxe will compress and
decompress virtually every kind of
Internet archive a Macintosh user
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may care about, with the exception of MIME mail attachments. Every serious user of
the Internet should invest in
this versatile utility.
Though he lacked a live
Internet connection, Peter gave
a credible demo of CyberFinder,
an interesting utility to "bring
the Internet to the desktop."
With CyberFinder installed,
Internet users can create libraries of their favorite
Internet sites, and connect to
sites by just clicking on a link.
Where CyberFinder differs
from similar bookmark utilities is the ability to collect all
the E-mail, FTP, Gopher and
Web addresses associated with
a topic in a single library. These
libraries, in turn, can be shared
with your customers, friends,
or coworkers. This is a Very
Neat Trick.
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Nicole Hajj of Metricom
(nicole@metricom.com) gave
one of the most extraordinary
non-demonstrations ever seen at a
General Meeting. What she wanted
to show was Ricochet, a new type of
wireless telecommunications service
that directly connects users to the
Internet, without telephones, for a
flat-rate of $29.95 a month. After
several days of flawlessly demonstrating Ricochet during FOSE '97
(Federal Office Systems Expo, at the
Washington Convention Cen ter ),
technical details thwarted plans to
show this to the Pi: the Annandale,
Virginia, region is "too far" from the
nearest repeater sites for a connection.
All that will change over the
next few months, said Nicole, as
Metricom works out agreements
with local utility companies to place
their repeater boxes, one every third
of a mile, at the top of streetlight
poles throughout the Washington
Metro region, including Maryland,

14415 SE Mill Plain Rd, Ste 105B·219,
Vancouver WA 98684

DC and Virginia. (She mentioned
specifically that Montgomery
County and DC were already fully
covered.) One of the repeater boxes,
a sturdy white block about the size
of a picnic basket, was on display in
the lobby. With a single antenna protruding from the top, it lacked only
a set of wh eels to turn it into a cute
little Star Wars-style robot. Nicole
and an accompanying engineer attempted to raise the repeater high
enough to snag a signal from the
nearest station, without success.
Aside from the price - $29.95 a
month, for unlimited time - the
other thing that sets Ricochet apart
is th e speed. Virtually all other wireless computer links run over cellular phone links, with a top speed of
9,600 bps (and typically only 2,400
to 4,800 bps). Ricochet, by comparison, operates with a top speed of
28,800 bps, and Metricom engineers
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h ave experimented in the lab with
speeds nearly four times faster.
What makes all this possible is
the Ricochet "modem," a wireless
transmitter about the size of a cell
phone. Unlike other available options, the "modem" has nothing to
do with the telephone system: it
transmits and receives packets over
the same unregulated radio bands
u sed by wireless crib monitors and
garage door openers. You can either
rent the "modem" for $ 12.50 a
month, or buy it for $299. Attach it
to your PowerBook or Newton with
Velcro, and you can spend a ll day on
the Internet while riding Metro, or
watching tourists on the Mall. For
many users, a Ricochet account may
be less expensive than a second
phone line, a regular modem, and
even the cheapest traditional ISP
(Internet Service Provider).
The service includes: unlimited
Internet usage, an Internet POP Email account, a licensed copy of
Netscape Navigator, and access to
Metricom's newsgroups, FTP services and other services. For mor e
information, give Nicole a call at
(703) 918-9729, or send her an Email, or visit Metricom's Web site,
http://www.metricom.com.
Next Month
The allegedly working Don
Essick (on a spring day?) left word
th at next month's General Meeting
guest will be Adobe. Early risers will
learn about Photoshop, PageMaker
and Illustrator or, possibly, making
sun-dried bricks.
Drawing Prizes:
As usual, there were drawing
prizes. Winners dutifully filled out
forms so we could mention which
vendors contributed which prizes,
but nature contributed something,
too: wind. As Tom Witte was a t tempting to hand off the completed
forms in the NOVA parking lot, a
sudden gust blew the forms out of
his hand, and many were last seen
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heading north at about 30 miles per
hour. This is a reconstructed listing.

Stuffit Deluxe (Aladdin Systems):
Jim Schroff
CyberFinder (Aladdin Systems):
Jonath an Ross
Spring Cleaning (Aladdin Systems):
Scott Robinson
Alone in the Dark (MacPlay): Pat
Goddard
Illustrator 6 Wow! Book (Peachpit
Press): Steven Thorpe
Mac Bible Book of Games (Peachpit
Press): NOVA parking lot

Word 6 Step by Step (Microsoft
Press): Susan Kayser
Software Engineering (AddisonWesley): NOVA parking lot
Hard Disk Toolkit Personal Edition
(FWB): Attila Horvath
What's On the I nternet (Peachpit
Press): Dana Howe
T-shirt (unknown): David Harris
Norton Utilities for Windows '95
(Clueless, Inc.): Dennis Kruse
Symantec H ealthy PC (Clueless,
Inc.): Don Libeau •

Additional WAP Member
Benefits Travel Discounts
by J. David Mudd

OUR MEMBERSHIP in
WAP is becoming more valuable.
This month we're announcing
some additional member benefits.
Using the power of our group purchasing power, we've negotiated
some great savings on hotel accommodations and car rentals nationwide. This is a free and exclusive benefit to WAP members.
In the next issue of the Joumal we
w ill have more details including
WAP's special ID numbers to give
when making reservations in order to
claim the discounts. (Our accounts are
still being processed at publication
time.) In the event members want ID
numbers before the next Journal publication then they will also be made
available on request to members via
e-mail to office@wap.org.
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It's More Than Great Prices ... It's
Great Values.
Hotels - Great Getaways are the

Perfect Balance of Enjoyment and
Value, or Simply Put, Fun at a Fantastic Fare.
As travel costs have risen in recent years, reaching this balance creates a challenge-one that we hope
these discounts will help you overcome by cutting your cost for lodging on virtually every trip. We've applied for discounts at a number of nationwide chains which should result
in discounts ranging from 10% to 30%
off regular room rates.
You' ll be able to choose from
many of the nation's most exciting
destinations, or try an off-the-beatenpath locale perfect for a little rest and
relaxation. Advance reservations are
required. Discounts are subject to program room availability and some
blackout periods may apply.
Car Rentals - You Hold the Key
to a World of Benefits from Hertz.
Planning a family vacation or an
out-of-town business trip? If your
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• 5% Discount on Weekly Rates
International:
• Where such discounts are permitted by law,
a 15% Discount in Europe and a 10% Discount
at all other participating international locations
on Published "Basic Trme and Kilometer" Rates
or "SUM Daily Rates."
• 5% Discount on Hertz Affordable Europe and
Hertz Affordable Australia Weekly Rates.
• From time to time, Hertz may add discounts
in specific countries subject to agreement by
each country's Hertz affiliate or licensee.
These discounts are available at all participating Hertz locations. We also expect that Hertz
will be providing us with added value certificate offers such as dollars off and car class upgrade in addition to our member discounts.

plans include renting a car, then take
advantage of special membership savings and services from Hertz.
At Hertz, you'll find time-saving
options like Computerized Driving
Directions, Express Return, and Hertz
#1 Club Gold. More than 5,000 locations, Frequent Traveler Miles and 24Hour Roadside Assistance means
Hertz has it all. And whether you
need a compact, full-size, or specialty
vehicle, Hertz offers a wide variety of
new cars to handle all your rental
needs.
Hertz also makes sure you're enjoying special worldwide savings. As
a WAP member, you'll receive discounts off your rentals in the U.S. and
around the world as follows:
In the United States, Excluding
Puerto Rico:
• 10% Discount on Hertz Daily
Member Benefit Rates (all car classes).
• 10% Discount on Hertz Standard Daily, Weekend, Weekly, and
Monthly Rates (all car classes).
In Canada:
• 10% Discount on published
"Basic Time and Kilometer" Rates,
except rentals of Class A cars.
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More Benefits To Come
In the near future we hope to be able to expand on these member benefits and bring you even more. All
with the goal of making your WAP membership even more valuable. •

Assistance to AOL Members

M

ANY PEOPLE find the
America Online service to be
a daunting experience. While
AOL has worked hard to make the
experience easy with very simple installation procedures, telephone customer assistance, live help while
online, online help bulletin boards,
etc., there are occasions when users
really need a local person "looking
over their shoulder" to solve some
vexing problem.
In the spirit of making life easier
for folks who want to use AOL or just
try it out, Pi member John Barnes
has volunteered to assist users of the
America Online Service. This assistance is offered in four forms:

pointment is necessary, users may
bring their own computers if they
wish. This a ssistance is available to
Pi members and the general public.
It is intended for people who are experiencing difficulty with setting up
their software and signing on to the
service. Online content areas will be
explored if interest warrants and
there is sufficient time. Specific
dates and times will be determined.
Check the schedule on the Explorer
Service, the TCS, or contact the Pi
office. Ask for "AOL clinics."

2. Hotline telephone assistance
(available only to Pi members).
Sessions are limited to 15 minutes,
they must take place between the
1. Clinics at the Pi office on se- hours of 8 pm and 11 pm on weeklected Sundays. The hours are days evenings. If your call is not
from 10 am to 1 pm. No prior ap- answered please leave voice mail so
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that I can get back to you. The number is 301-652-0667. This assistance
is also offered primarily for those
folks who cannot get online or who
find that AOL's technical assistance
is giving the answers that they do
not understand. People requesting
this service should have their computers turned on and their AOL client software should be active if this
is at all possible.

Washington Apple Pi
Journal Writers' Guidelines

W

ELCOME TO THE

Washington Apple Pi Journal. If you are interested in
3. Online Immediate Messaging submitting an article to the Journal
- my main AOL screen name is you have our thanks. This Guid~
JDBarnes. You can refer to my builds on work done earlier by Tom
online profile for others that I use Piwowar, Peter Cook, Frank Potter
regularly. If I happen to be online
and others. For their assistance we
when you call you can request help are grateful.
'
by sending me an "immediate mesWe hope that this reference guide
sage." Online workshops of this kind
answer any questions that you
will
have been found to work very well.
may
have about writing for the JourSuch sessions are, however, limited
nal.
However,
if you h ave a question
to 15 minutes duration. Obviously
that
isn't
answered
here, please do
this kind of help only works for
not
hesitate
to
contact
any of the
people who are able to get connected
editors,
through
E-mail,
a message
and who are familiar with Immedion
the
Journal
board
of
the
TCS, or
ate Messaging.
by phone. We look forward to receiv4. E-mail inquiries - E-mail mes- ing your article and hope that you
sages requesting help can be have fun writing it.
sent to AOL name JDBarnes.
Article Format
These can be difficult to answer beAll
material
must be supplied in
cause it is sometimes difficult to see
machine-readable
format. For other
just what it is that the requestor
than
routine
graphics
material
~ants. For this reason e-mail inquir(screen
shots),
a
hard
copy
printout
ies should always include the
of
the
graphics
is
highly
recomrequestor's contact information mended.
Full Name, Telephone number best
.
'
times to talk, etc.
This offer of assistance is an ex- Apple II & Ill Submissions
Disk Format: 3 1/2" Unidisk. Text
periment. It is being offered in the
Format:
ASCII text. At present, we
spirit defined by countless Pi Hotline
are
still
looking
for an Apple II Edivolunteers in the past. Ifthe demand
be
kind to the Mac optor,
so
please
is too great it may be necessary to
erator
who
will
be converting your
recruit more helpers. If it proves to
article.
Be
sure
and include your
be too time-consuming it may have
name,
and
preferred
article title and
to be abandoned. Offers of assistance
byline
at
the
start
of the text.
from other Pi members who want to
Graphics
Format:
If
you have a
help with this activity will be grateplease
scan
it in or
good
graphic,
fully accepted.
have it scanned in at the office. FreThank You quently a photocopied copy will scan
-John D.Barnes better than one out of your printer.
We have OCR (Optical Character
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Recognition) software for turning a
printed page of text into an electronic file. We can handle GIF files
quite nicely.
Macintosh Submissions
Disk Format: 3 1/2" disk 400K
BOOK or l.4MB. Text Format: save'
your article in (preferably) Microsoft
Word 5.0 format; all mainstream
Macintosh word processing software
can save files in this format, usually
as a user-selectable option. If this is
not possible, an ASCII text file is acceptable. Although the Journal is
produced in PageMaker, we would
rather that you did not use the program to produce the article unless
you have cleared it with the Managing Editor first. Be sure and include your name, and preferred article title and byline at the start of
the text. Do not embed graphics
~thin the article; instead, all graphics should be included as separate
files. Graphics Format: MacPaint
MacDraw, PICT, TIFF, EPS. Pleas~
be sure to include a text file with
suggested captions for your graphics. Large TIFF files are hard to
?andle and may not get used. Keep
it to lOOK, please. E -mail: do not Email articles to th e editors without
clearing this with them first. E-mail
attachments often don't arrive in
usable form, and large attachments
are difficult to deal with.
Other Computers
We are not absolutely locked into
Apple computers for receiving material. If you have something to say
that you think will be interesting to
Journal readers, but do not have
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access to Apple equipment to write
it up, please contact one of the editors and let us know. We'll work
something out.

•
•

Your telephone number
A suggested title .

Also of possible use: a sentence
about yourself to follow the article
(optional); which types or models of
Submitting Articles
In order to produce and distrib- computers your material relates to;
ute the Journal on time, the edito- graphics (drawings, screen shots,
rial review board has a schedule of public domain clip art). We love
deadlines. We ask that you work graphics; more to the point, so do
with us to meet those deadlines by readers.
submitting your articles according
Estimating Length of Article
to the dates listed in the Journal.
If you include graphic material
The calendar section of each Jour(which
we encourage), you can use
nal will identify the writers' and
the
following
table to estimate how
editors' deadlines for the next issue.
much room it will take up on the
You will notice that the writers'
deadline is approximately one week page, and how that will affect the
before the editorial deadline and length of your article:
These lengths are approximate
that the editorial deadline is several
weeks prior to publication. This lead and are intended to serve as guidetime is necessary so that readers lines only. Space is allo~ed for the
may have a copy of the Journal as article heading and an average number of subheads. Odd-length articles
close to the cover date as possible.
In extreme situations, we can are difficult to place. Character
bend these requirements a little, but count means actual count, not the
would prefer not to have to. Our file size reported by the operating
hope is to publish all articles that system.
are submitted to us, and we will try
Journal Styles
to accommodate late articles when
All of these style suggestions are
possible. But keep in mind that the
just
that: suggestions. Some of them
editorial review board is staffed by
cannot
be followed unless you are
volunteers who have other oblicomposing
your article on a Mac,
gations and commitments.
and
others
may
just seem too comThere is an upload area on the
plicated.
Not
to
worry. Do the best
TCS, the Pi's bulletin board: File
you
can,
and
we
will
take care of the
Area 4,Journal Submissions. Ifyou
rest.
The
more
closely
you can folcan submit your material through
low
these
suggestions,
the
easier it
the board, it will make everyone's
will
be
for
us
to
do
that.
life immeasurably simpler and more
Except for common abbreviaelegant. If you do use the TCS,
please post a message (or send an tions and acronyms, a long name
E-mail) to the appropriate editor, should be spelled out the first time
telling them that your article has it is mentioned in the article with
been uploaded and under what the abbreviation or acronym after it
name. And to repeat, if your article in parentheses. Numbers, including
has other than routine graphics, a money, should be written with comhard copy printout of your graphics mas where appropriate: 1,000 or
$13,450. If a number series occurs
would be helpful.
within a paragraph, number theseCritical Material to Include:
ries using "(1)," etc.
•
Your name.
• Do not pre-format your
•
Your address.
document (i.e., do not put in
•
Your E-mail address
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columns, text boxes or pullquotes). The editors undo
them all.

•

Do not indent by adding
spaces or tabs. If this is a
problem, don't bother to indent-let us do it. One
space only after punctuation marks. Two spaces after periods confuses
typesetting practice.

•

Do not use an extra carriage returns between paragraphs. Periods and commas always go inside quotation marks. Other punctuation marks go outside,
unless they are part of the
quotation.

•

When you quote a person or
text, please be sure to get
the quote exactly correct.
We don't have the time or
resources to check it ourselves.

•

Use ellipsis (Option/Semicolon) without extra spaces
( ... ). At the end of a sentence, use a period as well
( ....).

•

•

•

Use an en dash (-) for
phone numbers (Option/
Hyphen). Use an em dash
(-) (ShiftJOption/Hyphen)
within text. No space before
or after. Add subheads
where you think they might
be useful.
Italicize a ll publication
names. Italicize all software names (PageMaker,
AppleWorks, etc.).
Place an "n" at the end of
articles (to be converted to
dingbat). Repeat: Do not
use more than one space between sentences, or after
punctuation marks. No
space before punctuation
marks.
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stances it is useful (or not, as the ASCII
case may be). It would be useful to AV SIG
have your judgment on the level of back up (verb)
user it is targeted for (novice, aver- backup (noun)
age, expert) and how well it does its CAD (all caps)
job. If you have had occasion to call
on the publisher for support, com- database
•
ment on the quality of that support. demonstration (not Demo)
Try to give the reader the informa- demonstrated (not Demoed)
tion you would look for, if you were DIF (all caps)
in
the market for this kind of pro- EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
"It's" is an abbreviation for "it is"
gram.
GameSIG
or "it has." It's frequently misused,
•
Name
of
Program
(and
version).
HyperCard
and its incorrect use bugs the editor. A few other grammatical refer- • How much h ave you used it? A HyperTalk
ences which are commonly misused:
few hours? A few weeks? Short IBM-PC
"hopefully" is frequently misused .
description (word processing, LaserWriter
page layout, 3D graphics, etc.) Mac (not MAC)
You wait hopefully for the Wells
Fargo wagon; it is hoped that the
What does it do? How well does
MacOS (System 7.5 and later)
it do it (if possible, contrasted
word will be properly employed in
the WAP Journal. Also, "presently"
with similar programs)? What Mac Q&A (no spaces)
does not mean currently- it is an
do you like most about it? What March 15 (not March 15th)
do you like least about it? Do you MB (Megabyte)
adverb denoting a future time: At
present, you wait hopefully for the
recommend it, and for whom? MHz (megahertz)
Ease of use? Quality of docu- NeXT computer
Wells Fargo wagon; it is hoped that
it will be along presently.
mentation? Help files available? online (not on-line)
Footnotes-they are difficult to • A sidebar summary of the pack- OpenDoc
handle. They can be added as endnotes
age at the end of your article to Open Transport
to the article, but they should be
include: Name & address of pubPageMaker
avoided, ifthat is possible. Barring that,
lisher, E -mail and Web adPICT
they should be minimiz.ed.
dresses, telephone number (800
Power Mac (not PowerMac)
Legal con cerns: Please do not
number if possible).
PowerPC (the chip, not the comsubmit material that is not your own • Copy protected in any way?
puter)
or that bears someone else's copyright
• Compatibilities, if known
notice. You may copyright your own
PostScript
(memory demands, system softmaterial, but we will print it only if
ware requirements, Power Mac- QuickDraw
permission is granted to r eprint in
QuickTime
only, etc.).
other publications, with appropriate
RAM
(all caps)
citation. Should you h ave program- • List price and street price, if
ROM
(all caps)
known.
ming code in your article, please include written permission for us to • Hardware and/or other software SCSI (all caps)
and peripherals needed to use ShareWare (or shareware)
print it. Otherwise the printing of
the package.
SIG (Special Interest Grou p)
your article will be delayed until we
receive written permission.
SIGs (plural form of all-capitalized
Glossary:
We will not publish material $249, not $249.00
abbreviation that is preferred)
which we consider to be offensive or
TIFF
(all caps)
2D
which addresses Pi politics. This is
word processing; word processor
not censorship- just a matter of 40MB HD (hard disk)
WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What
640K
good taste.
You Get) (to be distinguished from
Apple II SIG
WYSIWYWLTG, What You See Is
Software Reviews
AppleCare
What You Would Like To Get, and
Essentially, wh at the reader Apple Works
WYSIWYOG, What You See Is
would like to know is whether or not Apple IIGS, Apple Ile, Apple II+
What You Occasionally Get ). •
this is an appropriate program for
Apple///
the user, and under what circum•
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Do not use ALL CAPS and
quotation marks, unless
part of trade or product
name. This is a convention
that went out with the typewriter.
Beware of editorializing. If
in doubt, make a note to the
Managing Editor.
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Gymnasium, Northern Virginia
Community College
8333 Little River Turnpike
Annandale, VA

"MShington

(Exit 6 West from 1-495)
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~ Seminars on

Pi bulletin board (TCS)
and Internet (Explorer) services

*Get a Mac health checkup

(Bring in your Mac and, in return for
a donation to the Pi, we'll check its health)
Visit our Web site in May for a discount
coupon on admission, http://www.wap.org/
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New Users Page

Welcome to Washington Apple Pi!

As a new member of

Hotline Volunteer no matter what part of the country you're from.

one of the first things you will want

WAP, to do is familiarize yourself with our
Hotline.
What is the Hotline? It's one of the best, and
easiest ways you'll have to get help and information quickly. And you'll start meeting some
of the folks who, like you, are members of this
wonderful club.
The Hotline is found in the middle section
of the WAP Journal (this month only, p ages 41
and 44). Newly updated by Jim Ritz, it is broken down into Macintosh and Apple pages. On
the Apple side, you'll find specific sections for
Apple II and I I I computers as well as the IIGS.
All have sections on specific programs like Word
or Visicalc, computers, or more general areas like
word processing and data bases.
The Macintosh Page also includes a section
for more general computing areas, as well as the
Help Lines for our Frederick and Annapolis Slice
groups.
One of the key things to remember about the
Hotline is that everyone listed there is a volunteer. Each individual volunteered to have their
name listed under specific subjects so that if you
are having trouble, you can call and get the help
you need.
For your part, as a new member it's important to follow some simple guidelines. Don't call
after 9:30pm (eastern time) or before Sam. Write
your questions down and try to be as precise as
you can about what you need to know. It's difficult to try to diagnose and solve problems over
the phone. The way to make sure you get the help
you need is to be as clear and concise as possible.
Also keep in mind that our volunteers will
try to do the best job they can to help. But they
also have lives and other priorities, so please
don' t spend too long on the phone with them.
And if you have an area of expertise with
the Macintosh or any version of Apple computer,
please volunteer. We love to have more Hotline
Volunteers. Especially in areas not listed in our
current editions. Call Beth Medlin at the office301-984-0300 for more information. By the way,
it doesn't matter where you are. You can be a
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TUESDAY NIGHT
If you find that our Hotline Volunteer can't
help, the next step is to bring your questions and
sick computer or peripheral to our Tuesday Night
Repair Session.
Once again, here's a direct benefit for you as a
new member. Volunteers, led by our illustrious
President Lorin Evans, are in the office most Tuesday evenings, often until 10 or llpm, solving all
kinds of problems ranging from the easy to the difficult. I've been to Tuesday night sessions where
virtually every part of a Stylewriter printer had to
be disassembled so that the problem (cleaning and
greasing gears) could be fixed. And I've been to
sessions where the only problem was a loose cable
inside a Powerbook.
Some folks come in with their computer infected by a virus, a need to upgrade software, have
someone go through their desktop and hard disk
and organize it for them. Members buy used computers from the club, bring in their old machines
and software to donate. Some just come in to watch.
The education you get for a few hours of your time
is something else again.
During one recent Tuesday Night, member Bill
Harvey told me that he had come because he
needed help"getting on the World Wide Web, getting my hard disk organized and learning how to
do e-mail."
He says one of the best reasons to be a WAP
member is because of the expert advice that's available and that people speak to novices using understandable language.
And again, if you have some area of expertise,
here's another place for you to volunteer a little
bit of your time. Even if you can only spend a
couple of hours, your help will be appreciated.

20TH ANNIVERSARY
We are currently discussing ways to celebrate
our 20th anniversary as a computer user group.
That means plenty of opportunities for volunteers,
so please let Beth know if you are interested. We'll
keep a list and contact you as plans get a little more
solid.
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New Users Page
DID YOU KNOW?
That WAP is an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
for its members? That means you can join up as
an "Explorer" to surf the Internet through your
club. We provide practically everything you need
to get onto the Internet. Complete instructions are
included and are easy to follow. You can learn
more by taking one of our "Intro to the Internet"
classes. And best of all, our prices are cheaper than
anyone else's, including Erols. Call the office for
more details.

FAVORITE NEW MEMBER WEB SITES
OK I'll admit it-www.wap.org is one of my
favorite web sites. Lawrence Charters is the
Webmaster and takes the blame for everything on
it. I even blame him for the things that I have given
him to post, but that's another story.
Seriously, however, if you sign up for the Explorer Internet Service, it will pay you to see what
the WAP World Wide Web Page really has to offer. (You can certainly surf to the page if you use
another ISP, but you won't have access to some of
the neat goodies only available to Explorers).
My personal favorite is one of the newest features-a searchable database of everything in our
TCS File Download areas and the ability to then
download those particular files you want. It's
much faster than trying to download similar files
from other sources on the Internet. I've even
bookmarked the search page to make it as easy as
possible to use. This is only available to our Explorer subscribers- so if this includes you, Congratulations!

DEFINITIONS
Bookmark-A quick way to keep track of favorite sites on the WWW. It's a file in your browser
that maintains a list of these sites so you can go
to them quickly.
Browser- Software that lets you surf the Internet
like Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet
Explorer.
Desktop-Basically the main screen that appears
when you first boot your Mac (or IIGS). It includes "icons" representing your hard disk and
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perhaps software, the Trashcan (where you
throw things away), printers, etc. Also includes
the Menu Bar at the top with different selections
like "File" and Edit" that you click on to get lots
of nifty choices for actions to take.
Internet- A world-wide hookup of computers
into a network that offers users like you and me
access to tremendous amounts of information some useful, some not.
Internet Service Provider- a company or organization (like WAP) that provides subscribers a
"gateway" to the Internet. Basically this means
you dial the ISP, which has the moderns, computers and software needed to hook you into
the Internet. WAP does it cheaper than anyone.
Peripheral- A piece of hardware that hooks up to
your computer like a printer, modern, etc. Does
not include dust bunnies.
Powerbook-A portable Macintosh. The new 3400
series is way cool but way expensive.
TCS- WAP's text-based Bulletin Board System. As
a new member, you have access to this
IeleComrnunications System that includes 8
separate conferences of 32 boards each.
Virus- a nasty little software bug that can cause
all sorts of problems with your computer. They
can be downloaded from the internet, found
on disks, in programs, even in Word files. There
is software available to detect and destroy them.
Volunteer-What makes your new club work. We
have lots of jobs to do! As a new member, please
let us know what interests you.
Webmaster-The High Guru who oversees and
directs a WWW site.
World Wide Web-The graphical part of the
Internet that most folks use.
- David Ottalini
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QuickTime SIG February
Meeting
by Stuart Bonwit

THE MONTHLY QuickTime
(QT) SIG meeting was held in the
Pi tutorial room on Tuesday, Feb. 11,
1997.
Ellen Baniszewski gave a demo
of 3D World, a product of Microspot,
from her PowerBook, displayed on
the classroom monitor. The software
requires a Power Mac, QuickDraw
3D, and System 7.1 or later. Ellen
picked up a bargain package at
MacWorld for $79 as an introduction
into 3D. She demo-ed how the user
can create 3D objects and ch ange
their size, orientation, color, and illumination. Ellen was experiencing
some trouble with the program using QuickDraw 3D vl.5 that was in
the PowerBook. QuickDraw 3D
v l.0.6 on h er machine at home
seemed to be more compatible.
QD3D vl.5 uses much more memory
than v 1. 0. 6 and seems to make the
machine run slower than does th e
earlier version.
Stuart Bonwit showed an update of his Sleeping Beauty animation. Only the first 15 seconds of the
dance sequence were shown without
sound. The opening titles with
sound wer e shown at a previous
meeting. A lively discussion followed
on the differences between animation "in-betweening" and morphing.
In-betweening is the process of creating motion frames between key
animations. Morphing is the process
of creating additional frames which
dissolve or fade from one still picture (or frame) to another similar
picture. An example would be a dissolve from one person's face to
another's.
Also shown were some video
clips downloaded from the Internet.
The next meeting is sch eduled
for Tuesday, March 11, 1997. •

can tribes part icipate in this
event.
Karen also showed a commercial interactive multimedia piece
by Stuart Bonwit called "From Alice to Ocean "about Robin Davidson who walked
across the Outback of Australia.
THE MONTHLY QuickTime Rick Smolan, a photographer
(QT) SIG meeting was h eld in the known for his work in the DAY IN
Pi t utorial room on Tuesday, Mar. THE LIFE series of books, photo11, 1997. Karen Ackoff showed two graphed the trek.
Karen gave a brief overview of
of her multimedia projects-a
portfolio of h er artwork a nd a pre- th e program Director, showing the
sentation on a powwow, both cre- numerous component parts of the
ated in Macromedia's Director. progra m. These include the stage
Karen burned both of these pre- (where ever ything takes place),
sentations onto a single CD-ROM. the score (which is like a script),
She said CD burners can be pur- the paint window (for manipulatchased for about $600 now, mak- ing and creating graphics), and the
ing it a cost effective solution both control panel (for moving through
for a r chiving of graphic work and the presentation). The score infor circulatin g samples of that cludes channels for color palettes,
work. Blank CDs cost about $10 a tempo (adjustments to the speed of
playback), transitions (such as fadpiece.
Karen is job-hunting for a pro- ing in and fading out), sound, scripts
fessorial position teaching art and/ (for scripting specific actions such
or design. Her portfolio is part of as making a button make a particuh er application packet. It begins lar sound when it is clicked on), and
with textual information on her many animation channels (for placeducational background a nd work ing elements such as graphics, video
experien ce, then continues with 20 clips, a nd t ext). George Venable,
examples of her artwork, com- who was in attendance, a lso proprised of natural science and medi- vided some insight into the procal illustration as well as illustra- gram.
tions for children's educational
Stuart Bonwit showed the lattextbooks. While her portfolio was est, unfinished clip of his Sleeping
closer to a slide show, albeit with Beauty animation. It was a "draft"
dissolves, the PowWow project was version recorded at six frames per
true interactive multimedia. This second (fps) rather than the final
was the final version of the draft 15 fps. The ballerina's back bend
she presented at a previous QT had to be divided into four key
SIG meeting. A typical sequence frames because of the peculiar coincludes a still photograph, two ordinate transformations the a nivideo clips, text, and voice narra- mator had to do. Her arm/hand
tion. As each video clip finished, and head movements in th e back
it was freeze-framed and stayed in bend had not yet been a nimated.
position as the next one opened on The male dancer had not been anianoth er part of the scr een. At vari- mated at all in this part, so the
ous points in the sequen ce, there ballerina was balan ced in a n imwere buttons available to pause or possible pose while her hand was
move ahead in the presentation. not being h eld!
The Pow Wow piece is based on the
The next meeting is scheduled
Arlee PowWow, held in Arlee, Mon- for Tuesday, April 8, 1997. •
tana in July. Many NativeAmeri-
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QuickTime SIG March
Meeting
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daycare center in Olney, MD. We included with System 7.5.5 and 7.6.
have two Macs, a Performa 6280 and Open Transport which is a simpler
a Classic, and 3 PCs. A volunteer methodology for establishing
brought in some forms he made for Internet connection, works only on
by Steve Ocone us at home using Word 6 for Win- Power Macs. Lorin explained that
dows. Trying to open it on our Win- all models with four digit identifidows machine was a lost cause. We cation numbers such as those in the
THE MARCH 6TH Columbia have an earlier version of Word 7xxx or 6xxx are Power Macs as opSlice meeting drew quite a crowd. which could not read the file. Open- posed to those with only three digit
Before the main show, Jim gave a ing it as a text document gave a page numbers such as 6xx.
He explained Apple Talk, Zterm,
demo of a 200 MHz 3400C full of mostly unrecognizable charand share ware.
Powerbook. The 12.1" color screen acters.
We walked over to the Performa
After Lorin had to leave for anwas spectacular and the sound
6280
and
I
popped
in
the
disk.
A
other
engagement, the group went
wasn't bad either. I had no problem
"PC"
icon
appeared
on
the
desktop
online
to explore setting up a Claris
seeing or hearing a multimedia
and
I
double-clicked
to
open
it
up
database
and establishing an amazdemo from across the room.
The main presenters were and double-clicked on one of the ingly easy Zterm connection with
Christopher Callendar and Jim DOS files within. Immediately a the Montgomery County Library
Katzman from Bell Atlantic and window popped open asking me if I system. The online access number
they were selling ISDN (Integrated wanted to open it in Microsoft Word of the library is 301-217 3906.
Members again expressed a deServices Digital Network; also (we have version 5.1) or
ClarisWorks.
I
chose
Word.
In
a
sire
to have subject focussed meetknown as I Smell Dollars Now).
Jokes aside, they were convincing matter of seconds we were looking ings. The next meeting on March 26
sales people and it looks like Bell at the document with all of the will feature Lorin Evans discussing
Atlantic has a fair deal for those of formating intact. Maybe Wintel Claris Works.
Members are urged to bring a
us that would like to bump up their people should keep a Mac around for
emergencies like this.
floppy disk with them. We will forInternet access to 128 KB/sec.
By the way, I am looking for a mat the disks and possibly port some
ISDN is a phone service that
uses the present twisted pair cable donation of a working 68030 or later programs to them. The disks do not
that already is connected to your machine, preferably with at least 8 have to be blank but contents will
house to send digital information. megs and hopefully with a monitor be destroyed when the disks are forYou can make voice calls on it or use and sizable hard drive (100 megs or matted. •
it for your computer or fax. One neat better). If you have just one of these
-Chuck James
aspect of an ISDN line is that it is components let me know. All donachazza@imssys.imssys.com
actually two lines in one. You can use tions are tax deductible. My phone
410-418-4414.
E-mail,
it as two 64KB lines (to receive a fax is
while you are surfing the web, for SteveOcone@aol.com. •
example), or use it as one 128KB
StockSIG for March
line . In fact it has the ability to
Senior Sig February
switch seamlessly between the two.
Meeting
We were told that it is easy to set up
by Morris Pelham
and easy to use. The biggest initial
cost is for the ISDN terminal adaptor. This connects the phone line to
your computer, phone and other THE MAJOR attraction of the WE LIVE IN interesting times.
equipment. The prices start at be- meeting was Lorin Evans' presenta- On Wednesday, March 12, after the
tween $200 and $300 (if I remem- tion and responses to a wide range close of trading for the day, the Dow
Jones News Service announced that
ber correctly). There is also an ini- of Macintosh questions.
effective with the start of trading
Lorin's
lucid
discussion
of
tial fee for hooking up which is currently being waived as I write this. Zterm, TCS mail, America Online, Monday, March 17, 1997 four of the
This is probably a good time to and TCS telecommunication was 30 stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average would be dropped and
give a recent Mac vs. Wintel experi- outstanding.
replaced by new names.
In
addition,
Lorin
shed
light
on
ence I had at my office. I work
Our meeting was scheduled for
Apple's
"Open
Transport"
which
is
parttime at a non-profit adult

Columbia Slice SIG
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7:30 PM on Thursday, March 13, so
I had a little extra work to do. Also
that Thursday, the Dow lost 160
points, to 6878, so we had lots to talk
about.
I had planned to talk about the
earnings of the companies in the
Dow, and the PIE ratios, and how
much room there might be for prices
to go even higher. I did, but added
to that the new and old names in the
Dow. It won't make any difference
in existing portfolios, but it will in
the ones we put together in the future. Next month will be different,
and next year, and so forth.
In March I did buy into my 1997
Dow Stock Portfolio another lot of
AT&T at 35 3/4 because it has
dropped about 10% in price from it's
original purchase price. I like to buy
bargains.
Mark Pankin brought his copy
of The Wall Street Journal graphic
showing "How the 30 Stocks in the
Dow Jones Industrial Average Have
Changed Since Oct. 1, 1928" and
showed it to us. The new companies are Hewlett-Packard, Johnson
& Johnson, Traveler's Group, and
Wal-Mart Stores.
Mark also brought us his familiar chart and worksheet showing
how our Beating the Dow strategy
is doing in 1997 compared to other
averages and other strategies. So
far, it's not. Our Beating the Dow
strategy is the second worst performer, second to the NASDAQ,
which is worst.
Bob Lee brought us his copy of
a new book, What Works on Wall
Street, and his review of it. Bob tells
us that small cap stocks are more
profitable, that the Price to Sales
Ratio is valuable, and that a momentum strategy helps produce top returns.
Phil Stewart and Mark Pankin
showed us some current thinking
and results for the Fidelity Select
strategy investing in mutual funds.
Mark says this strategy produced a
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snail mail.
In his presentation, Lawrence
said that computers were supposed
to make our lives simpler, but when
something goes wrong, we often feel
overwhelmed by the apparent chaos.
This confusion can be decreased by
learning to troubleshoot systematically. He stressed the importance
of categorizing Macintosh problems,
classifying what could have caused
a crash, and organizing computer
files for more efficient use.
After a crash, it may be necessary to shut down the computer, but
first try to get expert help.
("Crashes" include a frozen mouse,
a bomb message, or a program quitting unexpectedly, among other<
things.) Before turning off the machine or calling a technical person
for help, Lawrence said, see if you
can go to the Finder's Apple Menu
and select "About this Macintosh."
Record the system number you are
Women's SIG Meeting
using and how much memory is
available. Be able to tell your techby Sonja Fogel nical advisor any error messages
and exactly what you did or what
ON MARCH 27, more than 20 software you installed just before
members of the Women's SIG (and the crash. Always check with a
more than a few of their men) trusted advisor, such as the Apple
watched Lawrence Charters analyze Pi Hotline service, before making
what had "discombobulated" the important changes. If no Hotline
Performa 7100 that Etana Finkler help is available, post your troubleuses in her graphic art business.
shooting questions to the TCS bulIn the absence of Chairperson letin boards, 24 hours a day. The
Kathleen Charters, the meeting was "Mac Fixit" Internet website can be
smoothly moderated by Grace helpful, he said, but double-check
Gallager, who once again fixed us a the advice you get.
delectable dinner. She announced
After you get rid of the problem,
that the SIG needs people to take restart the Mac properly to release
minutes at all future bimonthly its memory, and rebuild the hard
meetings, since our faithful former disk desktop to update the Directory.
scribe, Nancy Seferian, has new du- The Mac "knows" whether it wasn't
ties. Please call Kathleen to volun- shut down properly, Lawrence said,
teer (410-730-4658) and submit min- so it will take time to check more
utes to the Apple Pi Journal editor, things at the next bootup than if it
Kathryn Murray (804-4 72-4449). If was restarted or shut down properly.
you give your e-mail address to the
Ifyour Macintosh came supplied
SIG, meeting announcements can be with a CD copy ofits basic programs
sent to you over the telecommunications system (TCS) rather than by
Conffnued on page 76

return of 40% in 1997 and has run
at about a 40% rate per year since
beginning in November 1993.
I was most interested in Mark's
list showing the weekly Fidelity Select best performing funds from
January 1996 going forward to
March 1997. Some losers and some
winners, just what you would expect, but if you pick the right ones
you can get 40% per year.
If you have any questions or
comments on this column or others
of mine, they are welcome on our
TCS, on the StockSIG Online board.
StockSIG meets the 2nd Thursday of each month at 7:30 PM in the
WAPoffice. •
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"Why would

Lou Dunham,
WAP Member At Large
by Nancy Seferian

w:

HAT A combination! A
music loving., bass, electric
bass, alto sax and accordion
playing, automobile ardent, computer zealous, technically talented
WAP member. Those are just a few
adjectives for WAP Director, TCS
Sysop and volunteer Lou Dunham.
I met Lou at Dunhams' Automotive, his family-run business, where
he promised to show me a u se for
one ofhis computers that would surprise m e. Talking about favorite
Internet sites with Lou led me to
discover that he plays bass, and used
to be road manager for Magpie, a
Takoma Park based acoustic group.
He played stand-up bass with them
whenever the regular bassist played
cello. He plays electric bass (rock &

roll), alto sax and is learning the accordion.
I a lso discovered that Lou
graduated from Gaithersburg High
in 1969, was enlisted in the Air Force
as an aircraft mechanic from 1969 1972, serving as a Sergeant in the
Vietnam War. When he completed
his Air Force service he returned to
help his brothers, Mike, Terry and
Buddy, run Dunhams' Automotive
which was started by Lou's father
in 1949. The interesting old edifice
where the business is housed is considered an historic building now, and
is right in the heart of Potomac
Maryland.
'
Lou offered to show me how he
uses the Macs located at the business. We started in the office where

Dunl1um!i·
AUTOMOTIVE
0010

Here is the historic Dunhams' Automotive building, circa1936.
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anyone who had
a Mac put
Windows on it?
Especially
Lou."
Lou's personal computer at work is
an SE 30 which he purchased
through an Internet newsgroup
called comp.sys.mac.forsale. It has
a video card, 20 MB RAM, 160 MB
hard drive, uses System 7.1.1 and
Open Transport, a CD 150 and a US
Robotics Sportster modem for his
Internet and TCS use. This computer serves for e-mail and word
processing, and of course one nice
feature of this early Mac model is
that it's portable.
Actually, almost everyone in his
family is a Mac enthusiast. The exception is his mom who purchased
a PC 6 years ago for use in keeping
the books at the business. One day
it crashed and wasn't backed up,
and she's been doing the books by
hand since then. She may finally
have to enter t h e Mac world
though, due to family pressure'.
Lou's brother Terry has a Performa
550; his brother Buddy has an LC
475; his sister, Molly Dunham,
Sports Editor of the Baltimore Sun
has a Performa 6205; and 11 yea;
old daughter, Margaret, has an
LCIII.
Lou took me into the repair part
of the shop where he had a Quadra
610 set up on the side of the work
area. As he fired it up he explained
that it had a DOS compatibility card
with a 486 SX 25 Intel processor and
runs [ugh] Windows 3.1. Well, I ad-
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mous one year when he brought fast
food
to the Garage Sale workers wh o
16.4 MB av ailable
10 items
82.2 MB in disk
h ad never given a thought to their
HyperCard
0~ next meal until they were starving
~D
and had no prospect ofleaving their
i=:=J i=:=J-'f
posts to get food.
Games
Communications Business
Graphics
Development
Lou has also donated his computer expertise in another area. He
set up an entire computer lab with
Word Processing
Audio
Educationa1 lmlmfil Documents
Macs at Our Lady of Lourdes School
where his daughter Margaret attends, in one night! (Lou adds, modestly, that h e had a Windows and a
Figure 1. WindowShade allows you to double click anywhere on the title
bar of a window and the lower part of the window will "roll up" underUnix user help him uncrate the
machines.) In addition, that same
neath the title bar.
night he created a slide sh ow of
mit I was surprised. Why would anyHe decided to give back some of screen shots u sing Ambrosia's
one who had a Mac put Windows on the help he received from other WAP Snapz, a screen capture program
it? Especially Lou. Then he inserted volunteers by volunteering some of with a slide show feature for the
a CD into the CD drive and what I his own time to WAP. Bill Wydro first school's Back to School Night the
saw was very interesting. The enlisted him to serve on the Elec- following evening.
Lou is one of the regular helpmanua ls for all th e cars his team tion Committee, a nd Lou became
works on ar e on CDs, in beautiful Chairperson of th e committee be- ers at the Tuesday Night Clinic,
color, with 3-D diagrams, drawings, cause h e "showed up," h e says grin- which was founded by WAP Presiinstructions, photos, and informa - ning. Looking for other ways to help dent, Lorin Evans. He became intion instantly available with the he volunteered time, brawn and a volved last fall and now volunteers
click of a mouse. All the automotive vehicle when the office moved from his time each Tuesday night a long
experts a t Dunha m s' Automotive Bethesda to Rockville. H e a lso with Lorin, Dave Weikert and David
make use of the manuals for refer- earned gratitude and became fa- Harris, helping members sort out
ence in the course of their work.
Lou's first experience with computing was an Apple IIGS, with
which his stepdaughters, Ana and
Alyss Henderson, were to do their
sch oolwork using WordPerfect. He
soon learned that the machine
would need a h ard drive to run the
application reliably. That's wh en he
joined WAP to get h elp in locating
the drive and installing it. Next h e
bought himself a PB 100 with 2 MB
RAM and a 20 MB hard drive. With
WAP's help, h e upgraded it by installing an internal modem, 6 MB
of additional RAM and a larger internal hard drive. Alyss, who work s
as an actress in New York City, is
now the owner/user of this dependa ble little PowerBook. Ana, a
Dartmouth graduate and student at
Harvard Law, has a PB 145 which
Lou upgraded to 8 MB RAM and 120
Lou teaching a class on the TCS.
MB of h ard disk space.
Hard Disk

LJ LJ CJ
LJ II LJ LJ LJ
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their software problems, installing
hardware, answering questions, and
setting up software to make Internet
connections and send e-ma il. Lou
gets a real pleasure out of helping
members and also knowing that the
members' donations go a long way
to benefit the whole club.
Most Used Applications:
ZTerm, Word 5.la, Netscape 3.0.1,
Newswatcher, Adobe Home Publis h er (a miniature PageMaker
which also comes with ATM)
Favorite Extensions and DAs:
His favorite DAs, all of which are on
the TCS are WindowShade (See Figure 1.) Super Clock, Magic Bullets,
RamBunctious, JPeg View, BBEdit
Lite, Nifty Telnet and MacWeath er.

Favorite Web Sites:
Gary Hayman's ZydE-Magic Cajun/Zydeco Web Page
http://www.nmaa.org/member/gh ayman/
Accumulated Accordion Annotations
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/user/phoebe/mosaic/accordion.html
Welcome to House of Musical Traditions
http://www.hmtrad.com/hmtrad/index.html
The AFTRLife - a 'Ibm Robbins Playground
http://www.rain.org/-da5e/tom_robbins.html
Ben & Jerry's Homepage
http://www.benjerry.com/
CarTalk.com (Click & Clack - the Tappet Brothers)
http://cartalk.com/
THE INGRID BERGMAN PAGE
http://www.heartlab.rri.uwo.ca/people/thornto/gal_ib.html
MaclnTouch
•
h ttp://www.macintouch.com/

Can Anyone Save
Packard Bell?
by Scott Kelby

[From the Mar/Apr issue of Mac Tod ay
Magazine,
http://
www.mactoday.com). Reprinted
with the author's permisson.)

T

HE OTHER DAY, while

reading another article designed to scare the pants off
potential Apple customers and/or
sh areholders, I started wondering
what life would be like ifI somehow
got a writing gig at a PC magazine.
Besides having to wear the dorkylooking outfit, wire-rimmed glasses,
and pocket protector, I'm certain
that during my first day on the job
I'd be handed a secret dossier that
would include the closely guarded
manual of rules for writing any ar-
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tid e th at mentions Apple Computer.
It would include certain guidelines
to follow, like "Any good news on
Apple must be followed by the word
'but' and then a direct reference to
either: (a) their small market share,
(b) any quarterly loss in the past five
years, or (c) Microsoft's dominance.
This manua l provides PC-worshippingjournalists with guidelines
for "selective reporting" where only
damaging facts and figures about
Apple are a llowed. The latest
amendment to their manual is how
th ey should r efer to the Macintosh
operating system. It must always be
referred to as "outdated." And even
though Windows 95 tries to emulate
t he Macintosh oper ating system, it

must never, under a n y circumstances, be referred to as outdated.
That would be blasph emy.
The more I thought about it, the
more I realized that the Macintosh
press needs a similar manual for
writing about P C manufacturer s.
With that in mind, I decided to write
a few news blurbs on some of the PC
manufacturers so they'd get a little
feel of that "selective reporting" from
a Macintosh point of view.
Can Anyone Save Packard Bell?
H eavy competition and unexpectedly low holiday sales are taking their toll on some PC manufacturers and Packard Bell, once a shining star among PC clone m ak ers,
has fallen on h ard times. The beleaguered company is struggling
amidst rumors of bankruptcy, suffering a dwindling market share,
a nd staggering from being rated at
the bottom of the heap for consumer
loyalty (wh en polled earlier this
year, less than 35% of Packard Bell
owners would buy another Packard
Bell). The public may be asking,
"Can anyon e save Packard Bell?" A
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TC
recent article detailing Packard
Bell's woes in the December 30 issue of Business Week magazine
noted that "Many experienced consumers shied away from Packard
Bell, citing its reputation for shoddy
quality and indifferent service and
support."
That same article noted that
Packard Bell "has watched its sales
and market share slowly slide since
last January." It pointed out that in
the first ten months of '96 alone,
Packard Bell had already lost 8% of
their market share. In a business
where market share is everything,
a dramatic drop like this could spell
doom. Couple this with lagging sales
(they fell $1 billion short of their
sales estimate) and a widely held
perception of shoddy quality and
poor customer support, we can't
imagine a scenario where they'll be
able to survive in the long haul.
Packard Bell, unlike rival Apple
computer, which won the J .D. Power
& Associates award for overall customer satisfaction and has over 27
million fiercely loyal customers, has
quite an uphill battle to survive. And
if they don't survive will anybody
really care - or will they just buy a
cheap PC clone from somebody else?

PC maker, has seen its position
erode as PC clone makers and Apple
Computer have seized the lion's
share ofthe desktop PC market.And
their fiasco with OS/2 is better forgotten. One bright spot in IBM's personal computing efforts is the sucCan Anything Save IBM?
After surviving the largest cess of the PowerPC chip, developed
single-quarter loss in the history of in a joint effort by IBM, Motorola,
business, IBM, once the leader in and Apple Computer, which is curpersonal computers, has seen its rently the fastest personal computer
market share fall well behind indus- chip on the market, speeding past
try rivals like Compaq and Apple competitor Intel's fastest offerings.
Computer. IBM, once the dominant

the problems of Apple Computer.
Which brings us to the question,
"Can anybody save Gateway 2000?"
Of course, if Gateway doesn't survive there's always IBM.

Can Anybody Save
Gateway 2000?

Recent television advertisements by upstart PC clone maker
Gateway 2000 have raised serious
questions about the company's future. The advertisements point to
sales figures of only one million
units, whereas riva l compute r
maker Apple Computer had sales
figures of nearly four times that
amount in the same time span. This
would put Gateway 2000's market
share below 1.75% which, as any
industry a nalyst would tell you,
means instant death in the highly
competitive PC clone market. With
sales of only 1 million, it seems clear
that Gateway 2000 has four times
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Can Anything Stop Apple?

"Besides having to
wear the dorky-looking
outfit, wire-rimmed
glasses, and pocket
protector, I'm certain
that during my first
day on the job I'd
be handed a secret
dossier that would
include the closely
guarded manual of
rules for writing any
article that mentions
Apple Computer. It
would include certain
guidelines to follow,
like "Any good news
on Apple must be
followed by the word
'but' and then a direct
reference to either:
(a) their small market
share, (b) any
quarterly loss in the
past five years, or
(c) Microsoft's
dominance."

After stunning the computer industry by bouncing back to profitability from a $750-million quarterly
loss earlier in the year, Apple Computer just posted a comparatively
modest $120-million loss for its most
recent quarter. The loss, which occurred during what has been called
one of the weakest fourth quarters
for computer retailers in years, is a
far cry from Apple's problems oflast
year when the board was forced to
oust then-CEO Michael Spindler. In
fact, a significant part ofApple's recent loss was caused by the fact that
high consumer demand for Apple's
n ew 1400 series PowerBook computer created a massive backlog of
orders. Although analysts have predicted Apple's demise every year
since 1984, they're consistently
wrong.
Although Apple does face some
challenges, clearly there are many
companies that would envy Apple's
position as the nation's fourth largest personal computer maker, with
over $1.8 billion cash in the bank,
sales of nearly four million units a
year, a $200 million backlog of orders for new units, and the number
one ranking in con sumer loyalty in
the industry. I guess the 27,000,000
Apple enthusiasts are just glad they
didn't buy a Packard Bell. •
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Adobe Acrobat as a
Research Tool
Creating Searchable Databases from
World Wide Web Pages
© 1997 by Dennis R. Dimick
For the Washington Apple Pi

K

EW YEARS AGO Adobe Systems created a new type of
publishing tool called Acrobat. The name is appropriate, for Acrobat offers many tricks. But unlike
other Adobe programs like
Photoshop,
Illustrator and
PageMaker, Acrobat has been a bit
slow to catch on-perhaps because
its purpose is not well understood.
You don't u se Acrobat for creating con tent in the same way you
might use an imaging, drawing, or
layout program. If you use
Photoshop and PageMaker to create
an illustrated brochure, you use Acrobat to convert the PageMaker file
into a "Portable Document Format
(PDF)" file.
Based on Adobe's Postscript
page-description language, th ese
PDF cross-platform format files can
be opened and viewed directly, without translation, on Macintosh, Windows , and several types of UNIX
computers using Adobe's free Acrobat Reader program.
Adobe has positioned Acrobat as
a tool for creating and distributing
high-quality formatted electronic
documents that can b e s h ared
among all major desktop computer
platforms.
This is true, but I've also found
Acrobat a useful tool for cr eating
searchable databases of information
gleaned from the World Wide Web.
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Some Acrobat Background
Adobe finally released Acrobat
3.0 in late 1996, after months of prerelease hype, long after the Windows
version was released. The basic
package now includes components
previously reserved for an earlier
and more expensive "Acrobat Pro"
2.1 offering.
·... -'
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Edit

Document
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;:o
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Uiew
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Tools

Acrobat now includes these components: PDF Writer-a Chooserlevel selectable "Printer" Driver for
creating PDF from most desktop
programs; Catalog-a full-text indexer of PDF files; Exchange-a
PDF file editing and hyper-text linking program; Reader-a freely distributable program for reading and
searching PDF files; and Distillera tool to create highly compact PDF
files from Postscript sources. The
package also include Adobe Type
Manager 4.0, extensive online
documentation, and 14 Adobe
Postscript fonts.
Why does Acrobat appeal? You
can use any program that supports
printing (e.g. , Simple Text,
QuarkXPress, and Netscape Navigator) to create PDF documents for
others. They don't need the program you u sed to create the document, nor do they need file translation tools like Claris XTND or

Plug-Ins

Window ...

.•

[;!J~

CATALOG.PDF

\
D Commands
D Using Acroba talog
<7 D Preparing PDF document collections for in
D Organizing a PDF colection and ls Ind
D Separating PDF documents onlo parts
D Addi:lg informatJOn to PDF documents
D Tips on filling in Document Info fields
D Supporting cus1om Document Info field
D Naming PDF documents
<7 D Building an index
D To define and build an i1dex
D About Catalog log files
D To build an alread)'·defined index
[) To change an lndeo< definition
[) Drao·and-drop Index building (Macrlos
[) Stopping a budd
I> D Choosing options tor an index
I> D Setting preferences for Acrobat Cat a.lo~
[) Tips on setmos tor efficient lndeo<es
<7 D DistribtJing and mantaining an index
D Pro.iding useful iiformation about the 1
[) Keeping d)'na mic indexes up to date
D Scheduling automatic builds
D Purging and rebukting an lndeo<
[) Tips on updating
[) Moving a document conection and ~s i
D Deleting an index
D Hew to use thb online guide
j
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Using Acrob at Catalog
~011 use lldob ~ lltrobat (~1 .11 09 to build full·rexl
lnd,xes ot POF docum'nt collections. /\ {vii 1e x 1
ondtx s a searchable database of all tex t on a docu·
menr or set of documents Reaoers o f rhe docu·
m~ n rs you have ont1exed " se the Acrobat
orch

s..

lil1

lt

plu<J·1n to r Acrob l\t f xc h,1 nge o r Acrobat Re,1der to

seat(h them. Acrobat Search appears on bchan9e or
Reader as the Search command on \l>e Tools menu
lnde.-. bu1ld1n9 11.:u th ree ohJ ses :
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1 Prpp,mng do<ument4' for indpxing

2 euildong the- irldP• for
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Online Help: Here's what the online help document for Acrobat Catalog
looks like. You can click on any topic at left and jump to the needed page.
The numbered items on the "Using A crobat Catalog" help screen at right
are hypertext-linked and will take you to other help topics. Help files like
these abound for all Acrobat components.
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DataViz MacLink.
The free Acrobat Reader and Acrobat Exchange allow you to open,
read, copy, paste, search and print
any Acrobat document, and they a llow you to copy text and graphics to
place them into , for examp le ,
Microsoft Word documents. If you
choose, Acrobat offers via the Exchange editing program security features to prevent copying from,
changing, or printing PDF documents you create.

Chooser

..L

~~

Laser\o/riter 8

~

Acrobat PDFWriter

AppleShare

~

PSPrinter

Appl eTol k Zones:
2nd Floor M St. Ethernet
-02nd Floor M St. Token Ring
Audiovisual
Cartographic
EM Network Servic es
EM Printers
GEP
._G_P_L_e_v_e_
l ---------'-'{}'

Acrobar PDFWriter
r.-.~
.t.1oN

C l991 · 1996 Adobl! Syslem.
rnc:orporated. All nghts res«ved

Q On
Catalog and PDF Writer's Tricks
Background Printing
@
Off
I'll focus on PDF Writer and Acrobat Catalog. These Acrobat com®Active
ponents have allowed me to create
I
Appl eT elk 0 Inactive
7.5.5
indexed, searchable databases of
topical information from the World PDF Writer Chosen: This is what your Chooser window will look like once
Wide Web. In reality, you can do this you have chosen PDF Writer as your default ''printer." You can also use a
with any set of documents you cre- key-combination to select PDF Writer for one-time use and retain your norate on the Mac, not just pages from mal printer for use afterwards.
the web.
It's just that in the case of the Adobe also supplies a Control Panel suming and beyond the scope of my
World Wide Web, PDF Writer allows "PDF Writer Shortcut" that a llows research intent. On the other hand,
you to save web pages visually in- you to print to PDF even if you have if any PDF file contains Postscript
tact with searchable, catalogable another printer selected in the art with text, such as that from Iltext and with graphics in place. Ac- Chooser. You hold down the com- lustrator, this text is searchable and
robat Catalog creates the searchable mand key while selecting Fil e catalogable under Acrobat.
Any page you try to print to PDF
indexes, and Acroba t Reader and Menu>Print, and PDF Writer overExchange are used to search the in- rides your selected printer for this that has a black background and
one action.
dexes and view the documents.
white text will not look good. PDF
Depending on the host applica- Writer allows you to select an option
tion, PDF Writer also allows you to to "Include Background," but I've
Amassing Some Information
I've been working on several add header and footer information never successfully been able to capprojects lately that require gather- to each PDF file created. From ture colored backgrounds from web
ing recent information from many Netscape you can specify Location pages. It's best in this case to save a
unrelated sources, often US govern- (URL), Date, Page Number, and page's text as a text file and then
ment or international organization Title. This can be invaluable for print that to an indexable PDF file
web sites such a s those from the searching PDF documents by cre- from PDF Writer.
United Nations. Topics have dealt ation date or URL.
Be sure the width of your web
with world food supply, global popubrowser window isn't wider than a
Not Always a Perfect Print
lation dynamics and migration, bonormal letter-sized (8 1/2 by 11
There are caveats. When you inch) sheet of paper. PDF Writer alreal forests, western grazing, and
the wilderness system.
use PDF Writer to print to PDF any lows you to print PDF pages at
With web browsers such as web page containing active links, the various percentages of original
Netscape Navigator (mostly) and links will not be active in the result- size, and I've typically set this op(rarely ) Microsoft's Internet Ex- ing PDF file, and the underlying tion to 90 percent. This insures all
plorer (or the MSIE browser mod- URL is not accessible. Acrobat does text at the right of the source web
ule in AOL's 3.0 program,) I've been allow you to later embed URLs in page is in the PDF "page," and does
able to print any web page to an any Acrobat file, so it is possible to not run off the right side of the
Acrobat file using PDF Writer. make links live, but this is time-con- "printed" Acrobat file. Sometimes
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PDF Writer Setup: When printing to PDF with PDF Writer and N etscape
Navigator; this Page Setup box presents a combination of options. Besides
size, orientation and headers and footers, you can also choose to configure
amount ofgraphics compression.
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Search Result: These windows show the results of a search in Acrobat Exchange. The article was from MacWeek, the topic searched was Quick Time
from a speech by Apple CEO Gil Amelio at Internet World in March 1997.
The two overlaying boxes on the PDF file show options available for configuring the Search components of Acrobat R eader and Exchange.
this isn't possible, as lots of web des igners create "wide" pages. You can
always reduce page percentage size
in the page setup dialog box, or you
can print pages in landscape mode.
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Assembling and Searching PDF
I'll set up folders for different
subjects and print to PDF all related
topic files and web pages into each

folder. Once my data gathering is
complete, or is at least at a point
where I want to start analyzing information at hand, I'll use a component of Acrobat 3.0 called Catalog.
Catalog creates a full-text index
of all Acrobat files in a folder. All you
have to do is drag a folder of PDF
files on top of the Catalog application icon (or an alias of it), and Catalog will create an index that you can
search much in the same way you
would use search terms in Internet
Search engines like Yahoo or
AltaVista.
Once the catalog is created, you
can use the search function within
Reader and Exchange to look for any
term or string of terms in the documents you have captured to PDF. It's
possible to search several separate
PDF indexes at the same time.
You can customize the search
based on things like wild-card characters, word-stemming that looks for
words with s imilar roots, casematching, Boolean searches using
AND and OR, and thesaurus
searches that look for words with
similar meaning.
Just Skimming the Highlights
Suffice to say this only skims
highlights of some Acrobat tricks
offered by combining PDF Writer
and Acrobat Catalog to gather and
index information. The other Acrobat components, Distiller a nd Exchange, offer vast options for creating, editin g, and distribution of
electronic documents . They really
are worth articles of their own.
Acrobat Reader and Acrobat Exchange offer s imilar searching options, but Exchange is powerful as
a document editing, linking, and
merging program.
Another component, Acrobat
Capture, is a promised but not yet
shipping part of the Acrobat package th at will allow you to scan existing paper documents into searchable, catalogable archives of PDF.
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(Alas, Capture is shipping for Windows, but not yet for the Mac.)
Adobe Acrobat comes on a CDROM, and most documentation is
electronic. On one h and this is good,
as Acrobat's documentation comes
as searchable PDF files. But if you
are a paper manual fan, all you will
get is a small booklet to help with
installation and setup. •

Adobe Acrobat 3.0
Adobe Systems, Inc.
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110-2704
Requires a Macintosh with
68020 processor or better.
Recommended setup is a
Power Macintosh with 16
MB of RAM available to
Acrobat components, System 7.1.2 or later, a CDROM drive and 40 MB of
hard drive space. Floppy
disks available for a price
on request.
Street price is about $190,
upgrade from Acrobat Exchange 2.1 is about $80.

Tuesday Night Clinic
"Magic Show"
by Theresa Freilicher

CAN'T WAIT to tell you
about "the magic show," Tuesday Night Clinic at Washington
Apple Pi. It's still a mystery to me
as to how I even got there but there
I was ...
It began with getting a computer, a Power Mac 7200/75, then
with a mere 8 megabytes of memory
and now with 40 megabytes of
RAM, and from there a ll hell broke
loose. I was intrigued, beguiled a nd
mesmerized ... I liked it! It gave me
a sense of flying ... now, ifl only h ad
a destination. What if I knew what
all these controls were a nd how to
use them. Now t hat would be really
something! I can't help it. I was born

I

n ear what would be t h e future
Beltway. I have this need to think
I'm in control. "D.C. syndrome." It
took me a couple of months to comm.it but once I joined, I threw myself full-fledged into learning a nd
first on my agenda was Introduction
to Mac 1, 2 & 3 taught by Jim Ritz,
also a member of the Board of Directors at Washington Apple Pi.
That sh ould give you some idea how
devoted and dedicated these members ar e in helping other to find the
path to learning and having fun
along th e way. Remember, he also
has a day job.
If we were in the Marines, this
is the guy we'd want as our D.I. He

Adobe Systems Web Site:
http://www.adobe.com

Dennis Dimick has written fo r the
Washington Apple Pi on a variety of
subjects over the past five years. He
is a fan of Apple's QuickTime technology, and also works as a magazine edit01: Acrobat has proved quite
useful for his magazine work. Besides the TCS, Dennis can be reached
via e-mail at ddimick@aol.com.

Bill Beavers configures Explorer service on n member's Mac.
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A member patiently waits to have his Compact Mac repaired.

David Harris coaches a member in Compact Mac maintenance.
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repeated and he
repeated and he
repeated and
then he took a
deep breath and
repeated some
more till he convinced us we
were not going to
die or do any
harm to or on
these computers.
He helped u s to
laugh at ourselves and to rel ax and h ave
fun. That's a
good path to
take for learning. Jim is a born
teacher with the
patience of Job
and a sense of
humor to match.
By the end of the
course, as if by
magic, we had

s ome idea of what we were doing.
The next show occurred when I
came to the Tuesday Night Clinic,
to have Internet software and all the
accouterments installed, and ended
up staying from 6 PM-1 AM. Not
only did I have the honor of watching the deft and gentle magic of Lou
Dunham, also, a director on the
board of "Pi," (and he helps run the
family business, a garage during the
day. Dunhams' of Potomac, only in
business since 1949). He stuck to it
and followed through with me from
8 PM till 12:30 AM making sure everything was installed properly and
working perfectly. I was witness to
all the magic that occurs when energy is combined and directed in a
positive mode. It's encouraging the
first time you try something that it
be thoroughly enjoyable. To say
nothing of "mind blowing."
H ere, in this room full of strangers each with their own agenda, began the Magic Show.
I swear, I saw the surgeon-like
hands of David Harris, morphing
before my eyes as he removed minuscule parts of a Mac SE and extracted sucked-up di sks. Dave

"By evening's end, the

smoke of confu sion had
been lifted, all the
problems made to
disappear and we had
become a roomful of
friends, rooting for
each other, bubbling
over with conversation
of shared experiences,
with a sense of awe
and wonder and warm
camaraderie."
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Weikert, nonchalantly tosses out
pearls of wisdom as he works his
Svengali like magic on another problem. By the way, both of these gentleman are also on the Board of Directors, as well as having full time jobs.
So it's not like they need to look for
non-paying work to fill their few
spare hours. If I were person who
could see auras, I'm sure I would
have seen a sharp blue light, fringed
in a pure white emitting from both,
slowly undulating and spreading
towards each other, co-joining and
extending to encompass all. Paul
Schlosser, former Sysop for the TCS,
meaning to leave, but wait, just one
more rabbit trick up his sleeve of
solutions to help someone partition
their hard drive.
Lorin Evans, president of Washington Apple Pi, A.KA. the master
"wizard," with pure white lightening bolts edged in a crisp blue,
crowning his head, the aura leaving
traces as he swirls and whirls from
one elusive problem to another, pulling
out
the
solutions
simultaneously.. .or so it appears!
The president of"Pi," Lorin answers
all questions, and if he doesn't know
the answer h e'll find out for you and
himself, a lso answers the phones
and gives some of the best advice

"He repeated and he
repeated and he repeated and then he
took a deep breath and
repeated some more
till he convinced us we
were not going to die
or do any harm to or
on these computers."
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Tom Witte troubleshoots n member's telecommunicntions software.

Bill Beavers demonstrates a newly configured Explorer connection.
East of the Pecos.
simply stand around and give out
By evening's end, the smoke of valuable information. I can't believe
confusion had been lifted, all the it isn't SRO.
problems made to disappear and we
A few words of caution: this is
had become a roomful of friends, no illusion!
rooting for each other, bubbling over
These are real people, making
with conversation of shared experi- real problems disappear on WAP
ences, with a sense of awe and won- members' computers, for no real
der and warm camaraderie. Lou money, that would cost you a bundle
Dunham makes great coffee and anywhere else. That's magic!
quite a few knowledgeable people
Admission price: free!
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Remember to vote
this month.
Your ballot is in the center
of the publication.
Your ballot is due by the
23rd of May.
Thank you for your
participation.

In addition to knowi11g "what's 011 his Power Book," a member
discovers what's inside
Please know, "All Donations*
Are Appreciated" and do not go to
any individual, but to keeping the
clinic open, in the evenings for your
convenience, with heat, adequate
lighting, clean restrooms, chairs and
tables, so you may participate and
learn as your computer is attended
to, along with the wit and wisdom
of a ll. Sometimes, Beth Medlin,
Bellisima Office Manager Suprema,
makes chocolate chip cookies (th at's
the most important item to remember).
So put on your top hat, bring
your soon to disappear problems and
come join the Tuesday Night Clinic
"Magic Show."
*Donations come in myriad
forms ...from actual cash, check and
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credit cards, to th e giving of
old or no longer used computers and parts, printers, dust
covers, mice, keyboards, etc.,
and let us not forget the offering of becoming a volunteer, either with expertise or the basic offering of two ha nds willing to help in any manner n ecessar y.
For twenty years Washington Apple Pi has been assisting its members through
the efforts of members who
volunteer. But the responsibility and dedication rests solely
u pon ourselves. Every journey
begins wit h a single step. I
took it and so too may you. •

~ "'CJ&ed

ii

So.£-ttwa:re
Trade your used
software at
~be:r

:E::x:.cha:n.ge
Apple & Mac!
(IBM too)

Stop in and browse our growing
selection of used software!
12274C Rockville Pike
Rockville, (301) 984-1446
In Federal Plaza on Rt. 355
1/2 mile North of Montrose Rd.
Adjacent to Bennigan's
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Best of the TCS
by Nancy Seferian

1J

HIS COLUMN WILL

highlight some of the best questions and answers found on the
TCS.

Q. My memory (wetware ...) tells me
that once upon a time there was a
fairly extensive discussion ofways to
eliminate static whilst installing
memory (hardware: SIMMs) somewhere on the TCS. This board seems
a likely place. Anyone remember
that? Can you point me in the right
direction? TIA [Thanks in advance],
naturally!
A Whilst? Do computer types
know what "whilst" is? Isn't that
some archaic British card game?

1) Wash your hands. This does two
things: it grounds you (because your
plumbing is grounded) and it removes oil from your fingers.
la) Ifliving at home, clean your
nails. Your mother will approve.
2) Take apart your computer to
expose the SIMM slots. If at all possible, leave the computer plugged in
to a 3-prong outlet, but turned off.
If you don't have a 3-prong outlet,
by all means do not plug it in.
3) Wash your hands again, if required. (Nervous sweat is just as
damaging as cool, calm sweat.)
4) Touch the power s upply to
ground yourself.
5) Install SIMMs.
6) Reassemble everything.
7) Try it out. In particular, launch

a BIG program, or multiple programs, and see if it, or they, work.
Do not install memory if ther e is a
thunderstorm, or a windstorm.
Do not install memory if you routinely zap things while walking on
the carpet near your computer.
If you have some liquid fabric
softener, you can create a cheap antistatic spray by mixing 1 part per 12
parts water in a spray bottle, shaking, and spraying (lightly) your carpet. If all this seems too much, don't
do it. Your computer (presumably)
works without the extr a memory,
but if you take it apart and then
decide you aren't up to putting it
back together, you'll be unhappy.

Q. How do I check my email address?
A At the Main Menu prompt (what
you see when you first log on), type
U to go into User Preferences. At the
User Preference prompt, type Y
(which stands for Your Current Status). Your email address will be displayed a long with some other information.

Q. How do I make a message Private after I've already made it Public?
A You can make it Private yourself even after you have made it Public and Saved it. Here is the procedure:
1. At the prompt for t h e board
where your message is press A for
Alter message; then pr ess Return.

2. At the Subject prompt press Re-
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turn to have the subject remain the
same.
3. At the From prompt press Return because the message is still
from you.
4. At the To prompt press Return
because the message is still to the
person to whom you wrote.
5. At the Public Msg? (Y/N):
prompt press N. This will change the
message to a Private message. You
will then get a n ote that says:
Header saved with corrections.
6. At the Edit Msg? (YIN): press N
to keep the message intact and quit.
Q. What is a static IP address?
An internet is a "networ k of networks." The Internet is a specific
"n etwork of networks," that happens
to be very large and spans the globe.
The whole point of IP, Internet Protocol, is to give each computer on
that internet an identifying number
that is unique to the internet. That
is, first th e networks are numbered
(no two h aving the same number),
then the computer s (or other nodes)
on each network are numbered (no
two having the same number). The
n et (pardon the pun) result is that
you end up with one long, combined
number (always 32 bits in total
length) to identify a computer that's
unique on the internet.

This system is intuitive for computers that are mor e-or-less permanently wired to their r espective n etworks. They are assigned a node
number, which doesn't change. However, what do you do in the situation where computers are connected
a nd disconnected from their network frequently?
Take TCS Explorer, for instance.
WAP has a n etwork at its office. You
can connect to it, for short periods
of time, by dialing into Explorer service. How might we number the
hundreds of computers that take
turns dialing into 20 modems?
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One method would be to assign
a number, a fixed, "static" number,
to each TCS Explorer subscriber.
When you give your name and password, our system would then presume (and in effect require) that
your computer is set to be whatever
fixed number we told you to use
when you signed up. That is, each
subscriber would have an individual
name, password, and IP address, all
of which would have to be manually
entered into the appropriate dialog
box.
Another method, the one we actually use, is to number the modems,
not the subscribers computers. Your
MacTCP or Open Transport TCP/IP
software is configured to automatically use the modem's number, not
one told to you in advance.
The "static" method has advantages because you have the same
number whenever you're connected.
If you get disconnected and dial up
into another modem , you could
litterally pick up where you left off
if you were in the middle of something. Your computer could be given
name,
s uch
as
a
mycomputer.wap.org, and whenever
you dialed in, no matter to which
modem port, every other computer
on the Internet could find you unambiguously. If you were hosting
Web pages from your home computer, this could be a big advantage.
However, the "dynamic" method
has other advantages. IP numbers
are a scarce resource. It would be
very wasteful to reserve hundreds
of them for computers that are
hardly on the Internet at all. Also,
why should you have to remember
yet another (nearly) meaningless
number? It would become a bookkeeping headache for WAP to have
to assign and maintain records for
assigned IP numbers for all Explorer
subscribers.
Since computers that are connected to the Internet for only 90
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minutes a day are not much good for probably require
web servers, there really would be your checking out a
little purpose for us to use static ad- book called Inside
Macintosh: Graphdressing.
but here's a start:
ics,
Q. Is the PICT file format compressed?I was under the impression Q. Is the PICT file format comthat it is not. I took a screen shot; it pressed? I was under the impression
was madeasaPICTfile, 185K I sent that it is not.
it over to the PC as a .pie file. It A A Macintosh PICT graphic is,
opened it as a "QuickTime" file and like Postscript, a list of drawing
reported that it was 185K com- commands rather than any big
pressed and 614K uncompressed. pixel-mapped image. You can put
When the PC converted the .pie file pixel-mapped regions into your
to a .bmp file (bitmap), it was 901K PostScript drawing, and in the same
I opened the PICT file with way you can put pixel-mapped reJPEGView. It reported the file as gions into your QuickDraw (PICT)
182K _uncompressed_ and 515K drawing. But the drawing itself is
offscreen bitmap.
What's the dif- still a list of instructions or comference between "uncompressed" and mands to replicate the drawing into
"offscreen bitmap?" I thought both a drawing region such as a printed
terms referred to an image in which page, a video screen, or an off-screen
storage area.

"The whole point of IP,
Internet Protocol, is to give
each computer on that
internet an identifying
number that is unique to
the internet. That is, first
the networks are numbered (no two having the
same number), then the
computers (or other nodes)
on each network are numbered (no two having the
same number)."

the value of every pixel is known.
Does PICT's "uncompressed" format
say, "312 pixels on this line with
value xxx," as opposed to listing the
(identical) values of the 312 pixels?
A. There's really no good place to
start answering the questions posed
in this message. A real answer would

Q. To test the theory that a PICT file
is compressed I took a screen shot; it
was made as a PICT file, 185K.
A. The following is what happens
when you do that. The program
starts recording drawing commands
into a buffer. It issues essentially one
drawing command: "draw this rectangle, and fill it with the following
pixel values." (In practice, there are
also some extra commands to frame
the context and specify height,
width, pixel dept h, etc.) Then it
stops recording those commands
and closes the buffer. Since this is
going to a 'PICT' file on disk, the
buffer gets written (along with 512
bytes or something of descriptive
h eader) to disk.
The practical upshot is that you
have a big pixel-mapped graphic on
disk. In actuality, you have a set of
instructions on disk that can reproduce such a graphic for you. So to
open the file and display the image,
you're not just reading pixel datayou're reading a sequence of instructions and following through step-bystep until it says "the treasure's
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but have no clue how to send them.
right here-now IMPORTANT- remember that this
is still a list of instructions. A given A. By using the verb "attach," you
dig."
PICT file might describe five circles, are implying a method of sending
Q.
When the a paragraph of text, a large JPEG, files that is very hard to do using
PC converted the .pie compressed pixel-mapped photo- ZTerm (but very easy to do using
file to a .bmp file (bitmap), it was graph, some scalable artwork made Eudora or Claris EM@iler with TCS
901K.
of lines and polygons, AND a flurry Explorer service). However, with a
A. You didn't mention what soft- of uncompressed pixel-mapped little bit of work you can "include" a
ware did this on the PC, except that graphics. This is not something file in outgoing e-mail with Explorer,
it made use of Apple's QuickTime which can be perfectly replicated in provided that the recipent knows
software to h andle the conversion. a PC photo-retouching program. The how to manually take the received
(Since there are parts ofQuickDraw polygons and circles will look be~u e-mail and manually extract the file
which are protected by patents, any- tiful in print, and not so beautiful that you send.
thing which can follow that list and on the PC screen. A PICT file conFirst, the decision on whether to
perform all those drawing actions is tains any combination of all of this send a TIF, EPS, or even the origibasically
reimplementing stuff. And picture data on the Clip- nal Photoshop document depends on
QuickDraw.) But I'd say it's a fair board contains any combination of what software your r ecipent h as.
guess that th e pixel map into which all of this stuff. Do you consider this Ask what they would like to receive.
it's reproducing the original graphic compl icated image to be "comSecond, whatever this file is, use
is a 24-bit or 32-bit one for editing, pressed" or "uncompressed"? Dunn?. Stufflt Deluxe to make it smaller.
while the original pixel data is The QuickDraw PICT format is While this step is, strictly speaking,
fairly compact, except when dealing optional, both you and your recipistored as 8-bit pixels.
Q. What's the difference between with large pixel-mapped graphics. ent will appreciate how it makes life
"uncompressed" and "offscreen And in this drawing, we have both easier. (If th e recipent does not h ave
compressed and uncompressed ex- a Mac, skip this step.)
bitmap?"
amples of pixel-mapped graphics.
Third, find out what kind of softA. "Uncompressed" refers to data. (Some lossy, some not.) JPEGView
ware your recipient h as, and
"Offscreen bitmap" refers to a loca- would most likely call this a "com- whether they can manually decode
tion in which one might render that pressed" graphic, I believe, because files that are encoded in either
data (as opposed to rendering it on- it -does- require QuickTime to de- BinHex, UUEncode, or Base64 forscreen, or in a printer's imaging code one element contained within mat. Each is a method of taking a
buffer.) There's no correlation be- it. The picture would not display cor- file and encoding it into the normal
tween the two terms.
r ectly on a machine which didn't alphabet that can pass through the
When JPEGView refers to an contain QuickTime, a nd therefore e-mail system. If both you and your
"uncompressed PICT'' it's mincing didn't extend QuickDraw to support recipient have Macs, use BinHex.
words. JPEGView is QuickTime- codecs.
Fourth, upload your message,
sa vvy.
QuickTime
extends
Loaded question, loaded answer. th e encoded file, to the TCS e-mail
QuickDraw. QuickDraw might ask I hope some of this lays the ground- system. Since I've never done this,
QuickTime to compress or decom- work for your discovering what you I'll leave it to you to figure out if I
press (using QuickTime's plug-in wanted to know.
haven't lost you thus far in the story.
codec architecture) some data out of
P.S. Sure you don't want a TCS ExQ. I would like to know how to at- plorer account?
or into a pixel-mapped region.
Go back to the explanation I gave tach a file to an e-mail message in Note: You can help. Ifyou see a good
you of the screen shot. In the screen ZTerm. This would be a graphics file exchange of ideas on the TCS that
shot, the software told QuickDraw from Photoshop.
you would like to see included in this
to just place all those pixels sequen- • Should I save as a TIFF or an Journal column please send the
tially into the graphic, as EPS?
to:
entire
messages
QuickDraw knows how to do. A dif- • Should I encode it?
nancys@tcs.wap.org •
ferent program, on the other hand, •
Once I've written my e-mail
might use a different QuickDraw message, how do I attach the graphcommand: one which asks ics file?
QuickTime to use a particular codec
I've been able to receive such
to store the image data in some com- files and decode and open them up,
pressed manner.
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GRAPHIC TIPS

What are Polar
Coodinates?

by Carol O'Connor

Polar Coordinates is a
term Adobe uses to
describe the pair of
lovely white arctic
bears which now
appear on all, new,
white-as-a- glacier,
Photoshop screens. No,
seriously, they are
distortion filters.

How many Polar
Coordinates are
there?
Two. One is called
Polar to Rectangular
and the other is called
Rectangular to Polar.
They have different
personalities. 'lb polar
is sweet and round and
feminine. 'lb rectangular is like pickle juice,
ferocious like the
bears, very muscular
and masculine.

Is it easy to learn
how to use these
filters?
No. It took me three
days and extended chin
scratching to figure
them out. But I feel
compelled to pass on
some tips to reduce the
slope of the learning
curve. It is worth the
effort, in my opinion. I
had fun, and I hope you
will also.

Here's How To Do It
Turn the original image
on its side. The filter will
rearrange the left and
right sides of any graphic
it distorts, so, to get the
effect we are looking for,
Sam's avuncular face
must be repositioned.
The original image is from
the Planet Art CD title:
Advertising Art.
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Apply the Polar to
Rectangular Filter
with the result shown
on the right. Sam's
face, distorted as
desired, is then
cropped from the new
image. The trick, of
course, is to figure out
what will happen
when the filter is
applied. If you really
want to know, keep
reading.
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t was hard to resist the temptation to
include this example along with Uncle Sam.
The cowboy is done in exactly the same way
as described on the previous page.
I like the way the gun and the eye have come
together and the eyes are more squinty.
As I played with the filter, I realized I had to
have a map to show where the pixels would
migrate. A rudimentary map, with tones set in
horizontal rows and letters/numbers set in
vertical rows is such a map. See the next page.

Studying the map and experimentation gave me
enough control to make the application of the
filters more than a game ofblind-man's-bufT.

Another Example:
Here's How to Avoid
Killing a Lawyer

Shakespeare said, "First,
Kill all the Lawyers ... "
The Polar Coordinate Filter,
Rectangular to Polar, turned
this lawyer into a cherub
and it was not necessary to
kill him after all. The gentlema n had to be turned sideways first. He objected, of
course, but the jud ge
overuled.
This filter always produces
this characteristic roundness.

2. Zap the Lawyer with the Rectangular to Polar Filter
38
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Predicting What the
Filters Will Do
Why We Need Maps

W

hile the leaf on the left is hard to interpret, the
maps at the bottom of the page are easier.
Studying the second map, the rectangular to
polar filter, one can predict that whatever touches the top
border will migrate to the exact center of the new image.
Placin~ objects horizontally, but lower on the page will
result 10 a circlular pattern.

Rectangular 7b Polar Filter
Before

Select a simple
Photoshop
graphic.

What happens
when the filte rs
are applied?

Then go to Distort> Polar
Coordinates>
Rectangular to
Polar and click OK
The tip of the leaf
moves down to near
the center and the
other tips round
about somehow.

Use the same
image and choose
the Polar to
Rectangular filter
radio button.
Then click OK.

After

$$$$$ •

Well, it is hard to
explain what happens..
We need MAPS!
See below.

Map 1

Map2

Map3

Study this image and compare it to the
next two.

Notice that the numbers 1,2,3 and 4 all
migrated to the center. The other parts all
arranged themselves in an orderly
fashion around that center. Conclusion:
All pixels at the top of the image will be
rearranged in a circle at the center and
pixels at the bottom will be rearranged
along the outer periphery of a circle.

This arrangement is much harder to
understand. Notice that the four
corners, I, 4, E and H all but disappeared. The contiguous blocks, B, C, F
and G stayed most nearly intact but
migrated north like a fountain. 5, 6, 7
and 8 are falling, li ke water from the
edge of the verticle spray. If you like
puzzes, you will Like this!
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Apply a
Filter
Multiple
Times to
Dramatically
Change the
Effect

If the oringal image is
round, the Pola r to
Rectangular fil ter will
flatten it out, as you can
see in this example.
Repeating the filter will
produce a kind of tornado
silhouette which will only
intens ify if continued
repeats a re applied. In the
example given here, the
Photoshop 4.0 filter,
Artistic>Plastic Wrap was
applied when the set of
four images became
complete.
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Got it All Figured Out? Play This Game and Clinch It!
This is a game.
Begin by naming the filter which produced each effect in
column two: A, B, C, D and E. Then, determine which was the
original image in column 1 on which the filter was run. If you
determine the answer by counting pencils, (considered cheating), then compensate by explaining why the image turns out
the way it does. The answers appear below.

A

B

Hint: Think about the things that matter when
using the filters:
1. The orientation of the original (Horizontal or Vertical).
2. The amount of space between the critical element (what you
want to distort) and the the borders of the image.
3. Whether the original is a square or a rectangle.
4. Whether the critical element if facing up or down, left or
right.
5. Whether the critical element is actually touching the border
of the image or not.
6. Whether there are any garbage pixels such as unerased
lines or pixels near or on a border of the image.

The Answers:
A Polar to Rectangular filter run on Figure 1.
All the erasers and points are collected and grouped to the

c

B.

D

C.
D.
E.
E

right and left of center. The side of a pencil is bent upward
from the center, not an eraser as in Figure C. It is characteristic of this filter to push up from the bottom center and to
spread up, out and finally down along the left and right
borders.
The Rectangular to Polar filter, run on Figure 2.
Since the last pencil in the original is NOT touching the
edge, the translation is clean. Compare to E. In order for
straight lines to become circles, they must be oriented
horizontally in the original graphic.
The Polar to Rectangular filter run on Figure 4.
Notice that all the erasers appear in the middle.
Rectangular to Polar from none of the originals offered.
The erasers would have to be pointing to the top in Figure 3
for the filter to act this way.
Rectangular to Polar filter from Figure 1.
Notice that the bottom pencil is touching the border
in Figure 1 and filling all the space at the bottom of Figure

E.
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Telecommunications
Help Sheet
A quick reference sheet for use while on the TCS
TCS Phone Numbers:
- 301-984-4066
(for 300, 1200, 2400 bps)
-301-984-4070
(for 9600, 14400, 28800 bps)
Main Menu
<B> ...... Bulletin Boards
<C> ..... Change Conferences
<E> ..... E-Mail
<F> ...... File Transfer
<L> ...... General Library
<M> .... Membership Search
<N> ..... Now On System
<0> ..... Off the System
<P> ...... Public Library
<T> ...... Time and Date
<U> ..... User Preferences
<W> .... Read Welcome Bulletin
<X> ..... eXamine Weather
Forecast
File Transfer Menu
<A> ..... Adjust Pointers
<G> ..... Global Read New
Descs
<L> ...... List All Available Areas
<N> ..... New File Descriptions
<0 > ..... Off the System
<Q> ..... Q uit to Main Menu
<R> ..... Read All New Descs
<Z> ..... Zelect File Areas
File Area Menu
<A> ..... Alphabetical List
<B> ...... Batch Functions
<C> ..... Change File Area
<D> ..... Download a File
<F> ...... Find File Descriptions
<H> ..... Help With File Transfer
<I> ....... Info on File Contents
<L> ...... List All Files
<M> .... Mark Files for Downloading
<0 > ..... Off the System
<Q> ..... Quit to Main Menu
<R> ..... Read File Descriptions
<T> ...... TitleScan Descriptions
<U> ..... Upload a File or Files
<W> .... Welcome Bulletin

Editor Menu
<A> ..... Add to Fi le
<C> ..... Clear File in Memory
<D> .. ... Delete a line from File
(#)

<E> ...... Edit a Line (#)
<F> ...... Find a String
<G> ..... Global Search &
Replace
<I> ....... Insert Lines into File (#)
<L> ...... List the File(#)
<M> .... Toggle Reply Mode
<N> ..... Line Nwnbering Mode
On/Off
<P> ...... Purge Temporary File
<Q> ..... Quit - Clear File & Exit
<R> ..... Read back from Temporary File
<S> ...... Save File and Exit
Editor
<T> ...... Write File to Temporary
File
<U> ..... Upload Mode Toggle
(No Reply Mode)
<V> ..... View Temporary File
<X> ..... Exchange a String
w ithin line(#)
<"> ...... Modify Reply Mode
Characters
Change Conference Menu
<1-8> ... Choose Conference
N wnber
<L> ...... List Conferences
Available
<Q> ..... Quit to Main Menu
<1> ...... General Conference
<2> ...... Apple II Conference
<3> ...... Macintosh Conference
<4> ...... Classified Conference
<5> ...... Globa l General Conference
<6> ...... Global Apple II Conference
<7> ...... Global Macintosh
Conference
<8> ...... Global Miscellany
Conference
Conference Menu
<A> ..... Adjust Pointers
<C> ..... Change Conference

<G> ..... Global Read All New
Msgs
<L> ...... List All Available
Boards
<0 > ..... Off the System
<Q> ..... Quit to Main Menu
<R> ..... Read All New Msgs
<W> .... Welcome Bulletin
<X> ..... Xfer All New Msgs
<Z> ..... Zelect Boards of Interest
Bulletin Board Menu
<A> ..... Alter/ Edit an Existing
Message
<B> ...... Blind Reply to a Msg by
N umber
<C> ..... Change Boards
<D> ..... Delete Msg From or To
You
<E> ...... Ente r a Message
<F> ...... Find Message by
Keyword
<L> ...... Library for this Board
<0> ..... Off the System
<Q> ..... Quit to Main Menu
<R> ..... Read a Msg or Msgs
<S> ...... Scan Message Headers
<T> ...... TitleScan Msg Headers
<W> .... Welcome Bulletin for
Board
<X> ..... Xfer (Download) a Msg
or Msgs
User Preferences
<A> ..... Alter Password
<E> ...... Emulation Mode
<F> ...... File Transfer Protocol
<P> ...... Prompt Character
<Q > ..... Quit to Main Menu
<R> ..... Reply Mode Prefix
<V> ..... Video Length
<X> ..... Expert/Novice Prompts
<Y> ..... Your Current Status
Electronic Mail Menu
<B> ...... Blind Reply to a Letter
<D> ..... Delete Letters
<E> ...... Enter a Letter
<F> ...... Find Letters
<H > ..... Help / Brief Tutorial
<I> ....... Info on Letters
<K> ..... Keep Letters
<L> ...... List Letters
<0 > ..... Off the System
<Q> .. ... Quit to Ma in Menu
<R> ..... Read Letters
<S> ...... Scan Headers of Letters
<T> ...... TitleScan Letters
<X> .. ... Xfer (Download) Letters

Please see page 44 for the TCS Help Hotline phone numbers.
May I June 1997
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Win With
Washington Apple Pi

Tutorials
• Introduction to the Macintosh
• Maintaining Your Macintosh
• Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, PageMaker
• Introduction to the Internet
• Web Page Authoring
• EMail, News Groups, Chat, Web Browsers
• Macromind Director
• Microsoft Word
• Claris Works
• lnfini-D
Each 3-haur class is
•And More
$35 far members
$50 far others
Ta sign up call
301-984-0300
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Macintosh Tutorials
OLUNTEERS AND INSTRUCTORS-You can't have
raining without teachers. If you have expertise in any subject
useful to Mac or Apple users, please consider teaching. Instructors
have an opportunity to work with students in small groups and informal
settings. The teaching process is truly rewarding. Besides the spiritual
and intellectual, rewards a lso include compensation; you will be paid. We
especially need someone who can offer training on the Internet. Call me if
there is a subject that you are qualified to teach.
I am very pleased with the response to our requests for volunteers. We have a very bright and enthusiastic group of volunteers working
to bring you the best possible classes and programs. We encourage and
welcome additional support for the training program. Graphic designers,
desktop publishers, and illustrators- we could use your help in promoting our programs with brochures and fliers. For further information call
Beth Medlin at the Pi office, 301-984-0300.

Some Specifics
• Where: Unless otherwise
stated, all tutorials sponsored by
Washington Apple Pi are given
at the office located at 12022
Parklawn Drive, Rockville, MD.
•
When: Unless otherwise
stated, all tutorials are three
hours in length and begin at
7:00 P.M. on the date listed. The
office building is secured at 6:00
P.M.
• Fees: $35 per class for members and $50 per class for nonmembers. Pre-registration and
payment must be made to hold
a seat.
• Class size: Class size is limited to 6 students.
• Student cancellation: A
cancellation must be received by
the office 72 hours before a class
is scheduled. The only exception
to this is a cancellation due to
illness.
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Macintosh Tutorials
The Macintosh tutorials are two
two-part classes. Introduction to
the Macintosh and Intermediate
Macintosh, designed for beginning
users or those wanting to brush up
on their skills. The primary focus of
these courses will be on the System,
Desktop, Icons, Windows, and basic
concepts in System 7. System 6
hangers-on are welcome and encouraged to participate as well-their issues and concerns will be addressed.
Please try to take all four parts; this
is the most beneficial arrangement.

Class Descriptions and Dates
Introduction to the Mac Part 1
You should go through the Guided
Tour disk that comes with your computer or system upgrade kit prior
to the class. You'll learn: how to
safely turn your Macintosh on and
off; the basic dos and don'ts; how to
understand common Macintosh terminology found in manuals and
other documentation; and how the
basic components ofyour Macintosh

system, hardware and software
work. You'll also learn wh y the
Macintosh user interface is consistent across all applications and how
this makes learning and using software easier. This is part one of a two
part class. Both parts of the class
must be taken in the same month.
The price is $70 for both parts ($100
for nonmembers). 5/5/97 7-10 pm &
6/2/97 7-10 pm
Introduction to the Mac Part 2
Part II will continue the exploration
of the basic components of your
Macintosh system, hardware and
software. You'll learn more of the dos
and don'ts; the finer points of the
Menu Bar; and Error Messages, Dialog Boxes, Icons, Folders, Keyboard
Shortcuts, Scrapbook and Clipboard
will be discussed. You'll learn the
basics of installing software, as well
as use of the Chooser and peripheral devices, and how they are connected to the Macintosh. This is part
two of a two part class. Both parts
of the class must be taken in t he
same month. The price is $70 for
both parts ($100 for nonmembers).
5/12, 7-10 pm
6/9/97, 7-10 pm
Intermediate Mac Part 1
Intermediate Macintosh, Part I will
follow up on the concepts in Introduction to Macintosh. You will learn
more advanced Macintosh skills and
terminology, and abou t using, installing, and updating system files;
about managing memory, h ard disk
space, fonts, sounds and other resources; the Apple menu, aliases,
launching applications, inter-application communications (Publish and
Subscribe), and Balloon Help. You'll
also learn how to buy hardware and
software, how to upgrade, and what
kinds of software are available for
your Macintosh. This is part one of
a two part class. Both parts of the
class must be taken in the same
month. The price is $70 for both
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parts ($100 for nonmembers).
5/19/97 7-10 pm
6/16/97 7-10 pm
Intermediate Mac Part 2
How to maintain and troubleshoot
your Mac. Topics will include: organizing and managing your hard
disk; backing up information and
backup strategies, archiving, disk
formatting, defragmentation and optimization; managing start-up resources (including System 7 extensions or System 6 INITs); avoiding
conflicts and incompatibilities; virus
protection; memory management;
upgrading or replacing the operating system; system enhancements;
customizing software installation;
cleaning your mouse; and Macintosh
''housekeeping'' philosophies. This is
part two of a two part class. Both
parts of the class must be taken in
the same month. The price is $70 for
both parts ($100 for nonmembers).
5/26, 7-10 pm
6/23/97, 7 -10 pm
Introductory Word 5. 1
A basic introduction to word processing using Microsoft Word 5.1. Create, edit, save and print documents
with basic headers and footers. Manipulate text and formats using cut,
copy and paste techniques. Find and
change text and format characters.
Format text using ruler and menu
selections. Move text within and between documents. Check spelling
and create your own tailored spelling dictionaries. Two three hour sessions on consecutive weeks for $70
($100 for nonmembers).
Call office for dates
Introduction to ClarisWorks
This class will introduce the student
to the integrated software package,
ClarisWorks. The course will begin
with an introduction to the fundamentals of the ClarisWorks environment: the window layout, the help
menu, and the universal commands.
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Each of the six modules (Text, Draw,
Paint, Spreadsheet, Database, and
Communications) will be treated
separately but the emphasis will be
on text and draw documents. The
course will conclude with an examination of some basic integrated applications. Students should come
with a basic familiarity with the
Macintosh environment. The price
is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
5/17/97 9 - Noon
6/21/97 9 - Noon
Intermediate ClarisWorks
A class for those who have some experience with ClarisWorks. This
class will focus on the word processor and integrating the other tools
into the word processor. Coverage
will focus on: combining different
elements in multi-column documents, and documents with multiple
elements, such as newsletters,
tables, bulleted lists, outlines, mail
merge, etc. The price is $35
($50 for nonmembers).
5/17/97 12:30 - 3:30 pm
6/21/97 12:30 - 3:30 pm
Introduction to PageMaker
This course is for new users of
PageMaker. It will cover using the
various tools in the tools palette, the
commands in the pull-down menus,
and the control palette. You will
learn how to create pages, bring in
various types of text and graphics
and do page layout. Before coming
to this class students should have
some experience using the
Macintosh. The price is $35 ($50 for
nonmembers). 6/17/97 7pm - lOpm

5120/97, 7 - 9 pm & 5/27/97, 7 - 10 pm
6/19/97, 7 - 9 pm & 6/26197, 7 - 10 pm
Using the World Wide Web
Prerequisite: Internet tutorial or
equivalent experience. Class members will explore the configuration
options and features of Netscape,
Microsoft Internet Explorer and
Cyberdog. Topics include adding
functionality with browser plug-ins,
using multiple browser windows,
searching the Web, and an introduction to Java and ActiveX. You will
learn how to download and use
helper applications. We will review
file compression, encoding, and virus protection, and explore download alternatives: FTP with Fetch
and Anarchie. The price is $35 ($50
for nonmembers).
5/6/97 7 pm -10 pm
6/11/97 10 am - 1 pm
Email to the Max
Prerequisite: Internet tutorial or
equivalent experience. Class members will explore the configuration
options and features of stand-alone
applications (Eudora, Claris) versus
email functions in Web browsers.
Topics include using mail filters to
manage multiple mailboxes, configurations for more than one
username or account, and sending
and receiving attachments to email,
with a relevant discussion of compression, encoding, and virus protection. You will learn how to find, subscribe to and unsubscribe from
Listserv and majordomo mailing
lists, and how to set up and maintain a mailing list. We will also look
at a new direction in email: HotMail,
a free Web-based emailer. The price
is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
5/14/97 10 am - 1 pm
6/18/97 10 am - 1 pm

Internet
A thorough introduction to the features and services of the Internet.
The primary focus will center
around detailed demonstrations of
the major Internet applications for Usenet News and Interactive Rethe Macintosh. (2 parts) The price lay Chat (IRC)
is $70 for both parts ($100 for non- Prerequisite: Internet tutorial or
members).
equivalent experience. Class mem-
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hers will explore the configuration Call office for dates
options and features of stand-alone
newsread ers
(Newswatcher, Learn how to use the TCS! (the Pi's
Nuntius, YANewswatch er) versus legendary bulletin board)
news functions in Web browsers. Learn how to use the TCS (th e Pi's
Topics include subscribing to and legendary bulletin board) Learn how
unsubscribing from n ewsgroups, to use the TCS (the Pi's legendary
and searching Usen et through bulletin board). Learn how to conAlta Vista. We will also explore the figure ZTerm (a telecommunications
configuration options and features program); and how to log on to the
of IRC applications Circle, Homer, TCS and send and receive Internet
Netscape Chat) and the use of dif- e-mail. You'll also learn how to naviferent IRC networks (EFFnet, gate around the TCS's conference
Undernet, DALnet, Anothernet) as system, and both read and enter
well as Web-accessible channels. messages and download files. The
'Ibpics include choosing and register- price is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
ing your nick, floods, bots, netsplits, Call office for dates
security considerations and channel
configuration for privacy. The price Introduction to Photoshop
is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
This is an introductory class with a
5/21/97 10 am - lpm
fiery finish to make the student feel
6/30/97 7 pm - 10 pm
competent to perform enough razzle
dazzle to impress the family. Bring
HTML Part 1-The basics
three n ew floppies and receive in
An introduction to HTML r eturn three floppies filled with
(Hypetl'ext Markup Language) with Photoshop goodies, including tips
a review of the Internet and the about using filters for special effects.
World Wide Web; what it is and how The price is $35 ($50 for nonmemit works; what you need to worry bers).
about (bandwidth, standards); and 5/15/97 3 pm - 6 pm
wh at you need from a n ISP 6/3/97 3 pm - 6 pm
(Internet Service Provider). Web
documents are examined, looking at Advanced Photoshop Techniques
format and content; images (particu- This is an advanced class for those
larly fast-loading a nd transparent with a good working knowledge of
images); HTML (what a tag is and Photoshop. Subjects covered will inhow does it work with browsers); clude working with layers and chanand HTML editors; and concluding nels, reading and manipulating hiswith how to use Web sources for tograms, levels controls and other
more information. The price is $35 delicate global controls to enhance
($50 for nonmembers).
your image. Bring three new flopCall office for dates
pies and receive in return three floppies filled with Photoshop goodies,
HTML Part 2-Beyond the basics
including tips about using filters for
Prior to class student must make special effects. The price is $35 ($50
and submit 2 sample Web pages for for nonmembers).
class review. HTML (document lay- 6/4/97 3 pm - 6 pm
out, file management issues, Using
CGI scripts, Testing, Getting no- Photoshop Special Effects
ticed); Using enh anced functions This class will teach when to use fil(Sound, Animation GIFS, Movies, ter effects and more importantly
other bells and whistles). The price when not to use them. You will learn
is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
how to create your own effects for
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greater control. The class will explore the special lighting effects to
make your n ame appear set under
cabaret lights and to make a stucco
wall show light from a wall lamp or
a flashlight. The use of channels to
control graphic effects will be explained as well as the use of layer
masks. Learn how to combine two
images smoothly and stylishly. You
will learn how to make text communicate, not just spell. The price is $35
($50 for nonmembers).
6/5/97 7pm - 10 pm
Photoshop for Web Graphics
This class will cover how to make
exciting buttons, realistic backgrounds, neat icons and at least two
small animations with GifBuilder
(freeware utility for you to take
home). You will learn why, when and
how to use correct resolution and
indexed color palettes. Other technical matters of concern for Web
graphic designers will be covered.
The price is $35 ($50 for nonmembers). 6/4/97 7 pm -10 pm
Adobe Illustrator Introduction
This is an introductory class covering fundamental material, but the
class will deliver enough glitzy stuff
to let the student get a decent little
early portfolio started. Specific basics covered will be drawing with the
pen tool, overview of the tools and
palettes, speed tips, basic layering,
six design techniques which deliver
razzle dazzle r esults for any graphic
project. Bring a box of floppies a nd
receive to copy twenty files to take
home. The price is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
5/15/97 7 pm - 10 pm
6/3/97 7 pm -10 pm
Adobe Illustrator Intermediate
This is a class for those with a working knowledge of Illustrator. Subjects covered will include drawing
with blends and gradients, using
layers, three technical illustration
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techniques, three techniques for
rendering natural objects like leaves
and small animals, three text handling procedures for presentation
graphics, three perspective drawing
techniques useful for technical illustration. Bring a box of floppies to
copy many files for reference and
practice. The price is $35 ($50 for
nonmembers). 5/29/97 3 pm - 6 pm
Adobe Illustrator Advanced
The class will cover modeling realistic objects like telephones, computer keyboards, airplanes, insects,
for example rasterizing a vector image for inclusion in a Photoshop file
or a web site graphic. There will be
an introduction to Adobe Dimension
for 3-D modeling of vector files.
Bring a box of floppies to copy many
files for reference and practice. The
price is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
5/29/97 7 pm - 10 pm
6/24/97 7 pm - 10 pm

the program, basic 3-D modeling, a
demonstration of basic animation,
making 3-D text with bevels, assembly of simple objects in a scene, setting the lights, understanding the
Workshop, and the basics of modeling. The price is $35 ($50 for nonmembers).
6/5/97 3 pm - 6 pm

fields , u se of online Help function,
and searching for information in the
database. The class is appropriate
for versions 2, 3, or 4 of ClarisWorks.
Prerequisite: Introduction to the
Macintosh, Parts 1, 2 and 3, or a
good knowledge of the Mac OS and
its interface.
Call Office for Dates

Introduction to Macromind Director (New)
The class will cover an overview of
the program, demos, three realistic
projects to take home as projector
files you can play anywhere without
the Director application on your
hard drive, and sound and animation basics. The price is $35 ($50 for
nonmembers).
6/24/97 3 pm - 6 pm

ClarisWorks Database: Intermediate
This course covers modifying a database to provide ease of use, improving the appearance of a database by importing graphics, integration with other ClarisWorks modules (for example, the Draw and
Word Processing modules), importing and exporting data from
ClarisWorks, recording and using
Macros, and use of formulas. The
class is appropriate for versions 2,
3, 4 or ClarisWorks. Prerequisite:
ClarisWorks Database Introduction,
or equivalent experience.
Call Office for Dates. •

ClarisWorks Database: Introduction
This course covers basic principles
of using a database to organize information, defining fields, discu ssion of field types, how to use mulIntroduction to lnfini-D
The class will cover an overview of tiple Layouts, entering data into

Washington Apple Pi
Tutorial Registration Form

Washington Apple Pi, 12022 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852 301 I 984-0300

Please fill in the names of the
class(es) that you wish to attend.

Class #1
City/State/Zip - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - Phone (day)_ _ __ _____ (evening)_ _ _ _ _ __
Member Number - - - - - - - - - - Non-member

~-------

Class #2- - - -- - Class #3 _ _ _ _ __ _

#of Classes -===-x Class Fee$_ _ _ = Total Fee $ _ __
0 Check/Money Order

0 Credit Card

Card Expiration

Signature__________

Class #5 _ _ _ __ __

WAP Form #CL006 (mod. 7/90). Mail registration and payment to the above address.
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A Brief History of Fonts
(As a membership service, WashingtonApple Pi has made arrangements
with a new on-line magazine, MDJournal, to introduce you to its contents.
We approached the editors of this publication with a request to reprint whole
articles from their magazine so that you would be better able to judge the
value of its contents. They accepted our suggestion; you are the beneficiary.
One of the many regular features of the MDJournal is something the editors call "MacCyclopedia". It is a series designed to explain how your
Macintosh works.
At Washington Apple Pi, we believe you have a healthy curiosity about
your computer, and articles that explain the innards of the operating system that runs your computer, written in non-technical terms, are of interest
to you. Your Macintosh became famous as one of the first computers that
didn't force you to know how it worked to get things done. You didn't need
to write code, or memorize strange commands to type; tasks were and are
visually organized and usually accomplished through direct manipulation -you see what you want to do and you do it. Ifyou want to change the
color of some text, you select the text and pick the color. Other systems often
made you type strange commands about the text and the color.
The goal of each MacCyclopedia article is to explain how things work
in a way that non-technical people can understand. Some ofthe topics may
take more than one reading. If that is true for you, don't get stressed about
it. At whatever level you gain insight into the workings ofyour Macintosh,
you will be a more informed operator for the effort.
As an introduction to the MDJournal, we selected a series on the
Macintosh imaging architecture. The article this month looks into the history of fonts. In the coming months, the Journal will take a quick look at
QuickDraw, and examine the process through which your computer and
printer interact.)
Bitmaps, Outlines, Type 1,
TrueType, QuickDraw GX

E

VERYONE HAS fonts,

everyone uses fonts. Most
people love fonts, some people
hate fonts. Not because they're
mean or nasty or creative, but because they're a pain in the butt to
manage. You use a font on your system, and you take the document to
another, ostensibly identical
Macintosh and you get Geneva substituted for everything. You read
advice that tells you to never use
TrueType, then other advice that
tells you to always use TrueType.
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ATM is your friend, says one book;
ATM is evil incarnate says another.
You don't even know why you have
ATM on your system and suddenly
it's poisoning your mind.
From Bitmaps to Outlines

When the Macintosh was first
r eleased in 1984, fonts were simply
stored as bitmaps-chunks of data
which described how to form particular character at a particular
point size. Bitmaps were the only
kinds of fonts, stored in resources of
type 'FONT' with numerical ID values from 2 to 255. Someone appar-

ently thought that no one would
want more than 253 separate fonts.
Whoever that person was, he or
she was quickly proved wrong.
Given relative typographical freedom, Mac users went crazy, creating new fonts right and left. Since
the Macintosh system software refers to them internally by their numerical ID, and since there were
more than 254 fonts, there were collisions in the relatively small ID
space; users who had a font as ID
200 on their system might find font
ID 200 to be an entirely different
typeface on another Macintosh, such
that taking a document from one
computer to another could cause the
fonts to switch.
Further, fonts were limited to
the plain style-any time a user
asked for a font in bold or italic
styles, QuickDraw (the graphics routines built into the Mac OS) would
mathematically embolden (or slant)
the plain typeface. In many cases
this is acceptable, but many classic
typefaces, such as Times, have handdrawn italic and bold versions
where characters look significantly
different, For example, look at the
difference in the plain "a" and the
italic "a" in Times.
In 1986, with the introduction
of the Macintosh Plus, Apple significantly expanded the font capabilities of the Macintosh. First, they
created a new font resource - the
contents were identical to the familiar 'FONT' resource, but the "new
font," or 'NFNT' resource, had a different numbering scheme which divided the available range of over
four billion font IDs into large
ranges set aside for several different languages (technically, "scripting systems"). Apple also created the
"Font Family Descriptor" ('FOND')
resource to link together font families and provide additional information. The 'FOND' resource allows
styled fonts to work properly - if you
have a bitmap font which is a bold
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version of Times, then the 'FOND'
can record that, so that when you
select text in plain Times and pick
"Bold" from the "Style menu,
QuickDraw will use the handdrawn bold bitmap instead of mathematically emboldening the plain
font. The 'FOND' resource also allowed fonts to be linked to PostScript
Type 1 font files, an important feature for the imminent LaserWriter
printer release.
Outline Fonts are Resolution
Independent
The PostScript language built
into the LaserWriter was and is a
resolution-independent page description language. That means it
describes things to be printed in
mathematical terms, instead of as
pixels in a bitmap, so they still look
like the same thing if they're drawn
in a different size, or at a different
resolution.
Imagine a 3 X 3 grid of graph
paper in which you are asked to
draw a circle by sh ading or not
shading entire squares. There's only
about one way to do this - darken
the middle square of each side of
the grid. (If you darken all the outside squares, you get what is very
obviously a square, not a circle.) It's
a poor approximation of a circle, but
the only reasonable one given the
restrictions. However, if you were
given a 1000 [Yen] 1000 grid on
graph paper, with the same wholesquare condition, you could form a
much better rendition of a circle.
That's because you know wh at a
circle is supposed to look like.
On the other hand, if you wer e
handed the 3 X 3 "circle" and told to
magnify it to the larger grid, you'd
end up with a 1000 [Yen] 1000 grid
with four large squares in it, just as
if you'd taken the low-resolution version and stuck it in a photocopier on
"enlarge." That's wh at happens to
Quick.Draw when it tries to scale a
bitmap font -it only h as a blocky
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picture to go by, and it doesn't know no good at all.
This had always hindered such
what you're trying to do, so it just
makes what you gave it bigger, not processes for personal computers. If
smoother. Typefaces which are de- you think about it, a character like
scribed mathematically-like using an "a" in a 10-point font is really only
the equation for a circle instead of about five or six pixels tall on the
the 3 X 3 picture of one - are based screen. That's awfully low resoluon vector graphics and are called tion, and drawing letters to such a
"outline" fonts because they describe small grid without special allowthe mathematical outline of each ances would result in visual mush .
That's part of why Postscript
glyph to be drawn. ("Glyph" is a technical term for the visual image of a was successful- it introduced 'hintcharacter - the ch ara cter "A" may ing' to fonts. "Hints" are ways of telllook very differ ent in different fonts, ing the PostScript interpreter about
a curve beyond the mathematical
definit ion. For example, a hint can
tell PostScript that the cross-bar on
"When the Macintosh
the letter "t" is just that 'a crosswas first released in
bar' so it doesn't get rendered two
1984, fonts were simply
pixels high at low r esolution when
one pixel is more correct. Hints can
stored as bitmapsdescribe horizontal and vertical
chunks of data which
stems
so they're rendered evenly,
described how to form
so that the "l" isn't two pixels wide
particular character at a
when the main part of the "t" is one.
particular point size.
There are other tricks as well, but
Bitmaps were the only
these simple additional descriptions
work wonders in making curves
kinds of fonts, stored in
render at lower r esolutions, like a
resources of type 'FONT'
small character on a Macintosh
with numerical ID
screen.
values from 2 to 255.
And that's how PostScript r enSomeone apparently
ders characters - as mathematical
outlines. For the math ematically inthought that no one
clined, they'r e stored as the coordiwould want more than
nates to third-order parametric
253 separate fonts."
equations known as "Bezier curves,"
and several curves or lines are joined
to make each character. The origiand th erefore be represented by sev- nal LaserWriter shipped with thireral different glyphs but "A" is just teen of these high- resolution fonts
one character.) An outline font can built into the printer.
make glyphs look good at any size.
Type 1 Font Files and
Except small ones. If you drew
that circle in a 3 X 3 grid, you'd noFont Downloading
However, Adobe Systems, which
tice that, as hinted at before, the
circle actually touches every square invented PostScript, had lots of
but the middle one. If a mathemati- other high-quality fonts available,
cal renderer was to darken every which it wanted to sell to Macintosh
square the curve touch ed, you'd get owners for use on their new, and
that square box again. Such algo- very expensive LaserWriter printrithms have to make special allow- ers. In the PostScript programming
ances a t low r esolutions or they're language, fonts are identified by a
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PostScript name, such as
"Times Boldltalic", and not
This article is
by ID numbers. The 'FOND'
resource (you knew we were
rep~inted from
coming back to that, didn't
MD]
you?) handled the mapping
The Daily Journal for Serious
of Macintosh font ID numMacintosh TM Users
bers, or "font family numbers," into PostScript font
Do n't spend hours each day
names.
searching for re levant
Together, Adobe and
and timely:
Apple also came up with a
way to map those names
+ News
into file n a mes . Eve n
+
Analysis
though the Macintosh has
+
Accurate coverage of
31-character file names,
Apple's business
PostScript font names are
+ In-Depth discussion of
not limited to that length, so
technical issues so )'OU
u s ing a PostS cript font
can understand your
name would not work in
Mac OS computer
general as a Macintosh file
nam e. Adobe needed a way
Instead, let MD] deliver it to
to m ap fonts to files and
your electronic mailbox
For an absolutely free, no-obligation, ten-issue
vice-versa, since they would
every weekday mo rning
trial subscription, j oin us at
be
providing
extra
for pennies, in e ither
<ht tp: //www.gcsf.com>!
PostScript fonts as separate
PDF or text format!
Copyright © 1997 GCSF. lncorporatcd. All Rig hts Reserved.
files - they had little choice,
as the new fonts didn't fit the
previous, bitmap Macintosh
font definition. The agreedupon scheme takes, more or less, the
first five characters of the main part 'POST'). If it was found, that was are called "Typ e 3" fonts by
of the font name, plus the first three sent to the printer for use. If neither PostScript. The ones with nice
characters of any additional part, was found, PostScript would, by de- mathema tical curves a re called
and concatenates them together fault, substi tu te Courier for t h e "Type l " fonts, and only Adobe knew
into a mishmash of a file name. In missing font. Since this would pro- how to make them. They were enour previous example, "Times - duce wildly different results from crypted to keep them from prying
Boldltalic" would be "TimesBollta". what was seen on the screen, the eyes, and only Type 1 fonts could
A favor ite here is "Gar a mond - Apple LaserWriter driver instead have the all-important hints; Type
DemiBook'', which comes out as took the bitmap version of the font 3 fonts , which anyone could make,
"GaramDemBoo". When you printed used on the scr een and created a could not be hinted. Developers who
with a specific font to a PostScript PostScript font around it . However, really wanted to make Type 1 fonts
printer, using the LaserWriter instead of having nice curves to de- could license the specification from
printer driver, the driver looked to scribe the letters, the "program" for Adobe for a lot of money.
see if the PostScript version of that each character simply drew the
This uneasy situation-Type 1
font existed on the printer. If it did cha r a cter's bitma p , and the fonts living in separate, weirdlynot, the LaserWriter driver looked PostScript interpreter in the printer named files that only Adobe or highnext in the folder wher e the driver would have to scale it -just like regu- price d developers could m a ke was kept (at that time, th e System lar bit map scaling - for various lasted for quite some time, but as
Folder) for the mishmash-named sizes, with results no better than the the Macintosh beca me more maPostScript font file, which contained screen or our four-square circle ex- t ure, a nd desktop publishing became more important, it became
a PostScript font program in its re- ample.
source fork (in resources of type
Those created-on-the-fly fonts clear th at the next step was to make
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such resolution-independent type
technology available throughout the
Mac OS. Most things that could be
printed other than text were already mathematically defined curves, rectangles, polygons, etc. - so
they worked well on printers with
or without PostScript, which was an
expensive addition to a printer. But
fonts were only mathematical on
PostScript printers, and Apple was
making an increasing number of
high-resolution printers without
PostScript. Those users wanted better results, and so did those who
primarily viewed type on the screen.
Adobe released a product called
"Adobe Type Manager" (ATM) to tap
into this market segment. ATM
patched into the system software
such that whenever the system was
about to scale a bitmap font, ATM
would look for a Type 1 font file and,
if it was present, use the mathematical definitions and hints within it to
draw the best font possible for the
size and resolution. This was especially noticeable at large point sizes,
which suddenly looked perfect, and
on non-PostScript printers. However, the technology was not without bugs, it cost around US$60, and
it took a fair amount of memory.
Proprietary technology
led to new standards
Apple wanted a technology very
much like Type 1 fonts in the system, and reportedly entered into
negotiations with Adobe, but nothing ever came of it. Adobe held all
the cards - it made money from
PostScript, it made money from
ATM, it made money from its large
library of Type 1 fonts, and it made
money from licensing other people
to make Type 1 fonts. Wherever
PostScript or mathematical, or "outline" fonts were present, there was
Adobe, usually getting paid. Adobe
could then command a hefty price
for including their proprietary technology in the Macintosh system soft-

ware-a price so hefty that Apple
refused.
Microsoft, which was only on its
way to becoming the life-choking
force some allege it to be now, was
in a similar pickle. Microsoft had
wanted PostScript-type technology
for some time, but Adobe was just
as obstinate, if not more so, with Bill
Gates' company than it was with
Apple, starting what has been a
long-standing hatred of Adobe inside at least certain parts of
Microsoft. Rather than abandon the
entire market to Adobe, or pay exorbitant prices for it, Microsoft and
Apple collaborated on a new imaging model. Microsoft was working
on a PostScript clone, and Apple was
internally working on an outline
font format. The companies agreed
to cross-license the technologies to
each other and make them open
standards - publishing their specifications so that anyone without licensing fees, could create fonts or
imaging products which used them.
The PostScript clone was named
"Truelmage," which is a Microsoft
trademark, and the font technology
was renamed "TrueType," which is
an Apple trademark.
The day after this announcement was made, Dr. John Warnock,
the CEO and co- founder of Adobe
Systems, in a news conference, announced that the Type 1 Font Format would be publicly released.
Adobe had quickly realized that,
absent this move, every printer and
system in the world would soon be
able to run TrueType and
Truelmage, and no one would have
need for Adobe products. By giving
up licensing fees (and making ATM
freely available in a large number
of cases), Adobe hoped to keep Type
1 fonts the fonts of choice.
Depending upon whom you ask,
this strategy h as or has not worked.
Professional publishers almost
unanimously scorn TrueType because True'I'ype fonts historically
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have not worked well on PostScript
printers, which are the vast majority of high- resolution printers.
Apple and Adobe have worked together over the years to correct this,
and today almost every PostScript
printer you can buy has TrueType
font interpreter built into the
PostScript ROM, courtesy of an
agreement between Apple and
Adobe. However, average users
around t he world vastly prefer
TrueType fonts because they work
on both Macintosh (System 7.0 or
later) and Windows (3.1 or later)
systems without any extra effort no ATM, no 5-3-3 font files, none of
that garbage. And they give great
results.
Technically, TrueType fonts are
very different. With Type 1 fonts, the
program which renders font characters (usually ATM or a PostScript
interpreter in a printer) has to interpret the hints, which are really
just broad suggestions about character items such as stems and
curves. TrueType fonts use a lowlevel language, almost like an assembly language, for hinting - the
font designer can position each point
of a font's outline fairly precisely
through this language. Proponents
ofTrueType fonts point out that this
hinting language is much more capable than Type 1 hinting, giving
greater possibilities for good results
at low resolutions. Type 1 proponents counter by pointing out that
since the logic for Type 1 hinting is
all in the font renderer, that ifAdobe
comes up with better hinting algorithms, as they have in the past,
then all fonts will automatically
benefit. However, it should be noted
that this could also produce unexpected results, and some of Adobe's
past improvements have required
changes to fonts to be effective.
TrueType fonts are often bigger
than Type 1 fonts, not only because
the hinting language is more thorough, but because TrueType curves
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are quadratic parametric equations, not the
cubic Bezier curves used by PostScript. It can
take a few quadratic curves to closely approximate a cubic curve, so some complex
fonts may require more curve segments in
'l'rue'l'ype.
Despite their wide acceptance, with
cheaper PostScript printers and cheap or free
ATM, it never became "easy" to deal with
Type 1 fonts. Although it was never described exactly this way by Apple or Adobe,
the true secret to placing the font files was
that they had to be located in the same folder
as the LaserWriter driver. That meant in
the System Folder before System 7, and in
the Extensions folder afterwards. This too,
however, changed in System 7 .1 with the
invention of the "Fonts" folder, which became the preferred location for Type 1 fonts
so that all fonts of all varieties would hopefully be in the same place. For the record,
however, Type 1 fonts can be in the Fonts
folder, the Extensions folder or the System
Folder.
But they were still separate files, detached from the "suitcase" files containing
the bitmap fonts to which they were nonetheless tied. The Type 1 fonts could not be
used without at least one size of bitmap font
- QuickDraw only knew about the bitmap
fonts, and ATM couldn't patch in to intercept the bitmap scaling operation if the
bitmap was never used. Type 1 fonts finally
move into suitcase files, like every other kind
of font, under QuickDraw GX.
Today, every major font foundry makes
their outline fonts in both True'l'ype and Type
1 formats, with slightly more than two exceptions. Adobe's entire collection of very
high-quality fonts is only available in Type
1 format. The only Type 1 fonts Apple ships
are those enabled for use with and included
with QuickDraw GX. Even Apple's
PostScript printers come with 'I'rue'l'ype versions of the built-in fonts. And Microsoft
ships no Type 1 fonts in any of their product
packages. •
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Sick Mac-What to do?
by Tom Witte

• Run Apple's Disk First Aid.
DFAchecks to see that files, both the instructions that your Mac
uses to operate and your data, are being stored correctly. You
should run this program weekly. DFA is on the DISK TOOLs
DISK that came with your computer. Newer versions are also
with Apple's system software updates which can be found in
the file area of the TCS.
• Disable Extensions
Sometimes these little system folder goodies can cause more
trouble than they are worth. In many cases they can become
damaged during normal use. Start with extensions off by holding
the shift key down at boot. If the problem does not occur with
extensions off, you can be sure there's a bad extension in your
system folder. Maybe that one you just loaded. To find the bad
extension, you can use the tried-and-true method of pulling out
extensions two or three at a time until you find the guilty party.
Utilities like Conflict Catcher can help speed up this tedious
process with some automation, which really helps when you have
more than a few.

If that doesn't work, try:
• Rebuild the Desktop File(s)
The desktop file is comprised of one or more invisible files which
reside on Macintosh Finder mountable media and contains
information Finder uses to keep track of files and their
applications. Data stored in the Desktop includes things like file
and application icons, type and creator codes and semi-critical
directory information. The Desktop is updated on an individual
basis each time a new application is introduced (copied or mounted)
to a given system. The Finder scans the new application for a
BNDL resource, which provides the Desktop database with icon
and file type information for the application and its respective
document icons. Once the Desktop has been updated for the new
application, that application no longer needs to remain present
on the system for its document icons to be correctly displayed at
the Finder.
The Desktop file has been problematic since the first Macs
were released in 1984. A problem which plagues the Desktop is
bad data, often referred to as corruption. During normal use, the
Desktop will be updated often by the system, Finder or other
applications. In the event that these updates are interrupted for
any reason, because of a crash or an extension conflict, the data
stored could be written incorrectly. Garbage in, garbage out. In
most cases the bad data may not affect anything important or be
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immediately noticeable, but it is
possible for vital file segments to
become damaged , rendering the
machine complete ly useless or
riddled with crashes and freezes.
Rebuilding th e desktop is often
necessary when documents fail to
launch after double-clicking, or
when
custom
icons
are
unexpectedly r eplaced with gen eric
document or application icons .
Tra ditiona lly, holding the option
and command keys before the
Finder loads will force the invisible
desktop file to "rebuild" itself. This
is often ineffective because the
original desktop file was damaged,
so rebuilding it only yield s an
updated desktop file which is still
damaged.
TechTool provide s a better
solution to rebuilding the desktop.
It actually d e letes the original
desktop. The next time th e Finder
loads, it will create a brand new
desktop file .

If you are using System 7.5 or later
make sure you rebuild the desktop,
with the cdev Macintosh Easy Open
as the only active icdev I extension (
see the system 7.5 read me for more
instructions).
If that doesn't work, try:
• Disconnect Everything

Sometimes the peripherals attached
to your Macintosh will become sick.
Though they seem to be OK, a semioperational device could be causing
problems which affect other aspects
of your system.
Disconnect
everything from your Macintosh
except the power cable. If you
happen to have a Mac that does n ot
h ave a power button, you'll n eed to
leave the keyboard attached so you
can activate the machine. Power up
the machine and put you're ear close
to the case. You probably already
know the sounds your drive makes
wh en it's booting. List en for the
activity you would normally hear
when the system starts up. Now
power off the machine. Yes, it's OK
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to power off your machine without
doing a graceful shutdown. Now
connect th e monitor and reboot.
Repeat this process as you
reintroduce a ll of your peripherals.
If it's a bad peripheral, you should
see th e problem r eoccur once the
faulty device has been reattach ed to
the system. Sometimes it's n ot the
device itself. Termination problems
often occur when you h ave severa l
devices attached to th e SCSI bus.
Scanners a nd brand-x CDROMS are
notorious for causing termination
problems. The introduction of a new
device, though properly terminated,
could affect the termination of the
other devices and cause problems.
Sometimes simply changin g th e
physical order of your SCSI devices
can cure termination problems. If
that doesn't work, try:

Your Mac will not work without a
system file and it will not wor k
correctly with a damaged system
files. There are lots of files in the
system folder. Some are placed
there by Apple's installer when you
install the Mac's operating system.
Some are placed there wh en you
install an application. Yet others are
put there by applications when they
run . Sometimes one can fix a
problem simply by moving Finder's
and the problems Application 's
prefer ences from the Preference
Folder that is in the System Folders,
a nd restarting your Mac. Of course
the right way and the more time
consuming way to fix these software
problems is to do FRESH install of
all softwar e.
• Zap the PRAM

The parameter RAM (pea-ram) is a
nonvolatile RAM chip which lives on
• Bring in the Heavy Artillery
Ma ny of you have probably used your Macintosh motherboard. This
something like Norton Utilities or device holds special para meters
M acTool for correcti ng drive independent of the system or hard
directory and media problems.
drive. Some of these settings are the
d ate, mouse speed and startup
If that doesn't work, try:
device. These are stored in the
• Change the Boot Device
standard area of PRAM (th e high
Start up floppy or star tup CDROM 128 bytes). Below th e upper 128
If you have more than on e hard bytes is an area of PRAM which
drive attached to your Macintosh, h olds more critical settings like boot
h ere's something that can save you services, manufacture date, h ours of
some troubleshooting time and use and other r eserved areas used
could be a life saver in th e event by the system software. Here's
your system drive dies . Install a wh ere the problem occurs: many
clean system on the other hard drive software and hardware vendors
or a Syquest removable. If you're h ave begun using the reserved
trying to isolate a problem, open lo wer areas of PRAM t o store
your Startu p Device control pan el settings. Though Apple has been
and configure it to boot from the warning d eve lopers not to u se
secondary drive. Then restart your reserved sections of PRAM because
system a nd see if you can replicate they are used by t h e system
the problem . If the problem n o software, many vendors hav e
longer exists, you may have media adopted this practice. The result is
or con troller problems on your h avoc a nd chaos. Inexplicabl e
primary startup drive.
cr as h es and freezes are mild
symptoms. In worse scenarios, the
If that doesn't work, try:
system will not even boot.
• Replace the System
Changing the system, removing
Th e system file contains the extensions or "zapping" the PRAM
instructions that makes that box of using the conventional method does
stuff on your desk into a Macintosh. not cure the problem.
Th e
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trad ition al Appl e "hold the
command-option-P-R
k eys"
technique only clears the upper
bytes of RAM wh ere the problem
does not reside. Historically, the
only way to correct lower PRAM
problems was to open up the Mac
and momentarily remove the PRAM
b a t te ry which would clear the
PRAM a llowing the Mac ROM to
r e place the data with default
settings. Of course, this procedure
is a pain in the pants and not a job
for the faint of heart. MicroMat
developed a great freeware utility
TechTool for doing just this.
TechTool is the only utility which
will clear ALL of PRAM without the
need to break out the surgical mask
and static control strap.

If that doesn't work, try:
While Norton is a wonderful utility,
there's ma n y aspect s of the
Macintosh which it does not
a ddress . Vita l components like

RAM, ROM, CPU, cache, input
devices like mouse and keyboard,
VRAM (video RAM ) a nd other
electr onic components on the Mac
logic board d ese rve as much
attention as the hard drive which
stores your data.
RAM is susceptible to damage.
Static, heat and even nor mal air
moisture can damage the RAM used
to store your Mac's workspace. In
its worse form, damaged RAM will
prevent th e Mac from booting and
will render the proverbial "Sad Mac"
screen. The most common symptom
of bad RAM is much more deceiving.
Usua lly t h e symptom will be
inexplicable freeze ups which a re
difficult to reliably reproduce. Any
of t h e a bove troubleshooting
techniques won't i sol ate the
probl em. In fact, con ven t ional
techniques will prove to be more
frustrating since the problem will
appear intermittently, leading you
to believe you 've is olated the

problem only to later discover the
problem still exists. Without a
di agnostic, t h e only way to test
RAM is by isolation (removing and
replacing modules until the faulty
chip is found) or by using an
expensive SIMM tester. Isolation
testing not only requires th e user
to disassemble his/her machine, but
a lso requires a dditional memory to
be used for swapping.
Hardware diagnostics can be
the saviour to a troubled Mac's soul.
These are programs dedicated to
testing the critical components of
your system to isolate the cause of
malfunctions. TechTool Pro creator
MicroMat Computer Syst ems has
been developing diagnostic products
for Macintosh since 1989. Over the
yea r s they've create d many
software and h ardware products
which help users locate the problem
with their Macintosh. This article
discusses TechTool Pro.

BETHESDA COMPUTERS
& NETWORKS, INC.
A Tradition of Service & Support
NEW • We Match All Mail Order Prices
New• Authorized Reseller & Service Center for Macs, PCs & PC Clones
•Apple Authorized Warranty Repair Facility Specializing in Macs,
PowerMacs, PowerBooks, all inkjet & laser printers & monitors • Apple II
Data Recovery and Upgrade • Service Contracts Available
11 years service experience • 24-hour turnaround
MEMORY SPECIALS
SIMMS/ DIMMS
16 meg: $120.00
32 meg: $299.00
64 meg: $449.00
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Call (301) 652-5108
Weekdays 10 am- 6 pm • Saturdays 11 am - 4 pm
You can't afford to have a computer down.
take it to the experts
Authorized
4350 East-West Highway • Suite 101 • Bethesda, MD 20814 Value Added
Reseller
*Prices may vary due to market conditions
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TechTool™ Pro --..-,
mini review
by Tom Witte
Who: Any Mac user. Mostly, one
with lots of machines.
What:
Software that check
hardware.
Where: Runs on Mac it is testing.
When: Use to verify or find
hardware problems/failure.
Why: Hel p e liminate possible
s ource for problems.
TechTool™ Pro
Your Mac is not working right,
a call to a Hotline helper h elp you
sort through the usual (see sidebar
this page). After your third fresh
reinstall of system software and all
programs fai ls to eliminate a
problem, you are beginning to think
maybe your hardware m ay be
failing you. What do you do?
You know a trip to an Apple
repairman is expensive and even a
trip to Lorin's Tuesday night help
sessions at the WAP office means
tearing down your syst em and
moving it across town. Is there
another option?
A run thought the TCS file are
will reveal some Freeware program
that might help- GURU will check
RAM, SCSIProble will find some
SCSI termination problems and
other programs might find a
problem with a level 2 cache. Or you
m ight use KEY Caps to check
oper ation of your keyboards keys.
And you might try swapping your
modem to the printer port but there
has to be a better way.
There is-TechTool™ Pro
brought to you by MicroMa t, the
same peopl e that m ake that
wonderful freeware program
TECHTOOL, which is so useful for
rebuilding the Finder's desktop files
and Zapping the PRam. Here is
what it offers (see sidebsr).
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According to MicroMat,
"TechTool Pro is now the most powerful and comprehensive
Macintosh problem-solving product on the market. It can scan,
detect, analyze and identify over 300 software and hardware
problems, including over 30 that are not addressed by any other
Macintosh utility.
TechTool Pro allows users to test their computers like a
professional would, without the need for years of experience
or a computer degree. The user can test the effectiveness of
n ew equipment, verify system configurations, check the
integrity of crucial System software and enablers, make sure
that the machine is running its fastest, and reveal the hidden
culprits that cause the computer to slow, freeze or crash.

TechTool Pro's offers:
• Automatic or Manual Operation
Featuring an attractive, intuitive user interface that requires
no previous technical knowledge, TechTool Pro will benefit
every type of user from novice to power user or technical
professional. It works fast to detect and diagnose gradual,
intermittent, or sudden performance degradation. An automatic
"Auto Pilot" mode allows users to run a full battery of tests
completely unattended. Users can also manually select and
run over 300 individual tests. "It's the best all-around testing
application that I ever used," commented beta tester and
Network Project Coordinator Richard S. Thompson of
Providence, Rhode Island. "The completeness is amazing. If
there is anything wrong with a Mac, TechTool Pro will find it."
• Reporting and Advice Features Speed Solutions
TechTool Pro's reports can be viewed on-screen or printed by a
choice of five different views: by test results, by an extensively
detailed system configuration, by expansion board information,
by hard drive volume information, or by all of the above.
If the problems detected are such that they cannot be
automatically fixed by TechTool Pro, then the program offers a
variety of fix-it tips via a bright red Advice button. When
selected, the Advice button opens a window presenting written,
what-to-do solutions to correct or repair the situation. If
preferred, the corrective advice can also be printed in an
attractive and informative multi-page diagnostic report for
later review and study.

TechTool Pro is unique among Macintosh troubleshooting
utilities in that competing products merely indicate that a
specific problem exists without any explanation of the
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significance of that problem, and without telling the user how to go about
fixing it. "It's the first application I've come across that makes a thorough
attempt at testing the computer as a whole, instead of just focussing on a
specific area," says Systems Manager and Publishing Systems Coordinator
Atreyu Svoren, a TechTool Pro beta tester in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
"Considering the wide variety of Macs I have to keep up with in my job,
Tech1bol Pro proves to be most useful in this regard. The interface is a
delight to use. I particularly appreciate the flexibility in organizing the
tests I wish to run automatically, thereby giving me the time I need to
attend my other duties."
• Performance Benchmarks
In addition to valuable diagnostic tests Tech1bol Pro also provides valuable
benchmark tests that rate a computer's speed performance. Most users
desire to know exactly how fast their Macintosh runs. TechTool Pro's
benchmark tests help the user determine a machine's computational speed
and then render the results in an easy-to-understand numerical format.
The user can then compare the results of each Benchmark Test to tell
whether-and by how much-a Macintosh has increased or decreased
overall computer speed. This information is necessary for both users and
technical professionals. For example, after the user has purchased and
installed a new piece of hardware or software, benchmark testing can tell
what, if any, actual performance changes resulted from the installation.
The results of upgrading, customizing, equipment removal and repair efforts
can also be measured with hard evidence.

So what does that
mean?

It means if your
Mac will not start,
it is of no use. Ifyou
Mac is running fine,
why do you need it?
Well there are times
when you get
random problems
and the standard
actions don't work.
Then running 'ITP
can help you find
the cause. Also, if
you are buying a
used Mac it is a
quick way to ensure
you'r e not getting a
pig from the poke. •

Benchmark tests are popular with Macintosh owners and system
administrators in their efforts to tweak maximum performance from each
machine. Running these tests with TechTool Pro each time the user
reconfigures a Macintosh with new or different software or hardware will
provide an objective (and reassuring) way to balance the subjective 'hopes'
of the user with the 'hypes' of manufacturers.
TechTool Pro utilizes five industry-standard benchmark tests. The
Whetstone test determines mathematical processing speed using floatingpoint integer calculations. The Dhrystone Test analyzes string operations
speed. A Cycle test calculates the number of event loops processed per second
(this test will show users precisely how much each new extension installed
affects performance, enabling the user to decide whether the extension's
benefits are worth the decrease in overall speed). The Sieve test reveals
actual mathematical processing speed by calculating prime numbers. And
finally, the Sort Test calculates the time necessary to sort a complex data
array.
• System Requirements, Pricing and Availability
Tech1bol Pro requires a Macintosh Plus or above, System software version
7.0 or better, a hard disk drive, and a minimum of 4 megabytes of RAM. It
is PowerPC native and works with the latest Macintosh models including
clones.
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QuicKeys 3.5
Reviewed by Herbert Block

I

N 1990 I bought my first Mac.
It was a Mac Plus and it came
with MacWrite for word processing. As a person new to computers
and not a trained typist, I readily
learned to use the mouse for all of
my special editing alterations such
as copy, paste undo, etc.A friend who
also had a Mac Plus, but who was a
trained typist told me about the program QuicKeys he had purchased
and how it had improved the speed
with which he could accomplish his
work. People who are accustomed to
using the keyboard naturally seek
means which will permit them to
concentrate on the tasks before
them, rather than lifting their hands
to work the mouse. It was for those
people who are comfortable with the
keyboard, that over the years work
saving "shortcuts" have been designed and added to computer applications and programs.
A shortcut is a combination of
specified keyboard strokes designed
to automatically bring about the
desired action. The action may be a
simple one, such as P to call up the
printer, or a sequence of actions, for
example to insert a preformed body
of a letter. The simple ones such as
C for copy,
V for paste were
available early on. To accomplish a
sequence of actions, Macros were
developed. Today, most applications
have incorporated into their programs a great variety of shortcuts
and aids, for example: templates,
scripts, and "assistants." The major
word processing applications,
ClarisWorks, WordPerfect and
Microsoft Word, each has over pre60

pared 75 shortcuts. The "Ruler" at
the head of a document ready to be
typed now has an array of buttons
and tabs often running along the left
margin as well as on top each with
its own special shortcut. A person
who aspires to be a rapid typist
needs to learn a number of these specialty shortcuts for the application
used the most.
In addition to the shortcuts incorporated in application programs,
over the years the Macintosh operating system, with each enhancement, has made available a number
of special features to speed and ease
operations. For example:

With all these shortcuts and easy
use items available at your finger
tips, I was eager to learn what did
the latest QuicKeys 3.5 have to offer. Why would a person spend
$119.00 to buy the program? What
work saving enhancements would
QuicKeys provide?

QuicKeys-The Manual. The
Manual consists of 5 Chapters. The
discussion, below deals with Chapters 2,3, 4 and 5.
Chapter 2. Installing
and Upgrading
The installation process follows
the usual procedure. After the installation was completed I hunted
for the program's folder on the Hard
Disk. I even installed it a second
time. Eventually I found the Application. It was located on the upper
right hand corner of the Finder
screen. That location is reserved for
applications which must be accessed
frequently. Why QuicKeys?
As expected the installation
placed items in the Control Panel
and in the Extensions folder of the
Systems Folder. The surprise, however was the placement in the Preference Folder of the QuicKeys Extension containing 46 items using
2.1 MB's of space. Included was the
"Extension Manager." More will be
said about the QuicKeys Extension
Manager later in this r eview. Also,
the installation placed a QuicKeys
Accessories folder on the hard drive,
as though that folder contained
some after thoughts rather than integral part of the program as I would
later learn.

Aliases: A handy way to quickly
reach a program or a specific file.
Some Mac users like to keep their
most used aliases available by strategically placing them on the edges
of the computer's Finder screen.
Menu Choice: Using this, a person can cascade via the mouse ,
through a hierarchy of folders, and
sub folders, to reach down to a specific letter or file.
" "Menu. On the left side of the
Finder screen one can place a number of specialized helps, either in
their original form or as their
aliases.
Launcher: Although originally
Chapter 3: A Quick Tour of
part of the Performa series of
QulcKeys
Macintosh, it has been available in
This
manual
takes an unusual
System 7.5 and later for most sysapproach.
Typically
the Glossary, or
tems. Placing a program or specific
its
equivalent
is
found
at the end of
file onto the Launcher is simply
a
manual.
Here,
in
the
opening
through "drag and drop." A particupages,
the
manual
combines
a gloslar advantage of the Launcher is that
sary
of
terms
with
sample
actions.
an action opens with a single click .
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Its a technique that attempts to combine explanation of terms with a
little learning. After a number of
frustrating hours with the manual,
I sent a series of questions, via EMail (in the lack of an 800 number)
to Tech Support at CE Software,
with a series of questions. In the
reply I learned what was not first
explicit in the manual. Certain preliminary steps must be taken such
as configuring certain features,
knowing where to find things such
as the shortcut list, etc. In addition
in the answer I learned that the
manual was written and issued despite the fact that programming
changes were being made, and that
the current program is not "native"
for Power PC. As a result, the
manual and the program on the
screen did not always match.
On page 10 there is a short paragraph headed "Extension Manager."
The paragraph reads as follows:
"Much of QuicKeys power comes
from its extensions. When you download extensions from your favorite
on-line service, you can use the Extension Manager to add them to
QuicKeys. You can also use the Extension Manager to turn off unused
extensions to save memory." That is
all that is said about the Extension
Manager in the entire manual. I
opened it and saw an array of thirty
items together with a list of possible
actions to be taken. But none of the
items looked familiar to me, e.g. Go
Sub, Jump, Mounty, Decision.
Chapter 4. Tutorial
The manual contains a Tutorial
which details some shortcut examples. During the course of working and evaluating the QuicKeys
program I was able to bring into play
a few shortcuts, but more frequently
I ended up in a dead end. I wondered
whether it was worth the time and
effort to go through the various steps
to produce a shortcut. Here are a few
examples:
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1. The tutorial lays out steps on
the preparation to use one of the 12
"Mousie" shortcuts to manipulate
windows: close window, zoom window, home, end, etc. Some of these
keyboard shortcuts are readily available on the extended key board

3. Page 50, Copy to Scrapbook.
This really got me . Four pages detailing 15 steps for the simple process of copying to the scrapbook. I
could see that it would take about
an hour, and that providing I did not
encounter items to use which are
dimmed or even not available.
Chapter 5: Shortcuts to

"People who are
accustomed to using
the keyboard naturally
seek means which
will permit them to
concentrate on the
tasks before them,
rather than lifting
their hands to work the
mouse. It was for those
people who are comfortable with the keyboard, that over the
years work saving
'shortcuts' have been
designed and added to
computer applications
and programs."

(which now is equipped with every
new Macintosh), such as Home, End,
Page up, etc. A few such as Zoom
Window have to be programmed-but
are they worth the effort? Are the
adaptation of the few "Mousies"
worth the investment of time and
money?
2. Another example is "Toggle
Balloon Help." The tutorial steps do
produce a key stroke pattern that
will open that shortcut. But is it not
equally as easy to simply reach up
with the mouse to the ? icon in the
upper right corner of the Finder and
bring Balloon Help into play?

Productivity
This short chapter contains some
interesting approaches for quick access such as "Automatic Typist," a
way of bring to play some repetitive
text. However, some items such as
fast access to applications and documents can just as easily be reached
through the use of aliases and menu
bars. Of course that means accessing via a mouse click rather than key
strokes- a matter of personal preference.
I have put in multiple hours
studying the manual and installing
some of the shortcuts. I kept running
into missing steps, dimmed out
items, or the item is not found.
Sometimes after I had selected a key
to be used I received the comeback
that that key has already been used
by one of the "canned" shortcuts I
could not find.
There is a HELP(?) item located
in the right hand corner when the
QuicKeys application is open. Calling on HELP provides some assistance towards understanding an
action. But why can't there be one
source for full information and assistance to get a job done quickly and
easily? Why can't the Manual and
this inner HELP be combined into a
readable and tested Manual?
As can readily be discerned, I
have not been favorably impressed
with QuicKeys. Even if the errors
and omissions discussed above had
not occurred, I fail to see the investment of time and patience incurred
to use key strokes (often requiring
to simultaneously use as many as
three keys) to be superior to use a
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mouse click.
There must be more to QuicKeys
than I have been able to glean in my
study and use. For me, CE Software
failed to really explain how to use
QuicKeys effectively. Thus, page 3
recommends that an interested perreviewed by Mary Keene
son ought to seek help from separate publications, for example: The
QuicKeys 3.0 Book, Addison and
Initially it looked like this appliWesley . Of course that means an
HEN I CHOSE this Application was going to be exactly what
additional expenditure of $22.95.
cation, I had two agendas:
I needed for both agendas. I opened
QuicKeys does not have an 800 num1. Creating on "paper" some althe program using one of the sample
ber for tech support.
ternate plans for my own garlandscapes supplied to get an idea
I can not recommend the purdens, which have problem situchase of QuicKeys at $119.00 ($99.
of what the application contained
ations, and finding better soluand how it was set up. I was deMail Order). Another program estions to these problems without
sentially as good as QuicKeys is Key
lighted with what I found in the
the expe nse, time and hard
Quencher. I downloaded a copy of
sample. There was a lot of complex
physical work required by the
Key Quencher Lite from the Washdetail and the graphic resolution
trial and error methods.
ington Apple Pi bulletin board. Afwas pretty good considering the
ter a period of use, I found Key
2. As a member of the Board of complexity of the sample landscape.
Directors for my Home Owner's (Fig. 1, 2)
Quencher not only equal to QuicKeys
Association, I wanted to replibut substantially easier to use. Key
I spent quite a bit of time mousQuencher is sold as Key Quencher
cate problem areas in our com- ing around exploring nooks and
Lite for $20.00, and the complete
munity and design some plans crannies. There were many delightversion for $39.95. Key Quencher
that could be used for competi- ful "little" details that ca ught my
tive cost comparison bids.
requires less RAM and is native on
eye, a cat in the back yard, a sePower PC-based systems.
A simple key based system ,
found on our bulletin board is FKEY
5:59 PM ffi) i1J -1,.i ~
MASTER. It is a system that uti- ,. ii File [dit U1ew f t!OtUI C$ Options
30 lomluape 2.0 - Formal
lizes the F Keys on the extended key
board. FKEY MASTER is shareware
and costs $15 for those interested in
its use. •

30 Landscape

W

QulcKeys 3.5

CE Software, INC.
P.O. Box 65580
1801 Industrial Blvd.
West Des Moines, IA 50265

Welcome to 30 Landscape.

Open a Sample Landscape
•

Key Quencher

Binary Software, Inc.
2118 Wilshire Blvd. 900
Santa Monica, CA 90403

FKEY MASTER
Adam Stein, Insanely
Great Software
125 Calvert Ave. E
Edison, N.J. 08820

Review a sample landscape design.

Jump Right In
•

Design your own landscape.
selec

slid

Fig.OJ Quantum HD:Desktop Folder:3D Landscape:3D screen shots
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Fig.03 Quantum HD.Desktop Folder:3D Landscape:3D screen shots
eluded area with a picnic table, etc.
I investigated all the menu bar commands, and the different options
listed in the "spiral notebook" for inclusion in the landscape. Many details were available for selection in-
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eluding various types of walkway
lighting, outdoor furniture, cats,
dogs, birdbaths, compost bins, hoses,
etc., in addition to the landscape
plant materials. There was also a
slope table that could be used to in-

dicate slope gradients and contoured
areas. They even include d a
Townhouse landscape (which is
what I have) in the sample folder.
So I plunged in and began to create. At first I used the 'Ibwnhouse
provided as a base to work with and
simply removed the items I did not
have or wouldn't need so I could customize the plan to be more consistent with my garden. As I stripped
out the extras, I marveled at the
number of items contained in the
plan-many edging strips, plant
borders, bricked in areas, etc. I then
tried adding the elements I would
be working with. I had some difficulty getting things placed where I
wanted them to go.
I discovered that I could actually
draw or scale items to the "exact"
size I would be working with to get
a better plan that reflected a more
precise relativity. At first I used a
provided sample, but soon decided
to start from scratch. I thought that
would be easier than trying to remodel the sample since I was having trouble with the "size handles".
(Fig. 3)
Each element had at least four
(usually more) "handles" to use
when altering items. The extra
handles permit rounding and contouring as well as sizing. There were
two cursor styles associated with
these handles, one-a hand-would
enlarge or reduce, the other-an
arrow- would change the area covered by that specific handle to more
complex shapes.
The "cursor change" point (from
geometric to complex) was a very
narrow spot and both cursors lived
in that same spot. I would select the
handle I needed and begin re-sizing
only to find I was using the distort
versus the size cursor. That's when
I discovered the really bad feature,
in my opinion, of this software-NO
UNDO COMMAND! Trying to reverse what had been done usually
created some other freakish shape.
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a 2 story house, 3D Landscape has
a specific element that is designated
as a second story window and you
can indicate at what height you wish
to place the window. If you need to
make any changes, the upper and
lower windows are stacked and will
be very difficult to select without
first unlocking, moving, identifying
the correct one, making the chang~s,
replacing and re-locking all the wmdow positions.

Scale
Part of the reason for the "nuisance level" is related to the fact that
all element placement must be done
in a flat aerial view (what it would
Road
look like from a helicopter or air( oet1111s ... )
I
plane at standard altitude see (Fig.
<~ Selectetl> DOUBLE CLICr. Inspect - DRAG: l"bve - CLICK: Select other - SHl fT CLICK. Select multiple
4) To place elements accurately, the
SW suggests that you zoom in or out
Fig. 4 3D Landscape:3D screen shots
to facilitate positioning. However,
magnifying (zooming in) changes,
Saving frequently seemed to be the
of creation. This method does
not just the size of the layout, but
only real solution. OK, I can do that,
not permit rearranging the layalso its location. You do not end up
no problem.
ers for optimal effect. The dewith a larger view of your object at
I next discovered the independent
signer must create each layer
the cursor. You end up with a larger
tape measure that can be used. to
precisely in its required order.
view (scale is an invisible factor fixed
measure objects precisely. (A bwltMistakes require everything be
by the application not by the user)
in tape measure automatically pops
redrawn versus shuffled.
that doesn't necessarily correlate to
up when you finally get the correct
Somehow, 3D Landscape was able
cursor.) That mastered I moved on to muddle these two types together, where you were working or where
and learned how to add details to my retaining all the worst features of your cursor was. Additionally, you
landscape which is where I r an each and very little of their best. have to zoom in and out constantly
because the magnified image shows
headlong into the "layer" problem.
Each element is placed in seemingly
a very small area and you can't see
haphazard manner and fixed in its
how elements relate to the whole
Layers
position.
until you back off to see a smaller
Obviously to create the illusion of
Many "boundary" boxes are large
depth and three dimensionality, lay- enough that they encroach on other image from a longer distance.
To see a "vertical picture" of how
ers must be used (both artistic and elements and you must remove the
computer layers). There are two b~ offending element to access the de- your plan looks, you must switch to
sic types of computer layers m sired item. When you get an element a 3D view (Fig. 5 a, b, c,). In that
view you can't do much editing and
graphic applications:
placed precisely where you want it,
1. Layers created on what ap- you can elect to lock it in place so you can't add anything at all. W~lk
pear to be a series of "transpar- you do not accidentally dislodge or ing around your landscape, movmg
ent overlays". These layers can misplace it when working with sub- in closer, walking out farther and
moving items around are the only
be placed in the order that best sequent elements.
.
options in 3D view.
displays each element. Their
You will have to carefully disasI found myself confusing the conplacement can be switched to semble everything to gain access to
test out the order that best il- the item you want changed. In the cepts of 3D and Virtual Reality. I
wanted to have the holographic exlustrates the data.
case of windows (house windows, not
2. Layers are stacked and fixed Windoze-that comes later), it be- perience of being able to fluidly exon top of each other in the order comes trickier. If you're working on plore the landscape from within and
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plants. One of th e copies appeared
to get lost or else I had miscounted.
I looked around a nd couldn't find it
so I made another one. Much later I
found the missing lettuce on the roof
of the house! (I hadn't even considered planting a roof garden.) This
resulted from changing magnification, not having a scale reference
point a nd the haphazard way zoom
functions. Another time, I created a
raised bed and planted it with ivy
ground cover. 3D Landscape placed
the ground cover under the raised
bed! I also found a lettuce plant under the house at the junction of the
house and the deck.
Pros
The sample landscapes included
are very detailed and displayed in
good resolution for the most part.
You keep looking at all the little accessories used in th e samples and
enjoy being delighted by the s urprises tucked into the corners. There
ar e some short QuickTime tutoria l

View
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late 9.immer

0 Draft Mode
Grotrd Q.lality
Olo

0Med

9:05 PM

@

1J
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30 l11ndsc11pe 2.0 - 1505PlllS

@H~h

from outside the drawing. It took me
quite a while to realize this was my
problem. Once I sorted out the difference between the two concepts, I
learned how to navigate around the
landscape with more ease but I still
felt this feature was a bit on the
clunky side.
Roof Gardens
To illustrate some of the difficulties I encountered with the scale and
layer features, at one point I h a d
chosen lettuce plants in a specific
size for the vegetable bed which I
then copied to make enough plants
for that area. In the process, I had
to zoom in and out to place the
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Fig.5a-c : 3D view of Cottage sample landscape, 3D view of Split level
sample landscape, 3D view of Modem 2 story sample landscape
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ered in the brochure. The brochure
uses a combination of graphics and
text to give a complete bare bones
overview of the application.
Cons

Fiie

Edit

I onl

~ o zp

~llffe

So11n11

type movies on the CD and in the
file created on the HD. They are very
short but really good movies. One
tutorial movie shows how to use
templates to design shapes. This
movie has excellent tips that can be
used in all graphic applications.
(Fig. 6a, b, c) Strangely, no where is
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This is a very frustrating application. It promises a lot, delivers
about 50% of its promises and performs poorly on that delivery. I
would frankly prefer less program
and better execution. The box indicates it needs 16 MB of Ram. In the
enclosed Readme on the CD, they
give you all kinds of suggestions for
using Virtual Memory and other
tricks (RamDoubler for one) to increase your available RAM to ensure
you have 16 MB RAM, which should
be more correctly listed, in my opinion, as the minimum required
amount. (Fig. 7)
Additionally you will need another 1. 7 MB RAM to run the Quick
4:54 PM fill J) ~ '
Help Guide that opens first and
floats in the background. Turning
"Help" off does not appear to improve performance . If you have
enough HD space, you can "cache"
texture files on your HD to improve
performance. The folder on my HD
was 13.2 MB with a cache folder of
1.1 MB. I then installed all the textures and the folders swelled to 24.8
and 12.7 respectively. The cache
folder is nested so 24.8 is the HD
folder size and there are 5.5 MB's of
extensions for a total of 30.3 MB. I
really don't see a lot of performance
improvement. (Fig. 8)
You must be able to carry in your
mind all the stuff you want to place
in the graphic (and al! the stuff you
already put there) because you will
not be able to see the results until
there a reference to them beyond a you change to 3D view. You can't add
brief mention in the ReadMe. If or delete items in 3D view. Switchyou're nosy or have a good memory, ing between aerial and 3D images
you find them; otherwise you don't. is so memory intensive that you rapThe brochure is very simple yet idly end up with fragmented or inquite clea r, however, by poking in sufficient RAM. 3D Landscape does
corners and experimenting, I had itself a serious disadvantage by listmanaged to intuit everything cov- ing options that are "available" if
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dr99 by Its tdQes, not the cornero. If IJOU dr99 hendles to reshope en item, e colored squere eppeers In the corner "ht"
It reecho• 90 de9rees.
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Overlep Abutting Items
To get rid ofseems or hide rou9h edges, don't hesitate to overlep. This ...on't effect the meterlels estimate by mU(;h.
Pl enling Streight Rovs of Plents
Stert "Ith the HeGge lool from the Plants pogo Cilek on the Cenves end dr99 out tilt length IJOU "'ent To chenge species,
size end specing, double-click on tilt hedge to open the Hedge Inspector.
Setting Up Your Ylev in 30
Position IJOUr red cemere In Top Yi°" before '"'Itching to 30 Vie". This saves nevlgehon h me in 30. Rotate tilt
camera by dragging Its hendle, end position It so thet It feces e spot you "ant to see In 30 Vie....
Improving Slov Hechines
To speed up ljOur computer·• dre..,ing time, here ere some •U990•hons:
-Use Lo" Quality ground texture. Yo u can select this from Slope Ylev or 30 Ylev on the left hend side of both screens
- In Top vi...,, hide Shedovs end foh990 "'hlle ljOu YOrk. Under the YI°" menu, Shw/Hide feature, deselect -Shw
Shedovs" end -Sho"' folle9e.·
Increase Virtual Memory setttngs to 32Mb, If possible.
Improving Performence
Use the Texture Cache Control feeture lo adjust the number of textures thet ere transfer red from CD· ROM to herd
disk. Increasing this number con sl9nlficently improve performence but requires greeter herd dlSk space. Select
"Texture Cache Control" under the Options menu. You mey either ceche ell textures to the herd dtSk or select e
number. Use the Control onl u 1f vou are sure you have the necessary Mrd dlslc s pace.

I-

to t-

tffi
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Fig. 7 Help screen: improving performance

you have enough eye of newt in your
pa ntry. On computers that have
40MB+ RAM some of these things
might be possible or less difficult but
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based on my previous experience
with other software a nd similar
problems , 3D Landscape seems
overly ambitious or underdeveloped.

I don't think more RAM would completely solve these problems.
The documentation claims the
plant data base has 2000+ entries.
Initially, it appeared that was correct. However, more careful analysis indicates this figure is subject to
interpretation. While there may, in
fact, be 2000+ entries, there ARE
NOT 2000+ unique entries. Ma ny
items are listed in 3 or 4 different
ways using th e same data in the duplicate entries. In effect, many entries have cloned data or the data
has cloned entries. (Fig. 9, 10, 11)
After a session with 3D Landscape, I feel like I have spent that
time in my garden physically moving these heavy objects around because of the intense human RAM requirements this application demands. I am almost more exhausted
than if I had gone out and hauled
stuff around in th e yard, in and out
of the car, to and from the nursery
or building supply store.
Mysteries
As usual, I thought this was attributed to my computer graphic
skills or lack thereof. Then the April
edition of MacWorld arrived a nd
with it came a crucial piece of missing information. In their r eview of
3D Landscape, MacWorld explains
that this application was written for
PC's and ported over to Mac but it
still has quirks from its windows
heritage. No wonder I felt like I was
hauling and dragging heavy recalcitrant stuff aro und-I was!
(Windoze and Microsoft.)
There is still one mystery whose
so lution completely eludes me.
There is a folder on t he CD which
contains backgrounds but I can't
find any documentation about them
or how to apply them.

Summary
I think the underlying concept of
this application is sound. They have
done a good job of making provisions
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Texture Cache Control
This edvanced feature alle»n IJOU to edjust the number of textures that are transferred fro m the CD-ROM to
ljOur herd disk. To disable the texture cache, click the off box, or othervlse leave the on box checked.
Click Cache all textures to herd disk to transfer all textures. This ..,m slonlflcanlly Improve your pro0rams
performance. This ts also the equivalent of selecttno 3D Landscape optimized I nstallatlon. Ho"'over, tt Is
recommended that IJOU do not select this option unless you are sure that IJOU hove enouoh room on yo ur herd
drive. ~
You con edjust the number of textu res to cache to hard disk by enlerlno o value unde r Number of textures lo
cache. This option ts not ovotloble tf Cache ell textures to herd dlok lo checked. Nole that odju>tlno the texture
number involves e balance bet..,een desired performance level and avallable hard disk space.
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Fig. 9 Plant Selector window Plant Database
for many features a user would like
in this kind of software. They should
be reminded Macs don't need to
work this hard to deliver results.
There are so many areas where the
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lack of attention shows-numerous
misspellings of common words that
a word processor would catch if one
had been used.
Many of the entries have no pie-
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tures or use the same picture another plant used. Pictures are not
appropriately consistent with their
listing, i.e., you ask for a Holly tree.
There are several listings for Hollies. Some of the pictures show the
whole plant, some show a branch or
limited view, others may show the
berries close-up. The picture a ttached to the Holly (tree) listing
shows a shrub versus a tree. There
is no consistent use of pictures for
comparison purposes.
Even after you select your plant
by a specific listing, you may get a
"generic" graphic that bears little
relationship to the picture you chose.
(When I was trying to select vegetables for my vegetable garden, the
pictures more often than not were
generic pictures of the produce versus specific pictures of the growing
characteristics. I know what the
vegetables look like. I want to I
know what the plant looks like
and how it grows, what it needs,
etc.)
I think the application would
be improved, if instead of trying
to cover a huge database inadequately, the authors had used
a more accurate, limited if necessary, generic base of general
plant shapes with a suggested
list of specific plants having
those general characteristics.
That way, the user could do a
shape landscape showing compass orientation and take that
printout to the nursery for specific help from the nursery
people in choosing plants that
would provide that look or fill
that purpose.
I would also like to see the
"shadow caster" developed more.
Instead of racing around a 24
hour clock, let the user choose
the time at which shadows are simulated instead ofusing automatic animation . Animation of shadows
should be an option not a requirement (at least put speed options on
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it). Being able to see the shadows
based on time of day and date is a
very important part of planning a
successful garden.
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~)> Colorado

Blue Spruce

Ree• pungens gl•uc•

Description \

.L

Attributes _i

Rant Notes
Che of the hardiest and most popular of
31 the spruces, Its strlkh;i oray-bkJe
needes orow in Wiorts around the entire
t\Mg. Many cult ivars are ov•iable.
Dorm•nt oil sprays turn Its needles
green.

My System
PMac 6100, 24 MB RAM,
350 MB internal HD, 2.1 GB external HD, 2x CD ROM, System7.5.5.
I tried using only the "16 MB ofrequired RAM", using 1 MB ofVM and
using the suggested mix of RAM and
VM. Most problems were consistent
in all modes. Using VM at 32 MB I
could use higher resolutions sometimes, however 3D Landscape would
precede the higher resolutions with
an "insufficient RAM" message before giving access to that resolution.
Requirements
Macintosh PowerPC (sic) or compatible running Mac OS 7.1.2 or higher,
16 MB RAM, 12 MB free HD space,
256 colors or higher, CD ROM 2x or
higher.

1•11·111

ii£

Ger<Js Notes

r 2 206 R311tS Fot.rld

Sflrw19 Bouquet Vibur.....n (l/lbur.....n tms 'Sflrln'd Bouquet')
C.olorm b Sflruce (Acea pu"90nS ~auca)
Dwarf ~rado Sflruce (Rcea puigens 'Goboso')
Dwarf V.Wte Sflruce (Rcea ~auc• 'Conic•')
E09elm"'1n Sflruce (Rcea e09elm•nnli)
Help
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Support
Tech support is a toll call. There
is an email address and web site address provided. I did not test either
ofthese. •

~> Florist Azalea
Rhododendron ' Rnk Ruffles'

Description \

.L

Allributes

_:i.

Rant Notes
~
pjthougl developed to be orO\Ml n
joreenhouses, everoreen Aorist Azoloas
ore also or"""' in the open air of coast al
Coliforri•. Low-gr"""'1g and heovy
bloominO wth pink to violet·red flowe rs.

Published by:
Books That Work
2595 E. Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Tech support: (415) 843-4440
Sales/Info: 800-242-4546
http://www.btw.com
email: support@btw.com
SRP: $59.95
Listed in Mail Order Catalogs
at $49-$90

Genus Notes

r 2206 Rants Found
Gable Azoloa (Azale•

·~rple Splendor')
Mols Azoloa (Azoloa ' Christopher Wren' )
Southern lndica Azale• (Azale• 'George Lirdey Tabor')
&n Azolo• (Rhododendron 'Formosa')
KurUTIO Hybrid Azale as (Rhododendron 'Kurume Hybrids')

Seit

~

~enrch

Agnin ...]

~
~

nSelect This Plant I [Cnncel I

Figure 12: D screen shots: Florist Azalea Plant Database
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TC
network technologies as a paradigm
for education in the next century.

Internet Books
for Teachers
taken from the Internet
Edited a tad by Dave Ottalini
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ELOW IS a list of books
related to education and the
Internet. The last two books in
the list are general HTML reference
books that may be of interest to more
advanced Internet educators.
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NetLearning: Why Teachers Use the
Internet
Ferdi Serim and Melissa Koch
Songline Studios and O'Reilly &
Associates
Copyright 1996
ISBN: 1-56592-201-8
This is an excellent book written by two educators who were early
adopters of the Internet. They have
collected stories from many teachers around the US about using the
Internet in the classroom. This book
contains a wealth of ideas and also
many interesting Internet addresses
and e-mail addresses.
The Internet for Teachers
Bard William
IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.
Copyright 1995
ISBN: 1-56884-600-2
This book, written by a former
teacher, provides an easy-to-understand introduction to an array of
Internet topics. It features lots of
ideas for classroom activities, as well
as many web sites, news groups, and
e-mail addresses of interest to educators.
Educator's Internet Companion
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Gregory Giagnocavo, Tim McLain,
Vince DiStefano, Chris Noonan
Sturm
Wentworth Worldwide Media, Inc.
Copyright 1996
ISBN: 0-13-569484-1
This book includes sample lesson plans that include an Internet
component as well as some excellent
lists of resources including news
groups, mailing lists, and web sites.
The annotated list of "Top 50 Educational Web Sites" provides some
excellent starting points for browsing the Web.
Learning Networks: A Field Guide
to Teaching and Learning Online
Linda M. Harasim, Roxanne Hiltz,
Lucio Teles, and Murray Turoff MIT
Press
Copyright 1995. ISBN: 0-262-08236
Learning Networks is aimed at
educators at all levels, from primary
to adult education. Part I provides
a selective survey of the field: what
are learning networks and who is
using them, what kind of courses
can be taught online, what approaches to teaching and learning
are most successful online, what
curriculum can best be supported by
networking, and what kinds of
teachers and learners benefit from
this medium. Part II deals with the
design and implementation oflearning networks as well as the roles of
teachers and learners and gives a realistic assessment of potential pitfalls. In Part III the authors discuss
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Educator's Internet Yellow Pages
Ron Place, Laus Dimmler, Thomas
Powell
Prentis Hall PTR
Copyright 1996
ISBN: 0-13-232356-7
This book offers an annotated
list (over 300 pages long) of web
sites, news groups, and mailing lists
of interest to educators. This list is
organized by curriculum area.
The Internet Kids Yellow Pages
Jean Armour Polly
Osborne McGraw-Hill
Copyright 1996
ISBN: 0-07-882197-5
This yellow-page style guide offers a list of annotated web sites organized by topic. The annotations
are lengthier than in the yellow
pages guide above, but includes only
web sites and not news groups or
mailing lists. A related web site contains links to 50 Internet experiences for kids.
Computers in the Classroom: How
Teachers and Students are Using
Technology to Transform Learning
Andrea R. Gooden
Jossey-Bass and Apple Publication
Copyright 1996
ISBN: 0-7879-0262-4
This book describes approaches
to using technology (not just the
Internet) in the classroom. The book
is comprised of stories of six schools'
experiences introducing technology
into the classroom. It provides examples of student work as well as a
resource guide with information on
funding sources, technical support,
software, and where to find material on the Internet.
Computers and Classroom Culture
Janet Ward Schofield
Cambridge University Press
Copyright 1995
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ISBN: 0-521-47924-X
This book describes a study of
computer technology in 30 different
classrooms. The data for the study
includes interviews with 24 teachers and 250 students. The author
looks at the importance of social context and organizational barriers.
She also discusses gender differences and offers some ideas on how
to improve the educational use of
computers.

Teach Yourself Web Publishing with
HTML
Laura Lemay
Sams Publishing
Copyright 1995
ISBN: 1-57521-005-3

Copyright 1995
ISBN: 0-672-30667-0
This two-book series (which can
be purchased separately or as a set)
contains a relatively easy-to-understand introduction to the Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML). •

More Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML
Laura Lemay
Sams Publishing

Training Your Golden
Retriever to Retrieve Email

H

AVE YOU ALWAYS

wanted to train your golden
retriever to retrieve your
email for you? Well, if you follow a
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careful training program, your
golden retriever will be retrieving
email for you in no time at all. This
breed of dogs naturally seeks to retrieve things. It's in their blood. So
it's just a matter of teaching your
retriever to do what comes naturally
to have him help you get your email.
For best results start your training when your dog is very young.
After your dog has become accustomed to retrieving sticks and tennis balls you might try hurling an
old keyboard once in a while. When
your dog brings your keyboard back
to you, scratch your pooch behind his
ear while saying, "Good dog. Thatta
boy. Good dog."
Place the keyboard at your feet
and encourage your dog to randomly
paw keys on the keyboard. Lavish
praise on your pooch when he hits
keys that are close to the keys you
use to retrieve your mail.
Reward your dog with tasty
treats only when he starts showing
an interest in how your email program works. Golden retrievers are
naturally intelligent dogs. Ifthey see

you sitting at the computer they are
bound to become curious about what
steps you take to retrieve your
email.
Then one day when your dog is
very comfortable at pawing your
keyboard and has familiarized himself with all the keystrokes you use
to retrieve your mail, say in a
friendly frisky voice: "Go get email.
That's a good dog. Go fetch email."
You might be surprised to see
how easily your dog will retrieve
your email. But don't forget that
golden retrievers were bred to do
this sort of thing. It's one of their
instincts to log on, grab all new messages, and log off.
Once your golden retriever masters the process of retrieving your
email, this activity will be one mcire
way for you to bond with your dog.
Don't be surprised if your dog
bounds onto your bed early in the
morning begging you to switch on
the computer so he can r etrieve
email.
That's the point you will know
to give your dog his own email account. That way you can sleep later
in the morning while your pooch is
enthusiastically bounding around
retrieving email on his own. •

-Phil Shapiro
pshapiro@his.com
http://www.his.com/-pshapiro/
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Review: lntuit's QuickBooks
by John Fazzino with Paul Gerstenbluth

Available from: Intuit, 2650 E .
Elvira, Suite 100, Tucson, A. 85706
(Call 1-800-544-1356 and ask for
user group discount)

I

WAS DRAWN

to Intuit's
QuickBooks since I needed help.
Financial records, a business plan
and marketing program were all ways
difficult tasks for me. rm a landscape
gardener, not a business person so I
don't know much about business, bookkeeping, or marketing.
I started my business three
years ago, Q Gardens, a small garden design and landscaping business. I started out on my own with
a lot of experience, but very little
capital. I decided to use my personal
Quicken program to set up my business finances which wasn't much
just a checking account.
'
I was drawn to QuickBooks because I already h ad Quicken and
would be able to transfer data easily. QuickBooks Pro would enable me
to create estimates, time track by job
and employee, and compare estimated with actual job costs.
The program would also let me
create invoices, purchase orders and
keep track of customers and vendors. Also, it would let me print reports and graphs as well as other
business related activities.
I thought I would use QuickBooks before tax time. I h ave a
Performa 410, upgraded with 10
Megs of Ram and RamDoubler 2.0
installed. I opted for QuickBooks Pro
3.1 which met my computer requirements.
. Well, I had just upgraded my
Quicken program to version 7.0, and
to make matters worse, I h ad
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thrown out my old Quicken 5 data
file, thinking I would never need it
again. Now what do I do? I got on
the phone with Intuit and on-line as
well, a nd after several back and
forth messages I was able to translate my data file backwards form
Quicken 7 to Quicken 5 and then
import it to QuickBooks.
First I exported the account
from Quicken 7 to the desktop. It
was then to be opened in Simple
Text. I discovered that my data file
was too large to open in Simple Text
.
.
'
smce it contained one year of transactions.
I had to go back and export half
a year at a time. The first 7 lines of
text were deleted as per instructions
and then saved. I then had to reinstall Quicken 5, set up an account
identical to the one in Quicken 7 and
begin importing. Success, after only
about 2 weeks. Then I was able to
import my data to QuickBooks.
Now what do I do with it, I asked
myself. I almost always r ead the
Read Me files for new software and
I've even been known to read some
of the manuals. But this hummer
came with 4 different manuals.
Can a landscape Gardener
learn bookkeeping?

I started with the first of four
manuals, Getting Started, and it led
me along quite smoothly. I learned
some of the jargon and how the various features worked together.
I became knowledgeable about
the different lists, registers and
forms. With my data safely imported
I now began to investigate. I discovered the Payee from Quicken 7I
Quicken 5 were now in the "Other"
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list. I had to sort these out between
"Customer" and "Vendor". There are
similar features in QuickBooks as in
Quicken, including Memorized
Transactions and Reminder Notes.
QuickBooks Pro 3.1 also uses
QuickFill in a similar way, remembering customers, vendors, product
descriptions, invoices, and bills .
Therefore, I only have to enter
things once.
Because I came over from
Quicken, I had to learn betters ways
of entering information than by the
register only. For instance, when I
create an invoice it gets added to the
list of overdue invoices.
When I receive payment, I enter this in the "Receive Payments"
area which adds it to the "Make
Deposits" list. Then I use the "Make
~eposits" activity to enter the deposits I need to make. This keeps track
of wh ere monies are coming from
and where they are going.
There is also a feature for creating estimates. This form as other
forms are customizable, so it can be
set up to individual specifications.
Once an estimate is created, if the
customer excepts it, then it can be
turned quickly into a final invoice.
When I came to a tough spot, I
found using the sample company
that comes with QuickBooks Pro a
big help. I'm still exploring many of
the different aspects in QuickBooks
Pro 3.1. Since my company is so
small and I don't carry an inventory,
there are many parts I won't be using in the program.
I'm sure though that as I grow I
will utilize more of the program and
that it will grow with me. It just goes
to show that even a landscape gardener can make use of a program
such as QuickBooks and do just fine.
Specifications for QulckBooks Pro
3.1 Required: System 7.0 or higher

and at least 6 MB of RAM with a
68020 or faster processor.
Recommended: 8 MB RAM with a
68030-25 Mhz processor or faster. •
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Disk File Recovery
by Ed Gooding
(Originally posted on Three's Company BBS)

same time.
3. Using your copy of the emulation
disk, type 2D<2000.21FFR
4. Change bytes 20FA and 20FB to
59 FF respectively.
5. Type 2D<2000.21FFW
6. You now have modified the integer basic ROM that gets loaded.
•

R

MODIFYYOUR GAMEPORT

ECENTLY I was con- fer files from the endangered volume EMULATION DISK TO RESET

fronted with a problem (fortunately that of another
Apple/// user) where he was unable
to access files on a disk or even catalog or copy files from it using the
System Utilities program. On verifying the volume, we discovered that
block 4 was bad. Block 4 lies at the
heart of the volume directory which
occupies blocks 2 through 5, and the
system advised that the files endangered consisted of the entire volume!
Since it was a MicroSci A143 volume, that meant that there was potentially a lot of data in trouble. System utilities seemed helpless to cope
(as did Lazarus///, incidentally).
Pascal Filer to the rescue! Using the Pascal Filer, I was able to
list the directory. This listing gave
an indication that some of the first
files might be salvageable. Sure
enough, the Filer was able to trans-

onto another volume, resulting in
recovery of about 2/3 of the data on
the diskette. Why the Filer could
succeed where others failed I could
not say. Perhaps someone out there
can explain.
How did this happen? A momentary power surge or spike was most
likely the culprit. It did provide a
good object lesson, though, in backing up important data frequently. It
also demonstrated that you
shouldn't give up on apparently unrecoverable data until ALL options
are exhausted. •
Ed Gooding, (who was I I I's Company Sysop) also suggests trying The
Retriever, by D A DataSystems (in
the WAP PD Library). He says it will
"go where Lazarus will not and will
even recover partial files ."

Apple II Emulation Tips for
Apple / / / Users
by Ed Gooding
(Originally published on the Ills Company BBS)
• MODIFY YOUR APPLE II
EMULATION DISK TO ALLOW
RESET TO MONITOR
(This does NOT apply to owners of the /!!+lie cards)
Here's a tip for using the NMI.
We'll have to modify the monitor
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routine that loads into the Ill during
emulation.
1. Make a backup of your emulation
disk using System Utilities.
2. Get into the Ill monitor by pressing control-open apple-reset at the

INTO MONITOR
You can block edit your
Gameport Emulation disk so that
you don't have to reboot the Emulation disk every time you want to
switch from one game to another.
The Gameport/// is a great hardware
add-on for the///, but it is a nuisance
when you want to change games.
The following mod will enable you
to reset into Monitor, from which you
can boot another] [program by keying 6, CONTROL/P, RETURN ..... or
you can enter Basic by keying CONTROUC, RETURN .....or you can do
other interesting things while in the
Monitor that the Gameport Ill people
didn't want you to do (which is why
they locked you out in the first
place).
Use Al Evan's BLOKACCESS
DA DataSystem's DISK WINDOW
II, Dan Wade's SOS Block Editor or
a ] [ track/sector editor like Bag of
Tricks' ZAP to edit the following
blocks or tracks (this tutorial is oriented to Ill mode and will be written
for block editing, but I will give
enough info for you to go in and
track/sector edit, though you will
have to do some work on your own).
You need to edit block 45 (hex
2D) and block 74 (hex 4A) with a///
block edit utility, or track 5 and track
9 with a] [track/sector utility. Ifyou
use a track/sector utility, you will
have to do a ZAP search for the
follwing string of bytes and change
them in hex:
FIND
1717F503FB0362FA
(Track 5) and change it to
1717F50359FF59FF (Note that
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only the FB0362FA were changed) This changes the
Integer Basic Autostart Monitor address .....
FIND the same string on Track 9 and change it the
same way to alter the Applesoft Basic Autostart Monitor address .....
If you are using DA DataSystems Disk Window Ill, key
the following:

RB,2D
CX,FA,59FF59FF
WB
RB,4A
CX,1FA,59FF59FF
WB
QT

Read block 2D
Change the 4 bytes at hex
offset FA to 59FF59FF
Write the block back to disk
Read block 4A
Change the 4 bytes at hex
offset lFA to 59FF59FF
Write the block back to disk
Quit Disk Window (answer no
at the prompt)

NOTES: Block 2D contains the Integer Basic address
and Block 4A contains the Applesoft address. You can
also apply these changes to the regular Emulation disk
and the TG Joystick Ill Emulation disk ..
WAP NOTE: We have nearly all the disks discused in
the article above in our Apple Ill PD Library. Check the
back of the Journal for more information. •

EZ-DIF
111 EZ Pieces and
DIF Files
ALLAN M. BLOOM, PhD CDP Institutional Research, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061
2303 San Marcos Street, Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
Office: (703) 231-7921 Home: (703) 951-2025
CIS: 76656,1514
BitNet: IRBLOOM @VTVMl

Introduction

DIF (Data Interchange Format) was invented by
the VisiCalc folks back in the dark ages to allow data
transfer between disparate data base and spread sheet
systems. Most spread sheet and data base programs
advertise that they will handle DIF files. Ill EZ Pieces
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(EZ) claims it will import and export DIF files. Via the
standard DIF format, you could expect to transfer
spread sheet data between, say, Lotus 1-2-3 and an EZ
spread sheet or data base. That is not necessarily the
case. The EZ-DIF connection is not all that it could be.
EZ has two problems with respect to DIF files. EZ
will occasionally cause your Apple Ill system to ''hang"
when trying to create a DIF file for export to another
data base or spread sheet. EZ will occasionally give you
zeros for numeric cells when importing a DIF file created by another program. Neither condition is desirable. Both are program bugs.
Unless you are a staunch believer in the '!both Fairy,
you are doubtless as certain as I that EZ bugs will not
get fixed. Fortunately, there are ways around these two
bugs. This article describes the insect ridden way that
EZ handles standard DIF files and shows you how to
function in spite of them. First, however, let's see what
exactly this DIF thing is.
WHAT'S THE DIF?
A DIF file contains only data - numbers.and character strings - from a spread sheet or data base. If a
spread sheet cell contains a formula, the corresponding DIF file entry shows the results of the calculation.
A DIF file has three major elements: a header, a body,
and a terminator. (See box at upper-left corner page 75.)
At the end of a DIF file is the terminator, another two-line group specifying End Of Data. The
first line is "-1,0" and the second line is "EOD."
A useful DIF feature is its format. It is an ASCII
text file. ASCII text files may generally be freely sent
over telephone lines by modem, so the source and destination computers and operating systems don't mean
beans. A Lotus 1-2-3 DIF file (MS-DOS) can be shipped
by phone lines to an Apple Ill or to any "fill in the blank"
computer. You can also "look at" a DIF file with any
handy text editor to make sure of what is contained
therein.
Now that we all know what a DIF file is, let's see
how EZ makes good on its promise to read and write
files in DIF format. Ifyou've not yet had the pleasure, I
suggest you'll be unpleasantly surprised.
SYSTEM FAILURE 006
The dread SYSTEM FAILURE 006 message can
occur whenever you try to "print" (via the "Openapple
P" command) your EZ spread sheet file as an ASCII file
or as a DIF file. The symptom is chillingly simple. After EZ asks you for the pathname of the output DIF or
ASCII file, it asks again. This continues as long as you
enter a valid but different pathname. If you press RETURN or ESCAPE in response to the second or subse-
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I A DIF file's header contains general information about
TABLE
I the spread sheet. The header section of a typical file
0,1
I is re-created to the left.
""
I
VECTORS I A DIF header always has at least four r equired groups
0,10 I of three elements each. Required groups are for TABLE,
""
I VECTORS, TUPLES and DATA Each header group contains
TUPLES
I three lines. Optional groups may also appear.
0,8

""

I

I

The VECTORS group corresponds to the number of columns
DATA
I in the spread sheet (10 in this case), and the TUPLES
0,0
I group corresponds to the rows (eight in this example).
I DIF does not refer to them as ROWS and COLUMNS because
""
I some programs let you reverse the definitions.
SuperCalc produces a file for data interchange that has a similar h eader
format, but it lacks the VECTORS and TUPLES groups. The spread sheet's
actual data always follow the DIF header's DATA group in t he DIF body.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

-1,0
I
BOT
I
1,0
I
"F84"
I
1,0
I
"003754" I
1,0
I
"Agri"
I
1,0
1
"Agronomy"
1,0
I
"020402" I
o, 6.84
I

v

o, 2.00

v
o,397

v
o, 835

v

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

A DIF file's body is organized by tuples, one for each
row ofthe parent spread sheet. The TUPLES header group
tells how many tuples the DIF file's body contains.
Each tuple begins with a "BOT" two-line group, meaning
Beginning Of Table. The BOT group is followed by twoline vector groups, one for each column of the parent
spread sheet. The VECTORS header group tells how many
vector groups that each tuple contains.

I

DIF allows "string" and "numeric" data values. If the
value of a spread sh eet cell is a character string, The
first line of its corresponding vector group is "0,1."
The second line is the actual cell value. Surrounding
the character string with quotation marks is optional.

The first five values in t his example are string data.
The numeric fields ("003754" and "020402") in this example are really character strings on which no calculations should be performed. The "1,0" line specifies
this distinction between numbers and numeric labels.

0,322
V I A true numeric value is denoted by a zero ("O") as the
I first part of the first line of the vector group. The actual value follows
on the same line. In the example to the left, the last five items of the tuple are
numeric. The second line of the vector group for a numeric entry is always "V."
The "6.84" and "2.00" numeric entries could h ave been written in "exponential" (or scientific) notation as "6.84000E+OO" and "l.999999E+OO." Lotus 1-23 is a popular spread sheet that u ses scientific notation.
quent pathname queries, your system
hangs up. If you re-enter the same
pathname, EZ asks if it OK to over-
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write the existing file. If you answer
"y" for yes, you ar e told the existing file
cannot be erased. If you answer "n" for

no, guess what? Your system
hangs up. You must re-boot.
This sad condition only
occurs if your spread sheet
has any "null" non-numeric
cells. These are non-numeric
entries that contain nothing.
Numeric entries containing
nothing are apparently OK.
The fix is as simple as it is
mind-numbing. Place at least
one blank (via the space bar)
in each non-numeric cell that
doesn't contain anything. Eit h er that, or set up your
spread sheet originally with
every cell defined as numeric.
You can always change your
mind and put "label" data in
a previously defin ed "numeric" cell.
Ifyou miss an empty nonnumeric cell, a SYSTEM ERROR 006 will probably be the
least ofyour worries. You may
also trash the directory of the
volume to which your DIF or
ASCII file is directed. A damaged hard disk directory is
much like a collision at sea.
It can ruin your wh ole day.
You should a lways "print"
your spread sheet to an ASCII
or DIF file on diskette. Preferably a diskette containing
nothing you're fond of.
Importing Zeros
While EZ can mess up
your hardware while trying to
create a DIF file, importing a
DIF file can just mess up your
head. Both the spread sheet
and data base parts ofEZ will
import any standard DIF file
without a whimper. You n eed
not worr y a bou t system
crashes or trashed disk directories. You do, however, have
to worry about some non-zero
numeric values being imported as zeroes. Just some,
mind you.
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however, have to worry about some
non-zero numeric values being imported as zeroes. Just some, mind
you.
The DIF standard allows two
formats for numeric values. Let's
call them "algebraic" and "scientific"
formats. The value 38.35 may be
stored in a DIF file as "38.35" in algebraic notation. It may be stored
as "3.834999E+Ol" in scientific notation. Both notations are acceptable under the published DIF standards. EZ only knows about algebraic notation. EZ, however, does not
admit to that particular brand of
myopia. It will not crash when it
sees a numeric value expressed in
scientific form. It will simply replace
each such value with zero in your
EZ spread sheet or data base. That
is naughty!
Let's use Lotus 1-2-3 as an example. 1-2-3 creates a standard DIF
file, as befits a product from the firm
that bought the DIF Clearing House
that sets DIF standards. 1-2-3 DIF
files show integer values in algebraic
notation, but any number with an
imbedded decimal point (a "real"
number) is shown in scientific notation. If your spread sheet has a column with several hundred integers
and one "real" number, EZ will import those several hundred integers
perfectly. The one "real" number will
be replaced by a zero. That may not
be appropriate. That may be fatal.
Can you trust yourself to find that
one anomaly in a large spread sheet
or data base?
The "real number" bug, too, can
be circumvented. The simplest way
is via VisiCalc. Bare bones Apple Ill
VisiCalc is blessedly cheap these
days. Advanced VisiCalc isn't all
that expensive either. Both can import a Lotus 1-2-3 standard DIF file
perfectly. EZ can import a VisiCalc
file directly or via a DIF file created
by either VisiCalc version. If you
don't know how a particular program handles numbers, import its
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DIF file into VisiCalc first.
Only then are you safe in transferring the file to EZ.
Conclusion
EZ cannot generally import or
export a DIF file without help. Ifyou
have no real need to exchange EZ
data base and spread sheet files with
those of another program product,
remember the classic response to

Women's SIG continued
frompage23
and System software (usually System 7.5 and 7.6), use it both to boot
up after a crash and to problem
solve. Read your manual to find out
how to use the CD for start up. For
repairs of portables in the field,
Lawrence recommended that you
carry a spare copy of the Disk Tools
floppy disk and insert it in the drive
before booting up. Lawrence demonstrated use of both CD and floppy
disks. He said, "Watch what happens as you boot up. Are there a lot
of graphics loaded that use up
memory? Your System Folder should
not have any utilities in it. Make a
separate folder for utilities and other
things that benefit the computer,
like Disk First Aid." Instead of putting items you don't want in the
Trash, Lawrence said, put them in
Utilities so they won't use memory.
Disk First Aid repairs the Directory,
an index that tells the computer
where things are supposed to be
physically located.
Open the Utilities Folder and
Disk First Aid. The First Aid utility
can be used about once a month to
keep system 7.5 or 7.6 running
smoothly. Watch while it reads the
hard drive Directory. Ifthe directory
was damaged by a crash-"as
Etana's was-" documents can be
overwritten immediately because
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"Doctor, it hurts when I do this."
Most folks can get along quite well
without knowing how to spell DIF.
However, you need DIF to transfer
data between data bases and spread
sheets. EZ is a little freaky about
DIF files. Even so, the tools and tips
presented here will let you overcome
those foibles and use EZ to its full
potential. •

the identifying file names have been
lost. Lawrence verified repair of the
Etana's Directory before restarting
h er computer. After the repair,
bootup was noticeably faster.
Using carpenter's terms, Charters said that Disk First Aid should
be used before using software like
Norton Utilities, because Disk First
Aid makes sure the computer's
"foundation" is sound, whereas
Norton Utilities just checks the
"wall colors." Of the Norton product's
various tools, he uses only Disk Doctor and Speed Disk.
After a crash is repaired,
Lawrence suggested opening the
Trash Can to find any "rescued" files
or applications that were running at
the time of the crash. The Finder's
"Get Info" command can tell you the
file size, the exact time of the crash,
and may indicate what caused it.
"View by Date" puts the most recently changed documents at the top
of the list. You can avoid using the
mouse by selecting "View
Alphabetically" and pressing the letter key for the file you want (E for
Excel, for example). The Find function in the Apple menu can also help
you locate where something is
stored; type in the name you want
and wait for the hierarchical path
to appear, then double click on the
file's icon to open it.
Check the System Folder and
select "View by Name." The System
folder should contain only the things
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used by the computer and nothing
that you run as a program, said
Lawrence; mixing the two will slow
you down. Aldus, for example stores
its utilities in the System folder, although they belong in Utilities.
Aliases in the Apple Menu can also
clutter up the System. Trashing
things can be risky. With System 7
and higher, unwanted Extens ions
should simply be turned off in the
Extensions Manager, rather than
trashed permanently. [Some experts
will recommend discarding those
known to cause conflicts.] Conflict
Catcher software can identify incompatibilities and can name every icon
on the desktop.
Ifyou have accidentally trashed
an important document, it's not
erased, but its Directory record is
gone. To recover it, don't type anything or mess around with recovery
techniques (unless you know how to
use Norton Utilities). Shut down
your Mac and get expert help, The
"don't warn" box under the Trash's
"Get Info" command should never be
deselected; your only warning before
accidentally deleting a big document
may come from reading this warning.
Members of the audience made
clear that the Trash on a floppy disk
is different from the Trash on your
hard disk. If you don't empty the
floppy Trash, it can prevent more
data entry on that disk, or it may
waste your time when the Mac asks
for reinsertion of the ejected floppy.
Ejecting a floppy by u sing Command-E can leave a "ghost" that
causes disk swapping, too. Use Command Y, instead, said Grace.
The virus protection program
Disinfectant 3.6 (freeware from the
Pi office) can be used for troubleshooting, Lawrence noted, especially
if you don't h ave Norton Utilities.
Use Disinfectant to scan your hard
disk and tell you if files are damaged
(also see the "Problem Clinic" section of Disinfectant). Throw away
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any damaged files and rebuild the
desktop. Ifviruses are found, Disinfectant can remove them, except for
the Microsoft macroviruses that ar e
sometimes found in Word 6 and Excel 5. To be safe and avoid contamination, translate Word 6 documents
to version 5.
Memory problems
(Type 1 Errors) often cause crashes.
Apple computers historically a re
supplied with minimum memory, so
Lawrence advises people to increase
their computers' memory and speed.
Power Macs (those with a four-number model code) should h ave at least
24 k of RAM; 8 and 16 are not
enough, especially if you use a lot of
files. Check the Control Panel and
its Memory menu to increase
memory cache size.
Lawrence said that valuable
tools for diagnosing memory problems are available as part of the
Gauge Series of software, including
"Guru" (see the TCS Disk library).
The latter can tell you how many
SIMM slots each model of Mac has,
what's in your own SIMM slots, and
how fast your Mac actually runs. It
can even work overnight to find errors in your Mac's memory. "Speech
synthesis" can read the results to
you in words!
Defragmenting files can greatly
increase your efficiency and speed.
Norton's Speed Disk lists (and shows
you) which files are fragmented
(some movies may be stored in 500
different pieces). The things that
should not be fragmented include
the System file, Finder file, Desktop file, Catalog, important fonts,
and Netscape. Fragmentation itself
doesn't cause damage, but if it's extensive it can make a file fragile (see
the article by Engel in the J an./ Feb.
Journal.). To defragment files, Charters prefers to use Norton Disk Doctor rather than Speed Disk, which
can mess up documents by rewriting everything. Backup your files
first, because defragmentation can
damage them.

Lawrence r eviewed the steps
used in categorizing problems: (1)
Know what you were doing or what
you added just before a crash. (2)
Use Disk First Aid for repair. (3)
Restart your Mac and rebuild the
Desktop (before start up, hold down
the Command and Option keys). (4)
Check conflicts with the Extension
Manager and/or Conflict Catcher
software. (5) Speed up operations
with more memory, defrag-mentation, or Speed Doubler software. (6)
Use Disinfectant for suspected viruses. (7) Bring your questions to the
monthly meetings or the Tuesday
night clinics at the Pi.
Additional tips from Charters:
( 1) Rename your h ard drive anything other than the default
"Macintosh HD" so that if you ever
hook two Macs together (the new one
can be plugged into your scuzzy
port), you'll know which one is
which. Be aware that renaming can
screw up some Microsoft products.
(2) Do consider getting a second hard
drive ; they are inexpensive now
(about $300 for a gigabyte). You may
need a backup if one drive crashes,
and you can use the second to repair or troubleshoot problems with
the first one. Use one drive for
bread-and-butter basics, the other
for experimental or seldom-used
programs. (3) Always drag the contents of a floppy disk to a hard drive
and work on them there. Use floppy
disks only for storage; don't ever
work from them. Floppies have a
short lifetime before they stop working. (Zip drives are mostly for storage, but you can work on them.) (4)
Don't print from a floppy, either; the
print file can spool to the floppy and
get lost.
Our next meeting, May 22, will
be devoted to Utilities, Freeware,
and Shareware o~ the TCS. On July
24, the topic is How to Download
from the TCS and WWW. Please join
us. •
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Macintosh Disketeria
by Dave Weikert

W

New Disks

E FEATURE 14 disks

this month including some
graphic applications and a
new, but temporary, disk series.
Single disks are available for $4.00
each and quantity purchases are
priced at $3.50 for five or more.

Disketeria Catalog Update
Our Disketeria Catalog-in
Easy View viewer format-permits
fast browsing of the contents of our
Disketeria collection. You can search
for specific file names or disk numbers. The three Easy View windows
make it easy to see the overall organization of the Disketeria collection
as well as see the detailed descriptions of the contents of each folder
or archive. The catalog disk costs $4;
you can trade in an older version of
the Disketeria Catalog disk for the
current version for $1 (plus postage
if by mail).
Graphics-8J<X
There were updates to two of the
disks previously in this series. The
first is to NIH Image, a graphics
manipulation program for scientific
and medical work. It may also be
used as a substitute for PhotoShop
for some applications. NIH Image is
now a fat application containing
both 68K and PPC code so it only
requires one disk rather than the
two previously provided. The second
disk update is the latest version of
GIF Convertor which is u sed for
graphics manipulation and conversion of graphic files to GIFs.
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Grab-Bag Updates-30.XX
Since I am in the process of restructuring many of the disk series
in the library but have not completed any yet, I am releasing the
recent updates as a new Grab-Bag
series. These programs are provided
on disk with no regard to the series
in which they will eventually reside.
The series is temporary and will exist for only as long as the need exists; that is, until the appropriate
series are revised and these programs included. If you recall, I did
exactly the same thing about a year
ago.
About Shareware Requests
Please honor authors' requests
for shareware fees if you decide to
add shareware programs to your
software library. Shareware is a
valuable dis tribution channel for
low cost software and it is important
to encourage authors to use this
channel by paying them for their
efforts.
DISK

#8.108 -

G 70

cessing functions, including contrast enhancement, density profiling, smoothing, sharpening, edge
detection, median filtering, and
spatial convolution with user defined kernels. It also incorporates
a Pascal-like macro programming
language, providing the ability to
automate complex, and frequently
repetitive, processing tasks. Requires Mac with 8-bit video in
color or gray scale and FPU.
NIH Image Vl.60 Docs: By Wayne
Rasband, 'organized' by Mark
Vivino. Documentation is in MS
Word format and includes: About
NIH Image 1.60, Macro Notes,
NIH Image 1.60 Manual and
NIH Image Engineering 1.60.
DISK

#8.118 -

GIFConverter 2.4d18: By Kevin
Mitchell. Allows you to view, edit
contrast, lightness and gamma
and convert between various
graphics formats, especially
Graphics Interchange Format
(GIF for short). You may view
graphics images in GIF, RIFF,
TIFF, JPG, JPEG (JFIF),
MacPaint or PICT format. Save
formats include GIF, RLE, scan,
startup s creen, RIFF TIFF and
EPSN format. Requires Mac Plus
or higher, System 6 or l ater.
Shareware - $30, $40 with
documentation.

GRAPH/cs-NIH IMAGE

DISK

NIH Image 1.61/fat By Wayne
Rasband. An image processing
and analys is program for the
Macintosh that can acquire, display, edit, enhance, analyze, print
and animate images. It reads and
writes TIFF, PICT, PICS and
MacPaint files, providing compatibility with many other applications, including programs for scanning, processing, editing, publishing and analyzing images. It supports many standard image pro-

GRAB-BAG
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GRAPH1cs-GIF CONVERTER

#30.01A

Gif'Scan 2.1: By Marc Boon. Assists
you in writing HTML code by generating the necessary IMG tags to
display images, including the
HEIGHT and WIDTH part, and
generates HREF tags for all other
files.
INFOMaker 2.7: By Mark S. Wall.
Format data from other computer
systems (PCs, mainframes, etc.) or
from other Macintosh applications. Places all fields of a record
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in order on one line, separates Click there it is! 1.0. 7: By Richard
them with tabs, strips control
C. Cardona. Permits you to open/
characters and leading and trailsave a document into a place
ing spaces, inserts information for
where the Finder already has a
missing data, removes any unwindow opened for it. You can also
wanted data, and sets the file
make any visible window in the
CREATOR so that data can be
Finder your current folder by
loaded directly into an application.
clicking on it. For System 7.0 and
Can also be used to split files on
later. Shareware - $5.
record boundaries and recombine ClickPad 2.2.2: By Dan Wright.
or append files . Requires System
Allows you to use the TrackPad on
4 .2 or greater. Shareware - $25.
yo ur
brand-spankin'-new
RealView 2.2: By Eyal Redler.
PowerBook 520, 540, or 5300 withOpens any kind of file, ofany size,
out subjecting your thumb to the
view its content, and save any choergonomic horrors of the TrackPad
sen part of it into a file. RealView
button. Tapping the track pad
displays the content of the data
works the same as the track pad
fork of a file in a TEXT or HEXAswitches. Shareware - $14.
DECIMAL mode, using any font CopyPaste 3.3: By Peter Hoerster.
at any font size. Requires System
Copy to/ paste from up to ten se7.0 and later. Shareware - $10.
1ections at a time using the
Stuffit Litern 3.6 Installer: By
CopyPaste clipboard. For System
Leonard Rosenthol. The Stuffit
7.0 and later. Shareware - $20.
series of programs create a type Default Folder 2.7: (formerly
of file called an archive, which is
DFaultD) By Jon Gotow. Lets you
a collection of one or more files and
assign, for each application you
folder s that have been reduced in
run, a default folder in which to
size through compression. Stuffit
store documents. The idea is that
Lite includes some of the features
you shouldn't have to n avigate
of Stuffit Deluxe, a commercial
throughout your disk the first time
program. Easy to install, just
you try to save a document after
double click and follow the direcstarting up an application. For
tions. Shareware - $30.
Sys tem 7.0 and later. Shareware
UULite 2 .0: By Jeff Strobel. A
-$25.
highly optimized, single-pass, disk DeskPicture 4.02: By Cl ay
based uudecoder/encoder. SupMaeckel. Display pictures on your
ports multipart file decoding with
desktop and manipulate them by
automatic article header/footer
dragging on image 'handle s .'
removal with no manual editing
Handles PICT, startup, EPS and
required. Requires System 7.0 and
Photo CD images. For System 7.0
later. Shareware - $29.
and later. Shareware - $19.95.
KeyQuencer Lite 2.0: By Binary
D1s1< #30.02A
Software, Inc. Lets you create
GRAB-BAG
shortcuts, called macros, that perAutoMenus Pro 3.2.2 (PPC): By
form a series of tasks with a single
Night Light Software. Each menu
k
eystroke. You can type your
drops down and stays there when
name,
change your monitor's colyou move the mouse cursor into
ors,
change
the sound, connect to
the menu area of the screen. When
the
Internet,
or do just about anyyou move the cursor away, the
thingall
with
a keystroke. Remenu closes up again. For System
quire
s
System
7.0 and later.
7.0 and later. For Power PC Macs.
Shareware -$15.
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Shareware - $20.

DtsK #30.03A
GRAB-BAG

DoubleScroll 2 .1.2: By Edward
Voas . A Control Panel that places
a double arrow on each end of your
scroll bars, allowing you to scroll
in both directions without having
to move your mouse from one end
of your desk to the other to scroll
back and forth. For System 7 .0
and later. Shareware- $10.
MyBattery 3.3.2: By Jeremy Kezer.
Provides
Mac
Porta ble ,
PowerBook a nd Duo users with
battery voltage, current and estimated u seful time and battery
charger status. For System 7.0
and later. Shareware - $10.
PowerPCheck 3.1 FAT: By
Alessandro Levi Montalcini. A
drag & drop utility that looks for
native PowerPC code inside applications, control panels, extensions
and a ll other executable files. It
can check individual files as well
as folders or entire disks; it inspects both the data fork and the
resource fork of each file and creates a detailed text report of all
the native code it finds. Can also
remove the PowerPC or 68K code
from the inspected files .
Shareware-$10.
Program Switcher 3.2.1: By
Michael F. Kamprath. Allows you
to switch between the running
programs on your System 7 or
greater Mac via simple two-key
keystroke. This feature was inspired by the same Windows functionality, but the author has improved on it and made an unique
and fully configurable control
panel which makes switching applications on the Macintosh as
simple as pressing some keys. Requires System 7.0 and later.
Shareware - $10.
Quote of the Day 1.2: By Alastair
Matthews. Displays a short quote
or other interesting piece of infor-
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types of mathematical operations
mation; an alias to it is intended
quickly. An FPU is also known as
to be placed in your Startup Items
a floating point co-processor or a
folder so that it opens whenever
math co-processor. For System 6
you start up your Mac. Requires
and later. Shareware- $10.
System 7.0 and later.
Scraplt Pro 5.23 FAT: By John V. ValueFax 2.0.13 Installer: By
Pancom. A fax program for the
Holder. Scraplt Pro, is the
Macintosh. Said to be a commereditable, searchable multimedia
cial quality, full function product
scrapbook ... and a mini-word prowith QuickFax, fax driver, full recessor to boot! Need a place to
ception and conversion of the fax
store, sort, display and search all
in background, installer, and an
of your text notes, sounds, GIF
on-line manual. Shareware files, JPEG files, QuickDraw 3D
$20.
files? Can now launch URL's by
command-clicking if you have Virtual 1.5.2: By Pierre-Luc Paour.
Internet Config installed. One of
Allows you to pretend you have
MacUser's top 30 shareware promore than one monitor. It draws
grams of 1995! Requires System
as many virtual screens as you
6.0.5 and later. Shareware-$20.
like, and the windows of open applications inside them. When you
Smart Scroll 2.02: By Marc Moini.
instruct Virtual to switch virtual
Enhances regular scroll bars so
they show how much of a docuscreens, it moves the application
windows so as to give you the illument is displayed in a window.
sion of working on the new virtual
The indicator tab in scroll bars
screen. Requires System 7.0 and
becomes proportional : If a window is displaying half of a doculater. Shareware - $10.
ment, the tab will be half the DISK #30.05A
scrollbar size. Shareware - $12. GRAB-BAG
DISK

#30.04A

GRAB-BAG

Snitch 2.1.l:By Mitch Jones. System 7 .x Finder enhancement that
extends the Get Info command allowing you to view and edit a variety of different information
about a file, alias, folder, or disk.
Snitch itself is also extendible , allowing other software developers
to create new uses for Snitch. Requires System 7 .0 and later.
Shareware - $20.
SoftwareFPU 3.04: By John Neil.
Allows most programs expecting
an FPU to work properly on the
Macintosh Classic II, Color Classic, LC series and Ilsi and some
models of PowerBook, Centris and
Performa series which are not configured with an FPU. An FPU
(Floating Point Unit) is a hardware chip that performs certain
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Drop•PS 1.1.4: By Rich Siegel.
Send text files containing
PostScript™ code to any
PostScript printer connected to an
AppleTalk™ network. To send,
simply drop a file, folder full of
files, or disk full of onto the DPS
application or an alias to the application.
Font Box 2.1 ( FAT): By Insider
Software. Checks for duplicate
and corrupted fonts and superfluous bitmapped font sizes. Registered copy fixes problems with corrupted and duplicate fonts and
resolves font ID conflicts. Create
and u se font library. Registration, Personal Edition - $29.95,
standard-$69.95 and network
-$79.95.
Font Image Library 3.0g: By Tim
Bobo. A cataloging application
that helps you keep track of all
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your fonts. It can catalog both installed and uninstalled fonts.
Shareware - $5.
Font Viewer 3.0: By Dan Watson.
Lets you view fonts without having to open a big program. Fonts
must be installed in your system
to be viewed.
FontLoupe: By Johnathan. Looks
inside a PostScript file and lists
the fonts that are included.
Shareware- $10.
FontPrinter 3.1: By MarkJ.Anderson. Lets you print out samples of
selected installed fonts or
uninstalled font suitcases.
Shareware - $7.50.
Fonts Manager™ 3.6.3: By Ed
Hopkins. Create and select or remove 'sets' of font suitcases for installation in your System in a
manner similar to Extensions
Manager. Requires System 7.5
and later. Shareware - $10.
DISK

#30.06A

GRAB-BAG

Disk Charmer 3.0.8: By Fabrizio
Oddone . Allows formatting of
disks in background. Also locks
out 'bad' sectors on floppy disks.
This is imperative if you want to
use disks with bad sectors with
Systems earlier than 7 .0 (down to
4.3). Requires System 7 .0 and
later. Shareware- $10.
Disk Copy 6.l:By Apple Computer,
Inc. Create disk images and write
images to disk. This version does
not do disk to disk copy as did the
predecessor utility so you probably
want to keep a copy of the old one
around too.
Drop•Rename 3.0.2: By Bob Bradley. A fast and powerful renaming tool that allows you to rename
files or folders with a variety of
options. Some options include
search and replace characters, add
numbers and truncate to length
(like for DOS). Requires System
7.0/ 7/1 and Thread Manager or
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7.5 and later. Shareware - $10.

summarized different sound forBy Mark Wall, Green Mountain
mats. Requires System 7.0 and
Software. This program allows
DISK #30.07A
Sound Manager 3.1 or greater.
you to create stand alone docuGRAB-BAG
QuickTime 2.5 or greater is recments that do not need a word
DiskTracker 1.1.l By Mark N.
ommended.
processor to open them. You may
Pirri. A flexible disk cataloging
include different fonts, sizes and
TattleTech
2.51:
By
John
Mancino.
system that permits you to perstyles and graphics and print
Collects very complete informaform multiple-criteria Boolean
from the document. Frequently
tion
about
your
computer
and
its
searches across all cataloged disks
u sed to document shareware.
system
related
software.
You
may
and within Stuffit and Compact .
Shareware - $25 for non-comview information on screen by catPro archives. You may also print
mercial use.
egory,
print
it,
write
to
a
standard
labels. Requires System 7.0 and
text file in standard or a special PlayerPRO 4.5.4 (FAT): By
later. Shareware - $20.
Bug Report format, or output it in
Antoine Rosset. A complete muFileTyper 5.2.1: By Daniel Azuma.
database readable format. Resic editor for SoundTracker
Performs a multitude offunctions.
quires System 6.0.4 and later; Mac
(Mods) software. It can load and
Changes document creator and
Plus and later. Shareware - $15
play the following formats: MOD,
file type and changes finder flags
(level 1) or $25 (level 2) .
S3M, Midi, MTM, MADx, OK.TA,
(invisible,
locked,
etc.).
System 7 sound, MINS, WAV, XI,
MakeAutoTyper is a utility to UltraFind™ 2.2: By Julian Linford
AIFF, AIFC, MED, 669, IT, ULT
and
Steve
Linford.
A
high
speed
create Auto Typers which change
and XM. Shareware - $99.
professional Find File and Batch
file types to those you specify. SysFiler utility that will find any- Disk #30. 1DA
tem 6 and 7 versions. Shareware
thing, anywhere on your system
Grab-Bag
-$10.
or network. Find images, docu- Learn To Type 1.5: By Cross
DISK #30.08A
ments, fonts, sounds, filters,
Worlds Computing. A comprehenGRAB-BAG
XTensions, programs or Email
sive package that teaches you
messages . Find documents by
SoundApp 2.2.3 Fat: By Norman
how to type, whether beginner,
Franke. Convert or play sounds
words, names, numbers, codes,
two-finger typist or touch typist.
keywords, captions, titles or auusing drag and drop. Includes a
Versions available for 68K
thors etc., and even cross-referwide variety of sound formats for
B&W, 68K color or PPC Macs.
ence words with the built-in Theother computers as well as Macs.
When ordering, please
saurus. Shareware - $38.
Can
convert
QuickTime
specify which format you resoundtracks into a number of dif- DISK #30.09A
quire. Requires QuickTime 2.5
ferent formats. The "About' win- GRAB-BAG
or later to run game portion.
dow has an excellent section that
Shareware - $14.99. •
DOCMaker SW v4.7.4 Installer:

Mail this form with your check to:
Disk Library, Washington Apple Pi
12022 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
#of disks

Member Price

3.5" Singles
_4orless@
_5 or more@
_ sets (as marked)
5.25" Singles
_ 4orless@
_5 or more@
_ sets (as marked)
+postage $ 1.00/disk
maximum $5.00

Are you a member of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.?
Y/N_If yes, member number

All payments must be in U.S funds drawn against U.S.
Banking institutions. Non-members add $3.00 per disk.

Extended

$4.00
$3.50
$(above)

$2.00
$1.75
$(above)

Total Amount Due:

Name
Box Number, Apt., Suite
Street Address
City

State

Day tele.

Evening tele.

Zip

Please write disk numbers on a separate sheet of paper and include them with your order.
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Macintosh Library Order Form
New disks in this issue!
_ 8.lOC NIH lmage - 1 disk; $4
_ 8.llC GIF Converter -1 disk; $41
_ 30JO<A Grab-Bag - 10 disks; $4 ea.I
Disketeria Val uPaks t
_ PostScript Fonts 1, 14 disks; $30
_ Postscript Fonts 2, 5 disks; $10
_ TrueType Fonts 1, 9 disks; $20
_ TrueType Fonts 2, 4 disks; $10
_ Cale/ Clock Utils, 5 disks; $15
_ Pers Management Utils, 5 disks; $15
_ Fun /Games 1, 10 disks; $25
_ Fun /Games 2, 10 disks; $251
_ Fun/Games 3, 11 disks; $251
Apple System Software
_ System 6.0.8 - 4 disks; $15
_ Sys tem 7.0 - 8 disks; $20
_ System 7.0.1- 6 disks; $201
_ System 7 /7.0.1 Tune-Up $4
_ System 7.1Update3.0 - 2 disks; $81
_ System 7.1Update3.0 (SOOK); $4
_ System 7.5 Update 2.0 - 14 disks; $151
_ System 7.5.5 Update - 3 disks; $121
_ Open Transport 1.1.1 - 6 disks; $151
_ QuickDraw GX 1.1.3- 4 disks; $151
_ QuickDraw 3D 1.0.6 - 4 disks; $151
_ QuickTime 2.5 - 2 disks; $81
_ Movie Player 2.5; $41
_ LaserWriter 8.4.l - 5 disks; $151
_ Apple Telecomm 2.3.3 - 2 disks; $81
_ Network Software Installer 1.5.l; $41
_ TrueType Fonts & Software; $8
_ CD ROM Setup 5.1.7; $4
_ StyleWriter II; 4 disks; $15
_ DOS Compatability 1.0.5- 2 disks; $81
_ Open Transport 1.1.1 - 4 disks; $151
00.XX - Pi Library•
_ .01 Mac Disketeria Catalog
_ .02 New Member Sampler & Catalog
1.XX - Anti-Virus Utilities•
_ .02M _ .03M
2.XX - Desk Accessories•
_ 8 disk set; $24
.OlE
.02E
.03E
_ .OSE _ .06E
.07E
3.XX Education!
_ .OlAI _ .Q2!3JI _
.05(3)1

.04E
.08E

.0312>1 _ .Q4!3JI

4.XX Function Keys (F Keys)
.OlA
.02A
5.XX - ImageWriter Fonts•
.OlA
.02A
.03A
6.XX - Postscript Fonts'
.OlB _ .02B _ .03B
.OSB
.06B
.07B
.09B
.lOB
.llB
.13B
.14B
.lSB
.17B _ .18B
.19B
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7.XX - TrueType Fonts•
.Ol A
.02A
.03A
.OSA
.06A
.07 A
.09A
.lOA
.llA
.13A
8.XX - Graphics•
.OlA
.02A
.OSA
.06A
_ .09A _ .lOC
.131
9.XX - INITs
.OlC
.DSC
.09C
.13C

.03A
.07A
.llC

.03C
.07C
.llC
.lSC

11.XX - Paintings (MacPaint)
_ 5 disk set; $15
.01
.02
.03
.05
12.XX - Digitized Sounds•
.OlB
.02B
.03B
.OSB
.06B
.07B
.09B
13.XX - Telecommunications•
.010
.02D
.03D
.OSD
.06D
.070

.04B
.08B
.12B
.16B

.04A
.OBA
.12A

.04C

.osc
.12C
.16C

.04

.04B
.OSB

.04D
.08D

14.XX - Programmer/Hacker
.OlC
.02B
15.XX - Miscellaneous Uti!s•
.OlC
.02C
.03C
.DSC
.06C
.07C
.09C
.lOC
.llC
.13C
.14C
.lSC

.04C

.osc
.12C

16.XX - System Utilities'
.OlF
.02F
.03F
.OSF
.06F
.07F
.09F
.lOF
.llF
.13F
.14F
.lSF
.17F
.18F
.18F
.21F

.04F
.OSF
.12F
.lSF
.20F

17.XX - Word Processing Utils'
.QlC
.02C
.03C
.DSC
.06C
.07C

.04C

18.XX - Internet Series•
.OlAI
.02AI
.03AI
.OSAI
.06AI
.07AI
.09AI
.lOAI
.llAI
19.XX - QuickTime Series•
.011
.021
.031

.04A

.12A

& cdevs'

.02C
.06C
.lOC
.14C

.09
.131
.171
.211
.251
.291
.331

.04A
.OBA

.Q4AI
.QSAI

.121
.161
.201
.241
.281
.321

26.XX - Update Series
_ .Ol /02A - Photoshop, 2 disks; $8
_ .03A - Photoshop Plug lns, 1 disk; $4
_ .04A - Desktop Publishing, 1 dis k; $4
_ .OSA - QuarkXPress, 1 disk; $4
_ .07B - HP DeskWriter 6.0, 1 disk; $4
_ .08/09C - Denaba Canvas, 2 disks; $81
_ .lOA - Word Processor 1, 1 disk; $4
_ .l lC - Word Processor 2, 1 disk; $4
_ .12C- Database, 1 disk; $4
_ .13C - ClarisWorks 4.0v4, 2 disks; $8
_ .14A - Word, 1 disk; $4
_ .lSA - Word Enhancements, 1 disk; $4
_ .16A - Excel Enhancements, 1 disk; $4
_ .17B- Anti-Virus, 1 disk; $4
_ .18A - After Dark Update, 1 disk; $4
_ .18-23A - After Dark Set, 6 disks; $15
_ .25-278 - CP MacTools, 3 disks; $12
_ .29A - Now Utilities 4, 1 disk; $4
_ .300 - Miscel. Utilities, 1 disk; $4
_ .31/32A - Stuffit Deluxe, 2 disks; $8
_ .33A - DrawPro, lmpact, Frontier,
1 disk; $4
_ .34A - Now Utilities 5, 1 disk; $41
_ .35A - Quicken 4 & 5, 1 disk; $4
_ .36A - QuarkXpress 3.31r3->3.31r5,
1 disk; S4
_ .37A - ATM ->3.8.2, RamDblr -> 1.5.2
& PM 5 WP Filters, 1 disk; $4
_ .38A - Claris eMailer, 2 disks; $8
30.XX - Grab-Bag Updates'
.OlA
.02A
.03A
.OSA
.06A
.07A
.09A
_ .lOA; 68K B&W
_ .lOA; 68K Color
_ .lOA;PPC

.04A
.OBA

Special Disk Sets
_ Knee Knockers Games- 4 disks; $101
_ Waist Huggers Games - 3 disks; $101
_ PreTeen/Teens Games - 3 disks; $101
_ the Best of the Pi - 15 disks; $25 ea.I

.041

!•>

all files compressed
on 1.44 Meg diskette(s}
number of disks in set

.03

22.XX - Fun & Games Series•
.01
.02
.03
.05
.06
.07

Washington Apple Pi Journal

.111
.151
.191
.231
.271
.311
.351!3)

23.XX - PowerBook/Duo Series•
_ .OlC _ .02C _ .03C _ .04C

20.XX - Mac Troubleshooting
.OlB
.02B
21.XX - LAN Toots•
.01
.02 -

.10
.141
.181
.221
.261
.301
.341(2)

.04
.08
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Classified Advertisements
Classified advertisements can be placed by mailing copy to the business office of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd., 12022 Park.lawn Drive,
Rockville, MD 20852. Be sure to include your WAP membership
number and indicate area codes with your phone numbers. Ads must
be received by the ad copy due date listed on page 4 for the upcoming bimonthly journal. Any ads postmarked after that time will be
included at the discretion of the editor. Cost is $2.00/line (40 characters per line), maximum 12 lines. Members ofWashington Apple
Pi, Ltd. may place ads up to three lines at no charge. The
editor reserves the right to refuse any ads deemed inappropriate.
Services

Law Office of
Richard S. Sternberg
A General Practice of Law
since 1984
General Civil & Criminal Litigation
Employment, Labor & Civil
Rights
Personal Injury & Auto Accidents
Business and Corporate Practice
Domestic Relations
Wills & Probate
Admitted DC, MD, VA &
Fed. Courts
First consultation free and
discount rates with valid
Pi membership
(202) 638-2300

703-370-5505
Macintosh & IBM Custom Programing and Troubleshooting.
Desktop Publishing & Multimedia
Design. Computer/Camcorder Rentals. Contact I-Call Research at 800685-8278 anytime.
Consultant: to teach Photoshop,
Adobe Dimensions, Illustrator (beginner through a dvanced techniques). Carol O'Connor: 703-4305881.

Check the
center of this
journal for
your ballot
and
instructions.
Ballots are
due by the
23rd of May.
Index to Advertisers

Wanted

A Computerist .......................... 8
-Apple TVNideo System (card
and software), to fit in a Performa
6200. Sophia (202) 986-1518

Bethesda Computers ............. 57
Cyber Exchange ..................... 33
DigitalNATION ....................... 1

Help Wanted

- Macintosh Trainer/Consultant Avaiable for Hire
I currently subcontract to many
local Mac schools. Hire me directly and save. I teach Excel ,
Word, Quark, PageMaker, Illustrator, MS Project, and more. References available. Alan Stillman:

Please be
sure to vote.

-Service Technician: Mac hardware reseller/ISP is seeks person for
set-up/repair of high-end Mac systems in-house and on-site. PC and
Internet experience a lso helpful.
Fax resume to D. Discenza at (703)
642-1612 •

Dupont Computers .................. 9
Garage Sale ............................ 17
MacUpgrades ........................ C4
Mac Tutorials ......................... 46
MC Price Breakers ................ 11

MDJournal ............................ 53
Publishers Service Bureau ... C3
TCS ........................................... 5
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Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 12022 Parklawn Drive, Rockville, MD 20852
Membership Application

Please print or type:
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Phone# (H) _ _ _ _ _ Phone# (W) _ _ _ _ __
Company
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Occupation _ _ _ _ _ __

Please answer a few questions for us regarding your computer use. Check the computers/equipment
that you use on a regular basis.

D Apple II, II+
c Apple Ile, Ile
c Apple Ile+
c Apple II GS
0 Laser 128
0 Franklin
0 Apple III (SARA)
D Mac Plus, 512e
D Mac SE
c Mac SE30, Mac Ilx
D Mac Portable
0 Mac LC (series)
0 Mac Classic (series)
c Other

0 LISA
D Mac II
~ Mac IIci, ex
D Mac Ilsi
0 Mac Ilfx
D Mac vx
0 Mac PowerBook
0 Mac Duo
D Quadra (all)
c Centris (all)
D PowerMac
0 Newton
0 Performa (all)

WAP has many Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
and activities. Fill in letter next to area of interest.
J=Join Group, V=Volunteer
D I'd like to volunteer. Call me.
AppleWorks SIG_ HOTLINE_
Apple II GS SIG_ HyperTalk SIG_
Apple III SIG_
Mac Programmers
SIG_
Art SIG_
CAD SIG_
Database SIG__
NOVA Educators
Disabled SIG_ _
Mac/Apple
Disk Library__
Users SIG__
EdSIG (education)__ QuickTime SIG_ _
Stock SIG_ _
Excel SIG__
Game SIG__
Telecommunications
SIG(TCS)_
Women's SIGD I can serve as a
Hotline contact f or

Enclose check or money order payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.

D Basic Membership-1 year
0 Student rate* for 1 year

$49
$42

Indicate desired New
Member kit (1 only)
D Apple II
0 Apple IIGS
0 Apple Ill
0 Mac400k
0 Mac800k
0 Mac 1.44 k

For other options please add correct amounts
0 W AP Bulletin Board System (TCS)** with e-mail $20
' l WAP Bulletin Board System (TCS)** with Internet $171
D 1st class mail (U.S.) $17
0 Airmail to Canada, Mexico, West Indies or
Cental America $20
0 Airmail to Europe & South America $38
Please circle Yes or No for the 2 items
below.
0 Airmail to Asia & elsewhere $48
1. My name, address & phone number may
C Surface to Europe, Asia & elsewhere $18
be published in the membership director.
Total enclosed $_ _ __
No.
Yes
*Please enclose photocopy of current student ID.
**Access to the TCS is contingent on W AP having a
current home telephone number for the member.

2. Please leave my name on the Pi mailing
list. (The list never leaves the office and all
mailings are supervised by the Pi staff.)
No
Yes

Applicant signature and date
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Performance • Consistency • Speed
(Whoosh!)

Color on-Demand Printing
Pressmatch & Digital Proofing
lmagesetting & Presentation Services
Flatbed & Kodak Photo-CD Scanning

PS B ~imaging
Village at Shirlington
2788 $.Arlington Mill D r ive,
Suite I 00
Arlington.Virginia 22206-3402
Pho ne: (703) 824-8022 • Fax: (703) 824-8023 • BBS: (703) 824-8024

• •

• •

The Power of Two Computers
For the Price of One

•

macUpgrades
Mac Exclusive since 1989

Youcan get aMacintosh®withaPentium Inside

,

••

Authorized Reseller
and Senice Pnllider

______,
'------------"

7200/120 PC Compatible
PowerMac 7200/ 120 wi1h IOOmhz Pentium
Card 1n,1:1lkd . . . . . . . .. . Available Now

Apple PC Compatibility Card
with 1OOmhz Pentium

Apple PC Compatibility Card
with 1OOmhz 586

Includes 8mb of R.\.\I and ,\ IS·OOS on a
J 2·in ch PCI Card . Suppon s Sound
Blas1cr Comp:11iblc Sound. Oocs nrn
include \Xlndows....... Available Now

lnducb 8mb of R.\.\I and ~IS·OOS on a
7·inch PCI Card. Suppons Sound lllas1er
Comp:11iblc Sound. Does no1 include
\X1ndOI\'>... . ......... Available Now

Put Your Business on Internet
Knowledgeable & Friendly Staff
Corporate, Retail & Government Sales
Hundreds of Products for Mac
Maintenance & Support Agreements
Rapid & Reliable Repairs

Mon-Thurs 10-6, Fri 10-5
Saturday: 11-4

301 •907•0300
email: info@macupgrades.com
6931 Arlington Road· Bethesda, MD

Place your orders now for the 150mhz, 6·slot PCI system
!hat 1\lac\Veek rated l'Cf)' good (++++)and called
·'arguably one of the best graphics Mac OS configurations arailable". Expected delireries by July 1.

The Lowest Prices Ever on RAM

Hard to Get Products -Now Available
Iomega Jaz Drives • Iomega Zip Drives • Iomega Cartridges
Global Village28.8 Modems • PowerBook Modems
PowerBook SCSI Hard Drives · SOOmb SCSI 3.5'' Drives
Supplies for Apple Printers Including StyleWriters

30 Pin l~l~IS: lmb. 126 2mb- 1'10
-imb- 163
1
72 Pin SIMMS: 8mb. 74 16mb · 1144 32111h- 1267
Dli\l~IS:
16mh · 1182 32mb -13-19 64mh - 1599
i\lcmo1y includes free \\'bile you \\'ait installation

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd
12022 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
May I June 1997

UMAX - SuperMac S900

offers complete solutions for dial·up or
dedicated Internet acce~s. We can also assist with
Networking, E·Mail and Web Content Creation. Ask us
how you can get 3 months of free !SON Internet access.

~lacCpgracles

Alluadtmarks property ofthrir resptetivt owners. Anpncts subjtct 10 chang' withoot flOlk' &~bject 1o•Y•1lability

Periodical
Postage rates
paid at
Rockville, MD

